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occasion•••
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and every eventuality - that's what Mowbray Vale can provide.

Fortunately most fli,ghts end safe~y and uneventfuUy on an oirfield.
However, some have been known to terminate in trees, herds of cattle,
or even a reservoir!

So no matter how embarrassing or expensive your Hight turns out to bel
you can rely on Mowbray Valeta he,lp you save face and money.

For guaranteed happy landings contact Mowbray Vale.

Phone Carol Tay/or
on Thirsk (0845) 23078- 24 hr. Ansaphone Service
or write to:

MOWIBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yotkshire Y071 HL. Telex 587470

Representedat Lloyds
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Whether your
aircraft is buiU in
wood, metal, or

glass you can be
sure of expert
repairs from:

SOUTHOOWN AERO
SERVICES LTO.
LASHAM AIRFIELD

ALTON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard (025 683) 359

COMME"CIAL CI\EDIT
FINANCE

for
Gliders and Motorgliders

* UP TO 10 YEAR TERMS AVAILABLE
- ADVANCES EXCEEDING £5,000

* COMPETITIVE TERMS ON NEW AND
USED AIRCRAFT

Telephone or write for written credit
details to Darryl Plumridge or Paul

Potgieter, who are both pilots

Commercial Credit Services Ltd
Capital House
1 Houndwell Place
Southampton
S01 1HU

Telephone: 0703 333822
Telex: 477333 UNKSTN G

FROM DITIEL

* 1 WATITRANSMITIER

* 12v NICAD BATIERY
FOR 8-12 HOUR OPERATION

* TOUGH ALUMINIUM CASE

* ONLY £582.50 + VAT

HANDHELD
VHF AIRBAND
TRANSCEIVER

FSG5

FSG 50 G PANEL MOUNT

* 5 WATT - 720 channel Glider radio

* Complete with all accessories
at £525.00 + VAT

LS-6

THE LS-4

* The new IS/17M Flapped
sailplane with the latest performance

* Details and delivery available on
application.

FROM ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER

For information on Rolladen-Schneider Sailplanes
and Dittel radios, contact the Sole UK Agents -

winner throughout the world - including:

* 1st - 4th UK Nationals

* 1st French, German etc.

* 1st European comp.

* 1st - 7th 1981 World comps.

SPEEDSOARING
6 LASHLAKE RD, THAME, OXON

084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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Cambridge
The choice of Winners at Paderborn, Chateauroux, and Rayskala.

MKIV Director MKIV TE Comp. Variometer MKIV NAV Director Mini Variometer Standard Variometer

The combination of the MKIV TE
Compensated Variometer and the
revolutionary new MKIV NAV offers
the most advanced yet simple AIR
DATA COMPUTER system available.

Combining Micro-processor and
Custom LCD technology, the new
system represents Cambridge's
commitment to advanced soaring
equipment.

Sales: Southdown Aero Services Ltd.
Lasham Airfield, Nr.Alton, Hants.
rei: Herriard 359

Service: Glider Instruments,
5 Glendevon Rd.,
Woodley, Reading.Berks.
lel: (0734)696491

G_CAM'BRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
300 Sweetwater Ave.
Bedford, MA 01730 USA
reI. (617) 275-0889
lWXIl 710-326-7588

THE CENTRE FOIR SCHIEMPP-HIRTH
SAILPLANES IN U.K.

Come and experience the performance of the World's most
successful sailplanes

Demonstration and Glider Hire
available

Holiday expeditions welcome
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Glider
Communications

from Becker
The AR 2008/25A VHF Glider Transceiver gives you 720
Channels plus a lot more • Frequency Storage

• Stop Watch

• Battery Voltage

The AR 2008/25B VHF 720 Channel
Glider Transceiver _---• Digital Frequency Indicator

• Small, light yet tough

• easily fitted one piece instrument

For further information contact
Mi ke Dawson Fieldtech Heathrow Ltd.I~ ,-- ~ Huntavia House 420 Bath Road
~ Fieldtech Longford Middlesex UB7 OLL

Hunting Heathrow ~::~~:12~;~:~4~DTEC G

NEW REVISED EDITION (FOURTH)

by S. E. TAYLOR and H. A. PARMAR

"This book is directed to the student pilot who is hoping to get his
PPL. and it contains more or less everything he will be required to
know. It is a mine of information and is presented in a most readable
way." Sailplane & Gliding.

Contents: Maps and charts; 2 Direction and speed; 3 The navigation
computer; 4 A spot of navigation; 5 Magnetism and compases; 6
Meteorology; 7 Aerad charts; 8 AViation law: 9 Principles of tJight; 10
The power plant; 11 Radio aids; 12 Area naVigation; 13 Aircraft
loading/fire hazard; 14 Now hear this; 15 Playing safe: 16 Getting a
PPL from scratch.

224 pages, £6.95 net (by post 1:7.60)

by J. S. EVANS

"Pilot's Manual is excellent value and should become a basic flying
training for the Private and Commercial Pilot's Licences. It would
also be a useful work of reference for basic revision by qualified
pilots and instructors." Journal 01 the Guild 01 Air pilots and
Navigators.

368 pages, £10.95 net (1:12.00 post)

T. & A. D. POYSER LTD
Calton, Waterhouses. Staffs STl 0 3JX
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SAILPLANE/GLlDER/AIRCRAFT

INSURANCE

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd .
SECURITY HOUSE

160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET

BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY

•
RATES ARE REDUCED BY

QUA LI FICATION

SPECIAL SCHEME FOR
EXPERIENCED PILOTS

Telephone: 021-692-1245
Telex: 335142

SOARING EQUIPMENT LTO
193 RUSSELL RD, BIRMINGHAM B13 8RR

021-449-1121
(ANSWER PHONE)

For

HOFFMAN PROPELLERS WE HAVE
BEEN APPOINTED STOCKISTS OF
THESE SUPERB PROPELLERS FOR
MOTOR GLIDERS AND LIGHT AIRCRAFT.
FULL FACTORY REPAIR SERVICE
AVAILABLE.

MOTOR GLIDERS FOURNIER
RF10 FOR SUPERB PERFORMANCE
AND HANDLING. RF4's AND RF5, SEC
OND HAND AIRCRAFT ALWAYS AVAIL
ABLE.

SAILPLANES ISSOIRE IRIS, SILENE 11,
CARMAN C38 EACH A LEADER IN ITS
OWN CLASS. IRIS AND SILENE DEMO's
AT YOUR OWN SITE.
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The Tiger Cub, a British product, sels the pace lor a tolally new concept in microlighl aircraft, Cealuring

a palent slrong rigid slruclure, oUlstanding conlrollability, 35-75 m.p.h. level s~d range, SOOft pe,r
min. climb and 5 minule rigging lime.. R.eady drilled and pre-Cabricated easy-to·build kit sections can be
purchased ex-slock Crom ,£189 + V.A.T. with Culi kils andc'ready 10 Oy'1igerCubs .vailable 10 order (or
delivery May 1983. P.P.L. Group "I')" 'training arranged Cor owners 'rom £550 including V.A.T., nylng
com'enlionallwo-seat aircraft wilh qualified inslruclors. Conlact )'our nearesl M.D.A. dealer.

Colour infonnalion pack £S. Standard 'inCormalion pack £2.50 or send S.A.'E. for leanet.

O.,.T"<>l" •.~,
:( ~~:'..;.u \
~ t!
~4"'1~

Counly Mlltion' LI~
'Denmoto House
1 Queell5Al't"ado
Wolvrrhampton
West Midland.
To.: 090125 91'1
Ask -ror Dennis Morris

Flj'Uto (Ea.. Anglia)
Tilt !lungalow
Mattishall Road
E. !lerebam
Norfolk
Tol: 0362 4907
Ask fnr Bob Adarns

Tiger Aviation
I, .Regent Road
Blackpool
Te" 0253 25912
Ask ror Michael Booth
or Chrislopher Booth M.B.A. (U.K.) DEALERS

Quest Air
Blandford
Durset OTII 9NE
Tol: 0258 55664
Ask ror Da\dd Dreux

Ultra Sports Lld
Trulelgh Sands Buildings
Truleigh Farm
Edburton
Nr. Henfield. Sussn
Td: 079156526
Ask for Graham Slater

Falrwood A... iulion
Swansea MlcroliJdJt Club
Fairwood Common
Swansea
\\'. Glamorgan
Tel: 0792 296353
Ask ror G. Oil..r

Airborne AvwUon Ltd
Popham Airfield
Nr. Winchester
Hampshire
Tel: 0202822486
Ask for Mac SrnMh
or Paula

Border Aviation Lld
IKlrkbride Airfield
Klrkbrid.
Cumbrla
Tel: '09655 620
Ask for K. Moualem

Sunderiand MicroUghl
Centre

Sunderland Airport
\\'ashmgton Road
Swwlerland. Tyne & Wear
Tel: 0783 367530
A'ik for Jim Rarnes

'fauru.s }\",Ialion Lld
J Tilt Green
Haddenham
Ely
Camb.s
Tel: 0223 60060
Ask for D~"e Garrison

Elboum A"iaUon
Chlswick End Wor1<s
Chiswlck End
Meldreth, Royston
Herts
Tel: 076360334
A.k for Jobn Elbourn

\Vindsports Centre
The Control Tower
\\Iombleton Aerodrome
Klrbymoorslde
Yorks
Tel: 075t 32356
Ask for G""If ,Foard

Essex Aviation Club
MaIn Road
Alresford
Cok:he"er
Essex
Tel: 020622 S481
Ask ror Weg Wingnekl

R. W. MUlward & Co
110 Burntwood Lltne
Cal~rhaJn

Surre)'
Tel: 0883 42947
Ask for Dick MiJlward

Midland Ultralight. Lld
KUworth Marina
North Kllworth
lutter-worth
Lekester
Tel: 0858 880484
Ask for Derek or lain

J. Romain & Sons
III Burnham Green Road
Burnham Green
Welw)'1J
HerlS
Tel: 043879 525
Ask for Jitn Romain

Telex: 848314 CHACOM G

Two-seater Training Motor Glider Limbach Pusher engine 68 HP
Glide angle 1:27 supplied with lull set of instruments,
DemonslTa!", at Booker NOW

PZL-WILGA MAY BE BOUGHT, HIRED OR LEASED

~
(evenings and weekends 0628-39690)

24 hour answering service

aGAR

Anglo-Polish Sailplanes Ltd.
(0494) 40911

820-50 PUCHACZ
Two seat all fibreglass training glider

Wycombe Air Park' Booker . Marlow ' Bucks

COME AND FLY OUR

DEMONSTRATORS

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS
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RD Aviation Ltd
formerly Ricardo Avionics

To reflect the extensive service we now offer our customers In gliding and general
aviation we've changed our name. You're stili assured of our responsive and

efficient attention.

I

ATR 720B/BTR 720B

£699.20
(incl VAT)
4 channel
memory

stored
frequencies

can be changed
in flight

£899.30
(Incl VAT)

Same cradle as
ATR 720A

Full details and price list from

Dickie Feakes
23 Orchard Way
Offord D'Arcy
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire
Tel: Huntingdon (0480) 811931

- VW711 - up/down audio, 80 mm meter, sensor box and flask
- all for an unbeatable £239.20 (incl VAT). 2-seater version

£253.00 (incl VAT).
- The widest range of varies
- With heal sink £11.96 (incl VAT)

Cradle, if required
£29.90 (Incl VAT)

ATR 720B Ground Station
ATR 720A Ground Station from £796.95 (incl VAT)
Pye Westminster (refurbished) £159.85 (incl VAT)
Magnetic base car aerials £24.90 (incl VAT)

ATR 720A/BTR 720A

£580.75
(incl VAT)

New!
Plus -

John Delafield
Cotswold House
Mill Street
ISLlP
Oxford OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357

WESTERBOER

CAMBRIDGE
Capacity flask

We can supply you with

RADIOS - proven, high quality and by Waiter Dittel himself (he and his son have
no connection with his previous firm Waiter Ditlel GmbH).

Avionic Ditte'l GmbH
New! ATR 720C - Same size as ATR-720A but with:-

10 channel memory, keyboard entry, microprocessor controlled - stored frequencies
can, be· changed in flight.

- 'Winter', United Instruments, etc.
- Replogle 8hr '(no blacking), 'Winter'.
-from £295 (incl' VAT)
- £16.95 (inel VAT) for 12v 6.5Ah.

(other sizes available)
GEt..:L CELL - £23.00 (ind VAT) (charge indicator and auto shut off)

CHARGERS Multiple outlet chargers buill to order.
BOOM MiCROPHONES - £33.93 (inet VAT) - new slim style.
WING COVERS, OXYGEN SYSTEMS, WATER BALLAST FILLING SYSTEMS, etc.

INSTRUMENTS
BAROGRAPHS
PARACHUTES
GELL CELLS

VARIOMETERS
r----------------------.

'IT' Is designed by Avionlc Dittel GmbH
Deliveries - later this year

RICO 3000 Series - by far the best value in Flight Director Varios: Adjustable up
and down audio, Averager, Netlo, Flight Director, all in one
package fQr£437.74 (incl VAT) (additional remote displays of
all modes can be fitted: without modification - vertical meter,
80 mm or 57 mm found meters available).

Add Post and Packing - Imports may be subject to price changes

Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD

45 MINS FROM lONOON)

Blackbushe Airport.
Special Courses for Glider Pilots
to obtain Private Pilot's Licence

Bronze C and Silver C Conversion
Courses

Normal Courses for P.P.L.
Night - I.M.C. - FVT - Aerobatic

and Simulator Training
Flying Instructor Courses
C.AA Approved Courses 38 hours

~rclaycards and Access accepted

Diners Club Credit Cards accepted

Licensed Bar

Our Silver 'c' offer includes:

FREE membership of The London
School of Flying for one year.
1,5 hours of ground school
3 hours of dual General Handlling
3 noms solo General Handling
4 hours DuaJllnstrument Flying
2 hours Dual Navigation
The PPL Flight Test

Available at:
LSF

ELSTREE AERODROME 01-953 4343/4

BHSF
BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT 09594 73583

GSF
DENHAM AERODROME 0895 833327

'Phone us now!
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YOUR
GLIDER

INSURANCE
A NEW APPROACH FOR THE ....

BRITISH
GLIDING

MOVEMENT

MANAGING AGENT

WYAIT INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Boundary House, 7/17 Jewry Street

London EC3N 2HP

Telephone: 01-4814772(4742 Telex: WNDON 886572 &883039

Registered Office: 19 Cursitor Street, London EC4A lLT. Incorporated 20th Mav, 1982. Registered in London 1637001.
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S&G GOES D,OWN UNDER - at least with our first
four articles in this Issue

A Standard Class 1000km Triangle

ANDY PYBUS

left Sydney on the 0630hrs Fokker
for Dubbo, wher,e I met Arnie in a
Cherokee which got us into Narromine
at about 0960. By then the place was a
hive of activity as John had assured all
and sundry that ,today was "the" day.
We quickly ballasled the aircraft, (John
in an LS-3) and went through that mad
rush of declarations, barographs, maps
and sandwiches which are a prerequisite
of any long task day. (I managed to
forget the sandwiches.)

John launched first, and I followed a

Two other local pilots, - John Rowe
(CFI) and Arnie Hartley (LS-4 pusher)
were also keen to take on the task and
we spent the next winter drawing
unreasonably large triangles on maps of
Australia. In theory at least, IOOOkm
was possible. All we had to do was fly at
lOOkm/h for ten consecutive hours and
this simple calculation became a source
of inexplicable encouragement to us.
The changes in FAI rules permitted us to
concoct a 1031 km triangle - Combara
Silo, Hillston airfield, Cootamundra air
field - with Narromine being situated
partway down one leg. (See Fig 1.)

This triangle had several advantages
over Paul's. the most important being
that it was almost all over good out
landable country which was well known

G::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-], to all three of us. Also during that winter
I upgraded my panel by adding the Mark
4 Nav computer to my Cambridge vario
system and then spent the next spring
learning how to make the most of this
superb instrument.

John and Arnie made their first
attempt towards the end of November. I
was unfortunately "confined to work"
(paying off the nav computer!) 400km
away in Sydney and needless to say I
viewed their endeavours with somewhat
mixed feelings! In the event, the day
died too early and Arnie cui short and
returned to the airfield having clocked
LIp 820km while J'ohn soldiered on to
make 860km and a field landing. All
three of us made a similaf attempt about
a week later, and again we each scored
around the 850km mark, "Pybus aux
vaches", John and Amie getting back.
(On the same day, Peter Sh,eard claimed
a new UK record by completing an
835km triangle in one of the Soaring
Centre's LS-4's.)

The synoptic picture on December 11
looked hopeful.

I suppose every cross-country pilot
worth his sal,t aspires to flying a 1000km.
Certainly, when r lef. a depression-laden
England bound for Australia in the
winter of 1979, it had occurred to me
that such " flight might be possible,
although commonsense told me to rele
gate the thought to my "pipe-dreams"
department.

Once I had settled into my new envi
ronment, I was quick to find out from
local glider pilots that Narromine - a
small farming community in the wheat
belt of central New South Wales - pos
sessed a soaring centre which was pmb
ably the best in Eastern AustraUa and
when I took delivery of a Std Jantar
some time later it waS natural to base it
there.

The decision turned out a happy one
and within a few days of arriving at the
Soaring Centre I had clocked up my first
500km triangle in the sort of conditions
that most English pilots wouldn't ev,en
confess to dreaming about, for the next
two seasons I plugged away at my dis
tance flying and in all clocked up some
30 OOOkm of cross-country soaring.

Andy" an anaesthetisf af a Sydney hospi
tal, staffed glidIng a' 80oker.in 1974 and
by the time he left Engiand five yea,s later
had logged about 2QOltrs and flown a few
300km triangles I'n hI' Ubelle. Apad from
the obvIous, ,easons ,for wanting to fly a
tOOOkm triangle, Andy had a bet on with
"Shep" Sheppard at Boaker.

"When' told hIm I was off to Australia,
he remarked that It would be easy to do a
500kmtr/angle there and thl, was a rather '
sneaky way of getting my DIamonds. My
riposte was that' would therefore, have to
do It twice In one day to compensate for
the Improved conditions!" he recalls,

Andy says his two gr:eatesf gliding men
tors are John RQwe and Atlile Hartley,
neither of whom ever admit a task Is
ImpossIble and as a result Ity Indecently

I learned how to €ope with Australian large ·trlangles. They ell share en ambition
conditions - the fierce dry heat of some' to fly 8 really big Standard Class triangle
of the booming blue days, the dimculties and given the light day suspect a 1250km

, mIght be pOsSIble.
of navigation in some of the remote '--------------------'
areas and the threat of dehydration. I
was also able to put into practice for the
first time the principles of speed flying
when thermal strengths, cloudbase and
wing-loading were all high. (I never once
had a day in the UK where a wing-loading
approaching 50kg/mz was appropriate,
whereas on the booming days here you
fill up to the brim and throw in some
extra lead if you're feeling really mean!)

In December 1980, a local pilot, Paul
Mander, flew his ASW-20 around a
1000km triangle and in doing so became
the first person to achieve the distance in
a 15m glider. This really planted the
seeds of my idea for a Standard Class
1000km triangle and when my LS-4
arrived the following year the process of
germination began.

Full to the brim
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I S&G Goes Down Under

eBROKEN HIll

p~

Hillston

WAGGA WAGGA-

Fig 1.

few minutes later at 1030. I had decided
to take a high tow and pulled off at
4500ft and dived through the start line
at 1044hrs. Ten kilometres out I took
my first thermal of the day - 2.5kt to
3500ft, while to the north the first cu's
were forming. Some 60km out we con
tacted these clouds and found 4-5kt to
5000ft. The run into Combara went
uneventfully although at this stage there
appeared to be some danger of over
development. John and I covered the
120km in 68min and reached the TP
more or less simultaneously. Meanwhile,
Amie and David Jansen (Nimbus 2)
were still 60km behind us having made a
later start.

The conditions were now steadily
improving, and 80km down the second
leg I took an 8.1kt climb to 9200ft which
proved to be my best rate of climb and
heigl1t achieved on the day. The clouds
were well spaced, with almost all of the
good looking ones giving 6-7kt on the
averager and we moved steadily south
wards working a height band of 4-8000ft
with a SkI ring setting. I met up with
John 50km out of HiIlston and we
cruised around the second TP together
at 1513.

By now we had covered the first
500km in under 4V2hrs and although the
doudbase was not rising, conditions
ahead look'ed very good. Around this
t'ime we picked up reports from other
aircraft in the remaining task area which
confirmed this impression and for the
first time the task looked achievable.

The thir'd leg also went quite easily,
although the easterly component of the
wind slowed us up somewhat. Unfortu
nately by the time we were within sight
of Cootamundra it became obvious that

June/July 1983
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conditions were deteriorating. Large
blue holes were appearing on the track
home and an outlanding seemed inevit
able. Behind us Arnie had decided to
abandon the task and make a run for
Narromine, while David was slowly
catching us in the big Nimbus. Once
again John and I turned more or less
together, but by this time he had picked
up 2000ft on me. It was now 1745 and
we had 270km to go into a dying sky.

I wound my ring back 2kt, dropped
90kg of ballast and cruised off tenta
tively into the blue hole between
Cootamundra and Grenfell. Surprisingly
we both found some quite reasonable
blue thermals and were able to tip toe
north. At Black Spring Mountain John
marked a 2kt climb for me and I crept in
beneath him dropping the remnants of
my ballast. Far to the north we could see
cu-nims over the ranges but they seemed
impossibly distant. Grawlin plains
(150km out) found us down to 1500ft
but "hanging on in" in l.4kt achieved. I
could now see that the decaying cu-nims
were over Parkes and a rapid calculation
with my computer informed me I would
require 6500ft to reach the cloud at a
reasonable altitude.

Twenty hard working minutes got me
the required height and I continued on
at 65kt, consoling myself with the
thought tha,t at least Parkes Airfield and
an easy retrieve were now in my grasp.
Meanwhile John had reached the town a
few minutes ahead of me and found
unexpectedly good lift under the decay
ing thundercloud. I entered lite lift at
1700ft and found a solid cor,e of 4.5kt in
which I climbed steadily (and gratefully)
to c10udbase at SOOOft. It was now
1945hrs and I was just over 100km from

home with darkness 45min away. I had
given up the thought of gelling back to
Nanomine, but realised I could now
make this airstrip at Peak Hill.

However, as I neared doudbase it
became apparent that a ragged street
had formed on track. Needing no second
invitation, I sel off along it and in fact
was to lose no height in the next 25km.
At 85km out I was elated to findm)'self
actually above my gMe path for a I kt
glide back home, but john, who was by
now some 20km in front, depressed me
by reporting rain and heavy sink under
the glowering clouds ahead. I altered
dir,ection to take me a little to the west
of track and still finding myself flying in
zero sink, cruised on into the growing
darkness at 60kt. Abeam Peak Hill
(S6km out), the Cambridge told me that
I was 1400ft above my glide path and
although I was being gently rained upon,
my glide angle did not appear to suffer.
John, in the LS-3 with its more critical
aerofoil, was not so lucky and finding
himself at 2000ft some 25km out elected
to make a safe field landing rather than
try a marginal final glide in near dark
ness. David, having only his third flight
in an Open. Class glider, decided to play
safe and land at Forbes having clocked
up 880km.

Lost in the gloom

In the meantime, I nervously moni
tored my progress on the Cambridge.
My check points all tallied and even
though I remained a steady 1400ft above
my Max glide path, I simply couldn't
believe that I might complete the task.
Narromine was by now lost in the gloom,
but I could quite easily pick up the reas
suring pulse of the airfield beacon. Ten
kilometres out I still had 2400ft in hand
and for the first time I felt I could be a
little extravagant and began to burn-off
my excess height. I crossed the finish line
at 1000ft having covered the 1031km in
9hrs 47min. Needless to say I broadcast
a jubilant "Charlie Quebec November
finishing" and then proceeded in my
state of excited exhaustion to line up for
an approach onto the downwind run
way. A discreet suggestion from the
ground that "perhaps an into wind land
ing would be more appropriate" was
gratefully received, and I finally touched
down at 2033 just as the sun dipped
below the horizon.
Footnote: At the time of writing, Arnie
still hasn't qtlite made it, although he has
hvice travelled over 950'km. David Jan
sen suocessfullycompleted the same
triangle in the Nimbus a week later. a
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A Day of Days in New Ze,a/and

TRISH WA rSONtells of the most exciting flight
of her life which she shared with her husband, Ben.

source and an amusing story of how 't
got its name. We fumbled round the
bluff tbrough encouraging burbles of lift,
but it was some nail-biting time before
we got settled into anything wide enough
to circle in, and we had almost burnt our
boats.

No doubt the Wills of this world and
the next would have shot up the cliff
with the wingtip a yard from the granite
... we were too scared to attempt it as
jagged ridges jutted out and the spectre
of our dependants back in England filled
the cockpit. So we did careful 3600s and
ev.entually gained the summit with relief,
but got no higher whatever we tried,
returning to the head of the valley and back.

Perhaps the next ridge would serve us
better. At least it was nearer to our goal,
Mt Cook. So we sallied fortb, found no
lift at all and had to scuttle back to Rot
ten Tommy's midriff and struggle up
again!

We next set off on the direct line to
Mt Wakefield of the Cook range itself.
This meant crossing the Murchison val
ley, a distance of some 8km, and we
didn't have much hope of getting over
the col with the height we had set off
with.

Suddenly our gentle glider became a
wildly bucking horse. Crash, bang, straps
cut into shoulders, wings flick all over
the place. Rotor!

"You take over please," I pleaded with
Ben. He forged on indomitably and we'
sneaked over the ridge having gained
about as much height as we had lost.
Wonders never cease.

Wicked Wakefield's lift was plain
horrible. We were flung up, flung down.
We grew tired of the battle. Then Phil's
voice came over the radio. "Sit-rep?" he
a~ked.

Ben took these dramatic photo
graphs of Mt Cook while Trlsh did
the flying

and Phil Galloway on February 2 at
1245hrs. There was a cloudless sky,
upper winds westerly and moderate (NW
winds produce best wave here) and the
ground level wind direction was S (deep
valley effect).

Always the river bed

Manpower being minimal the star
board wingtip had to be picked off the
ground using aileron and rudder and I
nearly made a nonsense of tI~at, but all
became well and we were towed to a
position just nor,th of the Mt Cook
Line's airport. If we failed to find lift 
Phil assured us that w.e would put down
at Birch Hill - a disused strip just a
kilometre away. (We had previously
reconnoitred it for cricket stumps and
blown over markers.) Or, as a last resort,
a safe landing could be made on the
broad river beds as the actual water
channels were widely spaced unless in
spate. One might then be plucked off by
his powerful tug had one chosen a suit
able piece of sbingle. Phew!

Tension mounted as we endeavoured
to reach Rotten Tommy, a mountain in a
side vaHey with a reputation as a thermal

Those who don't want to risk turning
green wi,th envy and those who are
bored with accounts of superlative glid
ing in far flung places, read no further.

I feel compelled to tell anyone who'll
listen all about the most exciting flight
I've ever had, and it was enhanced by
having shared it with Ben. Believe it or
not, in 23 years of marriage and gliding
partnership we have never flown
together in a glider before January of
this year! But there we were at Master
ton in New Zealand's North Island sit
ting in a K-13, thanks to the efforts and
kindness of Malcolm Stuart and his
gliding chums who had all dropped their
work to assist us, it being a weekday.
Ben was in the front seat doing the
take-off, I was in the back having kit
tens! (It was all those warnings of the
dreaded rotor and the fact that my har
ness wouldn't stay tight that had
twitched me up besides which I know I
am an awful back seat driver.) Would
our marriage survive this?

But actually all went smoothly and we
enjoyed a couple of hours in weak wave.
But this is not the flight that I must tell
you about - that happened a week later
in 'the Mt Cook area of South Island.

Then we took-off at Glentanner air
strip in a B1anik owned by Gavin Wills
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A Waikerie Gold C
Tim Wilkinson of Yielden, Beds, was
planning a trip to Australia with his wife
when he discovered the coach would go
past the entrance to Waikerie Gc.

So on November 29, after a check
flight, he was launched in an Astir CS
(Waikerie have an impressive fleet) and
found "good rates of climb everywhere.
I went out to the west and saw the
Adelaide hills at a good height, Adelaide
itself and the ocean beyond with the sun
on it - it all seemed a fairy tale."

The next day was the big one with 42°
C expected and thermals in excess of
17 OOOft. Tim flew Gold C distance and
height, being able to see the TPs all the
way round, but although a Diamond
height was possible he didn't have
oxygen.

A little cirrus came in the next day
which Tim spent flying an ASW-19B,
finding the conditions ideal for improv
ing centring and scraping. There was still
a problem with the cirrus on his last day
but he declared a 500km and didn't land
out until on his way back from the
230km TP.

He opted for an aerotow retrieve
which, at £100, was expensive, but Tim
said that he learnt more about cross
country flying that day than ever before.

"I had four days of the best gliding I
could ever dream about," Tim added.
"Everybody was most helpful and
friendly, the facilities were excellent, the
aircraft well instrumented and there was
no red tape to stop you being checked
out and flying away." a

Footnote. After a month in New Zealand,
Trish and Ben spent another month in
Australia where they both flew 500km
triangles in 'LS-4s on the same day, Feb
ruary 27, from Narromine, New South
Wales, to claim Diamond goals. Their
TPs were Titchbome and Coonamble.•

Cook once more. Then we headed for
home via Mt Sefton and its Footstool,
with those stupendous ice falls which are
so eye catching from the Hermitage tour
ist centre below. Great chunks of ice
rumble down periodically, and here were
we above it all!

Names on the map made us feel
amongst friends. "Sybil and Katie's"
peaks; Alex's Knob(!). But" Annette"
was not so friendly. She gave us tre
mendous sink as we approached her.
Thousands of feet wound rapidly off the
clock. Did we have to settle for a Birch
Hill landing after all?

We zoomed out over the valley and
the sink reduced. But now we were back
in frightful turbulence - 5000ft - we
thought we could make it back to Glen
tanner. The lake had now blown into
white horses. We saw an aircraft
taking-off in the opposite direction to
that we used five hours earlier. Couldn't
see the windsock dammit. We were sink
ing fast again, all hell let loose.

"Phil, help us please!"
"I'm returning to Glentanner and will

sus. Wait ten minutes."
But could we? Only 2000ft above site

in awful turbulence. Then WHAM into
fantastic lift right over the hangar. Ten
minutes later we were back at 10 OOOft!
Ridiculous! What a Day of Days.

A tour to lose height

The altimeter now read 13 800ft as!.
We made a triumphant 3600 turn right
over the peak and having no oxygen set
off to lose some height on a circular tour
of the Cook massif.

Time enough now to suck an orange
and to enjoy the magnificent views: west
of the Great Divide we saw valleys filled
with cloud above which rose sunlit
peaks; the long tongue of the Tasman
glacier winding down the Murchison val
ley; the wrinkly tummy glaciers on
Cook's north side; the milky aquamarine
@f glader fed Lake Pukaki and the bril
liant emerald ponds on the melting end
of the silt covered Tasman glacier.

As we completed our circuit we came
upon the wave whose rotor had abused
us earlier. We were lifted in a dignified
manner this time and rose to salute Mt

I_S_&_G_G_O_e_S_D_o~w_n_u_n_d_e_r J
"We're in the Hooker valley on

Wakefield and it's very rough and we're
not gaining height;' m said.

"Press on towards Cook. Good luck!"
We were agbast as the terrain ahead

looked most inhospitable and safety lay
behind us. But we obeyed Phi:l and got
tossed like jetsam but also supported as
we edged up to the foot of Mt Cook
itself. Gradually the violence eased and
then we were in smoot'h lift such as
dreams are made of - 700ft/min, 800,
900 ... up and up. The massive rock
face slipped quietly down beside us.

"I'll fly her, you photograph," I
shouted with excitement. Ben sucked his
teeth in fright as I tacked across the face
much closer than he liked.

The ice cliffs and snow fields which
cling to t'he upper crags are fantastically
beautiful close to. It was all pure joy and
extremely thrilling. Our goal was almost
achieved.

As we passed the Middle Peak a small
cloud formed upwind of the Cook peak.
Climbing now at only lkt we looked
down and saw to our discomfort a
Cessna winging its way rapidly up
towards us.

"Cessna south of Mt Cook peak from
glider, do you read?" No reply. The
plane came close enough to see its mark
ings.

"Papa Oscar Yankee Kilo we are in a
glider 500fl above you."

"I see you glider. What a grand day.
Have fun. Out". Off he went with his
tourist passengers to view the spectacu
lar Fox and Franz Joseph glaciers whose
feet unbelievably melt in sub tropical
forests with fern trees.
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A THERMALLING TURN INDICATOR
COllN NORMAN, a lecturer in mechanical engineering at Queensland Institute of Technology, sent us the enclosed
artk:le (which we r~rint by kind permission of Australian Gliding) shortly before he flew 1043km In a Mosquito with the
help of his invention. lie took-off f·rom Darll'ng Downs Soaring Club's McCaffrey fie'ld, site oft~ 19821,5 Metre and Open
Class Nationals near Jondaryan, Queensland, and Toowoomba, headed south to Edgercl silo, north to Roma
aerodrome In Western Queensland and landed back after 10hrs. During the flight CoUn found the Indicator worked
really well for structured thermals. He used about 60 thermals and estimated that If only half were turned the wrong
way (equal probability) he would have los,t about 20mln which would most probably have caused him to land out. An
international' patent tias beenappHed for and Colin Is manufacturing the Instrument in small quantities, but Is
interested in a licensing/royalty agreement with an estab1ished company. Any Inquiries may be sent to him at the Oept
of Mechanical Engineering, Queensland Institute ,of Technology, George Street, Brisbane 4000, Queensland,
Australia. As Colln ist~ tin~t pilot to complete a 1000km from Darling Downs Soaring Club, he qualifies for the $1000
donated by 'lIndsay Rlchards, DOSC founding member.

Have you too been sure a thermal is on
one side, turned and fallen into sink?
This article is about the development
and use of a panel-mounted audio-visual
indicator that helps to overcome this
problem and also has other uses.

From the outset, I want to make it
clear this article is not a trick one
designed to get you interested only to
find out it is entertaining rubbish. Rather
it is a report of the results of about eight
years of patient investigation research
and development.

Soon after starting to fly sai:lplanes I
began to appreciate that one could see
the glider being moved sideways as a
thermal was approached, by the move
ment of the top of the cockpit against
the horizon. A correction the other way
often helped to locate the thermal.

When one wing tends to lift or extra
force is felt on t,he ailerons and a correc
tion is made toward the Iift,ing wing, then
the duration for which one could stay in
lift was extended and/or a thermal could
be located (as aptly described in Helmut
Reichmann's book, Flying Cross
country).

It seemed to me these methods were
good but they were nO.t sensitive enough
and that sailplanes should be able to fly,
especially inter-thermal, in the way that
Ibises and other such birds fly, ie not in a
straight line but with a weaving pattern
that will take the sailplane into any
thermals in minimum time and with a
minimum number of centring turns. This
path would take advantage of any gen
erallifting air encountered.

Horizontal guide
To put the above discussion in a more

concise way, the MacCready ring allows
.the pilot to vary speed according to sink
and lift essentially in the vertical plane,
but an instrument was required that
would allow the pilot to sensitively guide
the sailplane movements in the horizon
tal plane. It is very important to note
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here that a good lookout (as always) is
important for flying safety purposes.

To pursue the above ideas experimen
tally, I reasoned that on approaching one
side of a thermal, the wing on the ther
mal side should bend more than the
other wing, even if only for a short .time.
To investigate tbis, strain gauges were
first cemented to the wing spar stubs of a
glider.

Strain gauges are devices'about finger
nail size and consist of a very fine wire
or foil. When the wire is strained, for
example by bending, the resistance of
the wire changes and this then gives a
very sensitive means of finding out if one
wing bends more than another.

My experiments have indicated that
one wing does bend momentarily
(impulsively) more than another, as
above. This is apparently due to the
rotational mass moment of inertia of the
aircraft initially resisting rotational
acceleration and also due to an effect
similar to the fins of a ship's stablilizer
(horizontal fins outside the hull of the
ship), ie the wing not in the thermal
tends to momentarily stabilize the aircraft
against the uplift of the wing on the
thermal side.

A sensitive digital voltmeter was first
used in an attempt to analyse the in
flight strain gauge signals and enough
significance was found to continue.
Experiments were continued with a
portable strain gauge meter and signifi-

cant readings again obtained but the
,instrument was mot sensitive ,enough.

It would seem that a difficulty with
this approach is that the strain gauges
are applied to the surface of the wing
spar stubs and this surface may consi'st of
glass-fibre (or other) rovings that have a
protective as well as a structural func
tion, with the result that the strain
recorded is apparently not always
directly related to :wing bending. (This
infers, of course, that the strain gauge
should be set in the material at manufac
ture.)

Another practical difficulty with this
approach is that since the wings are
removable from the fuselage and the
strain gauges are attached to the wings, a
tedious system of electrical pin type con
nectors must be coupled for rigging and
uncoupled for de-rigging.

Deflection measured
For ,the above reasons, experiments

were then begun into the measurement
of the deflection of tbe wing stubs. This
was first attempted using ,a mechanical
dial gauge type indicator bwt this was
found to be impractical for frictional and
inertia reasons. A moving armature
instrument was next tried with moderate
success, but this was discontinued at that
time because of bulkiness, weight and
temperature problems.

A strain gauge type sensor was then
devised and this is being used with good
results in a Mosquito 15 Metre (Racing)
Class sailplane. This sensor is connected
by a cable to an instrument mounted in a
standard 3.125in diameter cutout in the
instrument panel. The sensor is easily
disconnected from its cable and the wing
stubs on which it is mounted, thus allow
ing ease of rigging and de-rigging.

The strain gauge signal causes a
horizontally-moving needle pointer in an
"edgewise" meter in the panel-mounted
turn indicator to move to the left if the
thermal is on the left or to move to the
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The photograph shows the Instrument installed next to a normal variometer.

Other benefits
The turn indicator is also of some

assistance in moving the aircraft toward
streaming/streeting and in staying in it a
little longer for additional time saving.

For use when thermalling alone, the
turn indicator can also be used to a
limited extent for moving a thermalling
turn to be more concentric with the core.
Also it would seem logical that when
using an artificial horizon or turn and
bank to fly in cloud, the turn indicator
would help in locating the thermal core.
Cloud flying is not legal in Australia but
it is in some countries.

I have flown overseas and one of the
difficulties in cloud flying, even with an
artificial horizon and audio variometer,
is correcting toward the core at the right
moment.

If one is thermalling in visual condi
tions below cloud then the instruments
do not have to be watched closely and
also the shape and the density of the
cloud can be used as a guide to position
and correct the thermalling turn. In the
cloud, however, attention must be
centred on watching the instruments and
the guide of cloud shape and density is
lost.

In these conditions, each time the pilot
makes a turn, the turn indicator can give
audio-visual indication of the side and
general direction where a reasonably
well formed thermal core lies and allow
the sailplane to be moved more quickly
and easily into a circling turn concentric
with the core.

The instrument has been used so far
on 15 metre sailplanes, but it is antici
pated that it will be even more effective
on the larger span of the Open Class
sailplanes because of the increased air
area swept by the larger span wings.

I prefer to fly with the turn indicator
rather than without it It seems to make
flying easier and more pleasurable. a

loss in competition and also badge or
record flying .. Thus the turn indicator, in
reasonably fOrmed thermals, will allow
the number of wrong turns to be
reduced, ,UlUS saving time.

A third reason is that the present
meChod of assessing which way to turn
into a thermal by means of the feel of the
sailplane or ailerons as against using a
sensitive turn indicator as above, may be
likened 'to using the old Cosim red and
green ball variometer as against the
modern 'electronic variometers.

Experiments so far seem to indicate
that frequently sideways movement or
~rsonal feel of the sidethrust do not
always indicate the correct way to turn.

final direction of turn. (Additions to the
instrument to eliminate this effect are
incorporated in the patent application
but add to the cost and complexity).

The turn indicator consisting of sensor
and panel-mounted instrument uses
normal 12 volt (nominal) battery supply
and its current consumption is of the
order of milliamps as against the amps
required by a radio. However it is
recommended that a 7-ampere hour (gel
or other) battery be used for long (eg
5hr) flights when a radio is used also,
and the relatively new 10-ampere hour
battery for longer flights.

Why have a turn indicator anyway?
The first reason is that it can be used for
instructing student pilots to turn into a
thermal. The left or right indication of a
thermal is practically instantaneous and
the student can from the start begin to
learn how wing lifting and control col
umn sideforce signs agree with turn
indicator movements.

A second reason is time saving, the
most sought after commodity for cross
country and competition flying. (George
Moffat in his book Winning on the Wind
makes this general point very well in his
excellent chapter Low Loss Flying.)

Assume that we have turned the
wrong way, ie we turn away from the
thermal instead of into it, and instead of
600ft/min lift we turn into 600ft/min sink
for 20sec of a turn. We lose 200ft by the
wrong turn as against gaining 200ft for
the correct turn. The difference is thus
400ft which represent (400/600) x 6Osec,
ie 40sec.

If 20 thermals are used in a flight and
only half of these are initially turned
wrongly, then the total time loss from
this cause would be 10 x 40 = 400sec.
This is 6min 40sec, a considerable time

Good results obtained
Flight tests with the above instrument

have shown good results. However,
thermals and/or streaming or streeting
musl be reasonably well formed and on
entering the thermal minimal rudder and
ailerolll movement must be used so that
wing bending will not be basically
altered uncil the turn indicator gives the

right if on the right. An audio-visual
warning system is fitted so that pilots can
keep their attention directed outside the
cockpit for safety reasons.

The audio consists of a distinctive two
tone "beeper" that only sounds when
the needle on the meter reaches a value
chosen by the pilot. The visual warning
consists of lights of different colours, one
on either end of the meter scale and one
light shows when the audio sounds.

The method of using the instrument is
as follows: If the needle of the turn indi
cator remains central and the variometer
reading is increasing the pilot does not
turn but flies straight ahead in lift. If the
needle moves left and the variometer is
increasing the pilot turns left into a
thermal or just veers left. Similarly if the
needle moves right with the variometer
increasing, the pilot turns or veers right.

This explanation is an illustration of
the principle discussed earlier in that the
turn indicator guides the pilot generally
in the horizontal plane and the variome
ter in the vertical plane.

Althol,lgh the meter needle is referred
to above for explanation purposes, for
safety in flying the turn indicator has
been designed so the pilots can turn on
audio signals alone, eg a low frequency
,tone [or ,turning left and a higher fre
quency lone to turn right.

I S&G Goes Down Under
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HOW DO THE PUNDITS REALLY DO IT?

Having followed Britain's best pilots (and occasionally some of
France's and Germany's) across thousands of miles of sky and
having almost invariably been left floundering I have toyed with
all sorts of theories as to why. One belief that I have clung to
for years is that these people have a superior strategic sense
which tells them whether to depart in the morning or in the
afternoon, whether to go up the east side or the west side of the
Pennines, and which tells them that 50 miles ahead it is really
going to brew up beautifully.

Climb faster than the rest of us

I am coming to the conclusion that this is all nonsense. They
may indeed have some of these aforementioned talents, but, par
ticularly now that Free Distance has been abolished and startlines
are held, there is less scope for anything so grandiose as a
strategic sense. I have decided that what these blighters do is
quite simply climb faster than the rest of us. There may be
some personal radar that tells these super pilots that a mile or
so ahead the lift is greener but I do not believe anymore that it
extends much further ahead than that.

You might well say to me, why don't I just ask them? But
invariably the best ones can tell you very little about what is an

Cl/)

One billiard ball from another
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instinctive process. How ,can a man who has full colour vision
explain lo one who is colour blind the' nature of .he special
talent that enables him to tell one billiard ban from another?

Dave Watt, for instance, finds the centre of a thermal so
quickly that, even withou. doing a complete 360°, he can deCide
whether 10 slay with it, or to press on. I am still wallowing
around trying to find that core - if there is one - and prob
ably waste twenty minutes over the course of an afternoon with
such unproductive trial and error. I have clung on ,to half a knot
at lOOOft in a blank grey sky and seen Bernie Fitchett come in
200ft below, barely waggle his win,gs, and press on into ,the
nothingness to find a meaty two knots - at a height where I
would be hollering for the crew and wondering if it was open
season for farmers to shoot glider pilots either in the air or on
the ground. When I ask him how? why? he can on'ly say he was
sure ,there was something beuer further on. However that con-

Audio-vario's half-hearted squeak

fidence that there was something usable further on derived
from the proved ability to find the difficult, moving centre of
tiny bubbles at low altitudes.

In short, my theory now claims that it's not that they know
where the good lift is but that they know that when they
encounter it they won't lose it. How often have you drifted along
in quiet desperation and felt a burble and heard the audio-vario
give a half-hearted squeak - and have not known whether a) to
press on or b) to turn left or c) to turn right? That, I'm now sure,
is where the difference lies between Them and Us. Perhaps Mr
Pratt's "Thermalsearch" (see below) can help.

Two More Delightful Programmes for ZX81

First, Johfl WilIiamson's final glide simulator which really does
create a ,fair amouflt of tension as you press greedily on in hope
of beller lift and sometimes fail to find it. This has two useful
functions: explaining the basic principles of final gliding as per
the great textbooks from Piggott to Reichmann and helping one
to get used to operating the John Willy calculator under pres
sure. The attractive thing about this one is the continuous print
out "frem the side" of the glider's track across the sky from left
to right (west to east), which can be studied and discussed at
leisure afterwards. The programme is very "user-friendly" (that
is to say Platy-proof) and has plenty of simple instructions on
the screen. Certainly not just a game.

Secondly, Graham Pratt's "Thermal Search" which is a seri
ous attempt to test out different techniques for centring in lift.
The number of times I got the "Thermal Lost" message was
infuriating. The most ingenious aspect of the programme is that
although, as in real life you only get vario readings, heading and
angle of baflk as you circle, after you've finished (triumphantly
or in disgrace) the computer screen recreates all your meander
ings as a moving trace related to a grid which indicates the
centre of the thermal. This lets you analyse the extent to which
you tended to turn too soon or too late, use too much or too
little bank etc, etc.

Graham Pratt has tried six different methods of centring and
concludes that the two best are:
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Recreates all your meanderlngs

(1) Reduce bank 270° after best heading or 90° after worst
beading (Piggott)

(2) As climb ,improves, flatten circle; as climb worsens, steepen
circle (Reichmann)

I think the cen,tring programme merits a complete artkle in
S&G once Graham has polished it; although very sophisticated
already it has some drawbacks at present. It gives no exp:lana
tions on the screen as· to what you are about to do, and the rate
of roll is painfully slow (only 10° per simulated second of
flight). No doubt it would be possible to speed that up to at
least 20° per second, which would be more realistic and less
likely to drive the pilot mad with frustration as yet again he fails
to tuck the wing down fast enough and blunders out into the
sink. The slow speed of ZX Basic means that the whole flight
occurs in slow motion, so a simulated second takes about two
seconds. But these are details. I can imagine very high powered
models testing the behaviour of different wing loadings, differ
ent vario-Iags, etc, which could be useful to manufacturers of
aircraf,t and instruments as well as to pilots.

Ban the Bomber?
Talking of computer simulation, there was mention some years
ago of a study which proved that the best cross country perfor
mance would be achieved not by an ultra-high-aspect-ratio
toothpick wing, but by a low-aspect-ratio wing carrying half a
ton of water on good days. Such a monster would require a
tricycle undercarriage - and a tractor to tow it to the launch
point on the day of days. It might also need Greenham Com
mon's runway to take-off with any normal tug. Only there are
two big snags about trying to operate from that site ...

Almost lighter than air
Cardington airship hangars are astonishing structures - dim
echoing monuments to the days more than fifty years ago when
it was believed that Bedford would soon become the hub of the
British Empire. The RI0l disaster ended that dream. From
time to time mowadays microfilm models fly around high up
near the catwalks, with durations of forty minutes or more.
That's the "Standard Class"; unrestricted versions have
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touched one hour in America. It's an eerie experience to watch
them.

What interests me about these flying machines, which cost
more than their weight in gold, is that they are the true ances
tors to MacCready's Gossamer Condor, which was the first
man-powered aircraft to cross the English Channel. In Britain
we were transfixed by the notion that the way to manpowered
flight was via the sailplane; all our panting pedalling pilots were
encased in what looked like extremely flimsy Nimbuses. These
beautiful machines were trying .at one go to achieve Min weight,
Min drag and Max aspect ratio. When they hit the ground and
got damaged they were so c·omplicated and delicate that it was
back to the workshop for months. That meant people didn't
move far up the leaming curve either as pilots or designers: to
make progress you ne€d plenty of chances to make mistakes
and recover from them quickly.

What MacCready built was not the world's flimsiest sail
planes but the world's biggest microfilm models. The big differ
ence is that drag was hardly considered a problem at all; drag is
reduced as the square of tbe speed (if you go half the speed the
drag is reduced to one quarter) hence those fine bracing wires
which stiffened a wing of incredible lightness and fragility. This
simple, braced structure was very easy to repair, so pilots and
builders moved quickly up the learning curve. (California
weather helped - but then their greatest achievement was over
here.)

You might say that it's all very well reducing the drag to one

The power of a fit man

quarter but if your speed is halved it's going to take that much
longer to cover the ground (or the water) so you're back to
square one. But the most important point is that human endur
ance is not linear. I mean that a fit man can deliver one horse
power for (say) only one minute but he can deliver one third
horsepower for an hour or more. The total amount of useful
work a man can do is therefore much greater if you can create a
flying machine that can stay airborne on a half or third horse
power, even ifit is very slow. He will still go a great deal further
before he flakes out.

The interesting point is that all these things were known
before MacCready pulled the rabbit out of the hat, so why did
we go down the road we did? (For that matter why didn't
Smartypants Platypus point out where everyone was wrong? eD)
Because, I believe we al were in love with the idea of a super
sailplane that we could pedal through the sky. We didn't really
wan. any other less aeslheticsolution to work.

By the end of the century materials will have improved so
much that dle Gossamer Condor will have given way to some
thing cleaner and faster and then no doubt the new machines
will look remarkably like Puffin· and the other noble failures
hanging in the roofs of aviation museums. Like the 1930 dirig
ible, the clean, unbraced British man-powered machine of the
1970s was poised perilously on the edge of the available tech
nology. So, about the time that pensioner Platypus is pedalling
from Dunstable to Cardington at 2000ft he might see those
hangars happily reverting to their former role, home for work
ing airships - even though we no longer have an Empire for
them to serve. a
• A failure ill the sense tI didn't win the Kremer prize.
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BILL SCULL, BGA director of operations, reports on the success four gliding clubs
have had in buying their own land and hopes there are more to follow the example.

Once upon a time itwas only the long
established gliding club that owned its
site· and since many of these were
operating at or near capacity, "secure"
gliding as a proportion of the whole was
reducing as the movement expanded. In
the last two years however there has been
a change with four sites secured and at
least one more to come. Hopefully the
clubs will tell their own stories in more
detail at a later date; in my view there is
no more important message to pass on.
Meanwhile here is a summary as seen
from a BGA point of view.

The common factors necessary for a
site acquisition are financial viability, a
bank balance and, of course, a site to buy.
Accumulating funds for site purchase is
especially difficult if the opportunity to
buy is not imminent; the pressure may
well be there to buy better gliders or a
new tug aircraft. Moreover, with land at
up to £2000 an acre the total amount for

, a moderate size site will be in the order of
HOO 000.

Despite the cost three clubs have pur
chased their sites or parts of them 
Cotswold GC (Aston Down), Ouse GC
(Rufforth) and Wolds GC (Pocklington).
A significant factor in each of these
acquisitions was the support of the Reg
ional Sports Councils. The Cotswold club
thoug~lt they hadn't done badly with a
grant in aid of £20000. You can imagine
the Ouse club's delight when they were
granted £40000. To cap that the Wolds
club received £50000 towards the pur
chase of (parts of) Pocklington airfield.

Valuable help from Sports Council

The Sports Council's help has been of
enormous importance and reflects, I feel
certain, their concern for a lack of site
security. The opportunities to buy sites
are few and far between and their timely
recognition shows a very good under
standing of the-movement's needs.

The resources, apart from financial,
which a club needs is a small team of
members dedicated to the task and hav
ing the necessary skills. Very often it is a
case of learning on the job as it were
because the skills required are diverse 
ranging from entrepreneurial to finance
through planning, PR and liaison with
government agencies such as the PSA
(the Property Services Agency respon-

'Lisl of"ile" from Site Situario1l RepOrl1979.
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sible for the disposal of government Land).
Often the amount of lobbying, especially
of such agencies, is disproporlionate to
the end resuh. For example Crichel
Down rights which require land to be
offered back to the original owners
results in land being sold in rather oddly
shaped areas - and no one in gliding
wants to buy the two ends of a runway
without the bit in the middle!

The commilmen,t of the team is of
paramount importance and one advan
tage of the recent spate of acquisitions
has been that some of the leS's0ns learned
have been passed all. Here the BGA has
been able to help in establishing the
necessary contacts and, in effect, we now
have a ,team of experts.

THE SITES IN DETAIL

Cotswold GC'
ASlon Down is a beautiful airfield. Its

runways are in good condition and long
enough to allow the Cotswold club to
operate a reverse-pulley system of
launching. This is good enough to obviate
the need for aerolow (which is iust as weU
as the land is covenanted agains,t the use
of aeroplanes).

The prospect of purchase did not daunt
the club (indeed they had been fund rais
ing for several years) even though the
planned disposal by auction did compli
cate matters. As if the purchase of the
land they wanted wasn't enough of a
problem the club was faced with the need
to buy parts of the runway from other
prospective purchasers with Crichel
Down rights. One potential purchaser
caused considerable alarm by not taking
up his rights but fortunately he made this
decision in time for the club to persuade
him otherwise and pass it on to them.

Since the acquisit.ion of the site there
have been problems with footpaths,
rights of' way and another more critical
factor. A disused airfield does not require
planning permission for its use.lfyou buy
part of an airfield there is nothing to stop
someone else buying or operating from
anot.her part of the same airfield. The
"catch 22" in this situation is that the
planning authority say it's a matter for
the CAA and the CAA that it's a matter
for the p,lanning authority (and neither
will grasp the nettle!). Clubs that migh~

find themselves in this situation be
warned!

Wolds GC
This club has operated from Pockling

'tOil for a number of years. Its security on
the site gave cal,lse for concern mainly
due to encroachment of an ind\,lstrial site
and the possibility of a different attitude
to the club with an eventual change of
ownership (by inheritance). At one stage
the club considered the possibility of
some land due to be reclaimed - a shal
low (gravel) quarry. However the know
ledge that this move was afoot altered the
owners of Pocklington airfield to the
financial standing of the gliding club and
eventually a deal was arranged in which
the local planning authority was of con
siderable assistance.

Last February contracts were
exchanged - an exciting moment in
deed. Even more exciting was the meet
ing with Sports Council, officials at which
the amount of the grant in aid became
known.

Doncaster and District GC (now
Burn GC)

It would be a serious omission not to
tell you about this club. They typify the
shrewd Yorkshire approach (the penny
bank!) of steadily accumulating funds
from regular, healthy annua'! surpluses
due in part to carrying their own risks on
club gliders and a good safety record. For
a long time the club has been threatened
with the loss of its site -the Council
owned Doncaster airfield; they had even
won a Secretary of State appeal against
attempts to move them off.

The tension as the auction day
approached was nerve jangling; some of
us couldn't bear to attend. The upshot
was Ihat the club acquired the site but the

'. "selling on" and exchange of ,land went
on for some considerable time after
wards.

One day, for posterity, John Holland,
Larry Bleakin and Dave Roberts should
really tell us their own story. (Dave has
promised us an account for a future issue.
ED.)

The Ouse GC
After many years of operating from

Rufforth this club moved to RAF Church
Fenton. When Church Fenton changed
its (RAF) status they had to move again
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and for a time they were homeless. With
out any .site the membership number
dwindled because, of course, one must go
on gliding! But many who did go else
where maintained their commitment to
the club as events were to prove.

When part of (he original Rufforth site
came up for disposal the prospect seemed
too good to be ,true. The immediate prob
lem was their resources were limited
because, I suspect, they had never con
ceived of buying a site or finding one to

What Is a Gel Coat?

buy. However the club quickly raised
funds by various ploys - loans from
members, life memberships etc. Eventu
ally the case they made to the Sports
Council was good enough to get a grant in.
aid of £40 000.

Needless to say there was another team
of experts with Dick Boddy, the club's
chairman,. playing a leading role.

A new prospect appeared in the form
o( Bum airfield (near Selby) and negotia
tions wit" the owners, the Central Elec-

trici ty Genera ting Board were stal'ted. The
shortened version of the story (a saga!) is
that the club now have a 21 year lease
with an option to purchase.

So, it's all happened in Yorkshire (not
forgetting the Cotswold GC) thus bearing
out the statement that "where there's
muck there's brass". The various secure
sites are a tribute to the club manage
ments with the determination and abmty
t,o carry the job through - let's hope
there are more to come. 1'1

By DOUG JONES, a member of the BGA Technical Committee and Chief Engineer
Of British ComposIte Materials, who has been working on GRP for 30 years.

A gel coat is usually a wbite pigJl1ented
polyester resin which can be applied by
brush or sprayed onto the mould tool
prior to laminating the structure.

Why use a gel coat?
The majority of sailplane structures

are hand laminated with epoxide resins
to ,impregnate the glass or carbon fibre
reinforcemen'. The resin for this type of
manufacturing technique has a tempera
ture limit In service of 54°C. To ensure
this limit is not exceeded it is necessary
to colour the surface by a white coating.
Epoxide resins do not lend themselves to
self-colollring for a variety of reasons
and to date the only effective way of
providing a uniform white surface is by
the application of a pigmented polyester
resin as the first stage of the manufactur
ing cycle. Polyurethane or acrylic
finishes are however sometimes used.

Durability
Finishes which have to be compatible

with the fabrication technique do have

limitations. These can be broadly iden
tified as:

1) The coating finish tends to be brit
tle by comparison with the resins used in
the structure and do not have the same
expansion characteristics with tempera
ture and

2) They are not impervious to moisture.
These features tend to produce blem

ishes in the finish, with time, such as
blisters which when punctured contain
water, and more significantly fine hair
line cracks through the thickness of the
gel coat, these predominently occurring
on those surfaces exposed to sunlight,
particularly so in hot countries. The brit
tle nature of the gel coat can, however,
have advantages for if the glider is being
over stressed, crazing of the gel coat can
pinpoint an area of possible damage to
the structure and initiate investigation.

Maintenance
To enhance and protect the finish of a

sailplane it is necessary in my opinion to

regularly apply and polish with pure
wax. This w,ill minimise the ingress of
moisture, but it has the disadvantage
that if it rains during the flight the per
formance is more adversly effected than
if the surface is nol wax polished.

A survey
Since the occurrence of defects in gel

coats appears to be increasing it is sug
gested that a survey could provide useful
data. The following information would be
necessary and please send any data to the
BGA.

Sailplane type
Manufacturer
Year of manufacture
Type of finish (Full details should be in
aircraft logbook)
Nature and description of defects and
when first occurred.
Country where aircraft is operated.
Hours and launches up to occurrence of
defect.
Proportion of time aircraft in open. ill

All pilots can read - but the BEST PILOTS read
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A Cautionary Tale of Woe (with apologies to MENTOR!)

MARTIN DURHAM

Cautionary Notes
1. Always be suspicious of any unknown
trailer.
2. Always check inside a trailer before
departure for the security of the glider,
and frequently along the route. A look
inside can also show how stability may be
improved by shifting spare wheels or
waterballast around.
3. All up weight is important - if it
approaches the weight of the car, beware!
In this case the glider was a two-seater in
a heavy trailer.
4. Of vital importance later! In any acci
dent, ball hitches usually separate, and
sometimes do of their own accord anyway
if worn. If the combination stays together
it is less likely to roll.
5. If Joe had had access to the inside of
the trailer he could have increased the
nose weight, which would help stop oscil
lations.
6. 50mph is not the legal limit; with no
kerbside weight shown, the limit becomes
40mph. Either of these is not necessarily
safe for a particularly unstable trailer, or
in windy conditions.
7. No driver technique can prevent an
accident waiting to happen. 11

Shaken, he inspected the remains: the
car was a write-off, and so was the trailer,
although the glider didn't look too bad.
What really surprised him was a close
inspection of the tow bar - all that was
left holding the car and trailer together
was his little loop of 4mm cable, without
which, both car and trailer would have
rolled independently down a six foot
bank.

Joe was lucky. He got out alive. But it
should never have happened, should it?

hand on the roof as he uns trapped - and
fell promptly down into the passenger
seat! It was quite a struggle out of the
driver's window, but Joe made it -luck
ily without a scratch - to find his car
nearly upside down in the hedge, and the
trailer broadside across the road, in
pieces. "At least," he thought gloomily to
himself, "all these people running up to
help won't have to say 'What you got in
there, mister?' - they can all see the
glider laying in the road!"

Glider not too bad

Over the next few seconds, Joe was
presented with an interesting view of the
world at right angles as he went back
wards down the road, on his side. His
soaring hat and half mil\ maps seemed to
have taken on a life of their own as they
flew around inside the car, against a
background of black, then green, which
grew darker as the car slid into the hedge
on the opposite side of the road.

It all went quiet. Joe, remembering his
friends hanging in straps in aircraft acci
dents, gingerly supported himself with a

A life of their own

Take his word for it

"OK," thought Joe, "Fred said it was
going te be ready to roll, so I'll have to
take his word for it. There's a registration
number already in the slot - it's not
mine, but tt'll have to do. I can't very well

*2 break into it - it's not my trailer, and I'm
only a visitor here."

Se - visual inspection next. Tyres OK
- no obvious defects - all lights are

*3 there - what's the all up weight? Ah 
no markings! "Well," thought Joe, "Fred
said I wouldn't have any problem with an
1800, so it must be within limits for me to
tow - I'll have to risk it."

Inspection complete, Joe manoeuvred
the car round to the front of the trailer to
hitch up only to find that there was no
safety link fitted. Muttering again, he
marched off to find a length of suitable
4mm steel cable - he was blowed if he
was going to tow anyone's trailer without
a link between the car and the trailer

"4 braking system! Ball hitches aren't infall
ible, after all.

A friendly winch driver supplied the
cable ami the necessary cleats, and now
some hour and a half later, Joe checked

Our hero, Joe 90, was comfortably his lights and set off. It soon became
ensconced in his living room watching apparent that the trailer didn't really
Coronation Street, when the phone rang. qualify for the description "steady as a

"Hey, Joe -" said a familiar voice at rock", and Joe could feel the weight of it
the other end of the line, "you know the every time he applied the brakes. "Still,"
glider I was going to tow down to Much he thought "Fred never had any prob-
Polebending on Sunday? Well, I can't lems - I'll keep going and it'll sort itself
take it now - do you think you could do out." The strong gusty wind didn't really
me a favour and take it down for me? I'll help matters, and the trailer didn't sort
leave it outside the hangar, and get it all itself out but kept breaking into rampant*. ready for you - it's a good trailer, I've "5 oscillations at the drop of a hat. Joe men-
never had any problem with it and it's as tally totted up the thousands of trailer-
steady as a rock." Joe thought at least it towing-miles he'd clocked up over the
was better than taking the wife and kids last ten years or so - and kept going.
to the Zoo on Sunday. Halfway down the route, and so far so

"Fine!" he said, "Wil\ my 1800 pull it good. Nothing he'd not been able to
all right?" "No problem" came the reply, handle, and he was beginning to relax as
and that was that. "6 he coasted at 50mph over the brow of a

Joe turned up at Fred's club on Sunday hill. A long steep descent loomed up to
morning with a tank full of petrol. Prob- meet him. With the weight of that trailer
lem 1 was immediately obvious when he behind him, he'd better brake! Brakes
tried the trailer door handle: it wouldn't on, and the trailer was slowing nicely
open and he couldn't get in to check the when a gap in the hedge funnelled a par-
glider. "Daft beggar must have locked ticularly vicious gust of wind broadside
,it!" he muttered and went off to find the on to the trailer. Off it snaked, and there
keys. Half an hour of fruitless searching *7 wasn't a lot Joe could do. Braking was
and iflterrogation of everyone in sight out, as it would only make things worse,
failed to produce any keys which fitted. and accelerating - he was alre'ady going

fastenough thank you! So he did nothing,
and with the oscillations growing fiercer
by the minute, noticed a menacingly large
furniture van coming the other way. The
driver was beginning to look distinctly
scared, and was edging over to his side of
the road. Our hero gritted his teeth and
put his foot down - the trailer straigh
tened' under the acceleration, enough to
let Joe past without sideswiping the furni
ture van, but the slipstream after the van
was just too much to cope with. Round he
went, the victim of a classic and powerful
jack-knife.
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THE MICROPROCESSOR AND GLIDING
I. the pilot In danger of being overloaded with complicated gadgets? Waiter Dlttel Snr, now
of Avlonlc Dlttel GMBH, thinks not, as he made clear In the lecture, delivered on hi.
behalf by Herr H. Skoda, at the BGA Conference. The following Is an abridged version.

A quarter of a century ago Ernst
Guenther Haase became World Champ
ion in the Open Class flying a HKS-2.
At about the same time the world's first
glass-fibre glider, the Phoenix, was
launched which lead to new standards in
performance. Also at about that time a
tiny - by 1958 standards - solid-state
device, the transistor, began reshaping
aircraft radios and taming their appetite
for DC-power. The radio of these days, if
installed at all in a glider, was bulky and
unreliable. It was a valve set and if you
were lucky six frequencies could be
switched provided you had the money for
six sets of transmit/receive crystals, the
battery power to drive it and room in the
glider.

A tremendous change

Whilst the basic radio-functions have
not changed since its inception, a tre
mendous change has occurred with
today's radio being small, having 760
channels, ultra-Iow power consumption,
and giving up to IOW of output power at
a fraction of the real cost of early sets.
The units will now tolerate any input
voltage from 10.5V to 15V without diffi
culty, and their efficient use of power
eliminates heat-build-ups and greatly
increases reliability. In our nOB radio,
designed specially for gliders, thermal
loss is only 1W while we still get SW of
HF-power. With our new noc radio
even more power is available with an
HF-output of IOW and a higher AF
output. This set, in addition to having up
to 760 quartz stabilized channels and
keyboard dialling, allows ten frequencies
to be stored in flight and later recalled
quickly by pushing one button at any
time. (A lithium/manganese battery
keeps these frequencies stored for over
2 Ihyrs). Without the microprocessor this
set could not have been developed.

Similarly the use of highly integrated,
low-power circuits has enabled us to
develop the full 760 channel "HANDY"
transceiver which despite its size, small
enough to fit in the top outside pocket of
a man's jacket whilst still leaving the
frequency change mechanism accessible,
puts out a full 1112 Wand is a harbinger
of new things to come. New highly inte
grated circuits pack the necessary func
tions into one flat little package which
drops into a circuit and replaces a
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4-'\ayer printed circuit board. This tech
nology will soon apply to a new and even
smaller glider radio where panel space is
at a premium. Our developments now
make possible a radio covering the full
military VHF band from 118-156MHz.
Modulation in this unit is lransformer
less, yet the set provides IOW of HF
power into the antenna.

The final development of our VOR/
ILS/MLS receivers is awaiting the new
and highly stringenl technica require
ments to be issued by the BFS, our
ATC-Authority. We expect to have
these in production next year.

Miniaturisation has also led to our
new ATC.transponder. It is small
enough to be carried in a balloon with
minimal power requirements, so it can be
run off the b!lttery pulling 700mA at
l2:VDC; A number of these units are
already flying in Switzerland. Other
transponder developments may follow.

Miniatur,isation has also resulted in a
new ultra sman strobe-light system. The
unit may be connected to either
13.75VDC or 27VDC without worry as
it automatically switches to the correct
setting; lamp,synchronisation is switchable
by the pilot wW'I parallel or sequential
lighting selectable. Special integrated
circuits provide over/under-voltage and
thermal protection as well as overcurrent
protection to prevent power-capacitor
and/or battery damage. This is very use
ful innovation as a leaking capacitor will
"eat" the aluminum of an aircraft.

In a minimum of space

However, our latest love, because like
you we are all gJider pilots in my com
pany, is a new and exciting microproces
sor variometer with integral distance
computer. Our unit, which -we believe is
an advance on anything so far, combines
in a minimum of space a total energy
compensated integrating variometer with
a speed bug and a distance and perfor
mance computer for cross-country
flights. We have had it flying for some
time now and production is just starting.

But perhaps we should reflect for a
moment on the implications of such an
instrument at a price that many pilots
will now be able to afford?

Are we trying to overload the serious
pilot with unnecessary and unnecessarily
complicated gadgets? I think not. What

we have ahead of us is no different in
impact to the original electric variometer
and 1 see our task being to exploit micro
processor technology to support the
pilot by freeing him from routine tasks
and leaving him with more time tocou
centrate on a chosen flight task. This wiU
improve both his flight performance and
the overall safety of the flight. We use
other modern technology, such as glass
fibre and carbon fibre for structural ele
ments, we use computer-simulations to
find lhe best laminar-flow wing-profile
and I believe it is equally logical to use
microprocessors for the control of our
information processing units and our
communications. Our electronic micro
processor supported variometer with its
integral distance computer is just part of
this idea.

It is quick and exact

Our system is a small solid-state elec
tronics package. It has a piezoelectric
static-pressure sensor with supporting
electronics to process the raw pressure
information and eliminate temperature
and altitude errors. The variometer may
be compensated either electronically
utilising a second pressure sensor or in
the conventional manner with a total
energy tube. Doing it the electronic way
has the advantage of providing a quick
and exact means of compensation. The
heart of the unit is, of course, the micro
processor. What would have required
many additional circuits in conventionaL
technology can now be incorporated in
software and new techniques and
problem-solving algorithms can thus eas
ily be added without changing an exist
ing instrument. ILl its design we have not
compromised the variometer design just
to pursue the ideal of a solid stale
instrument, but we have sought, success
fully I think, to give the pilot the vario
response that he reaUy wants.

To make the unit really flexible, LlD
tables for all commonly utilised sail
planes have been stored in the proces
sor's memory allowing it to be quickly
changed to suit any glider. We have built
into the programme provision for the
effects of bugs and rain on the glider and
also for different amounts of water
ballast.

In flight, the pilot simply enters the
desired altitude at the destination or TP,
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coupling this with distance to go and the
estimated wind component, and the unit
then provides a dynamic display of the
essential criteria, height 'and distance, for
the sector of the flight in question. The
wind component can easily be deter
mined by entering the distance flown
versus the distance planned. It can also
sllow the exact ground speed you are
achieving.

Additional data is constantly being
derived from the da,ta processed and can
give the pilot other useful information
either dur,jng the flight or after landing.
All he has to do is ask for it. Examples
are: the total altitude climbed during the
flight; the total time used for thermalling
as opposed to the total time for the
flight; the average climb-rate achieved;
average groundspeed flown as well as
selected peak data such as the best rate
of climb achieved.

To male the unit easy to use the
ergonomics of the central indicator and
control unit have been carefully thought
out. We wanted to provide the pilot with
an uncluttered design with the least pos
sible controls but still giving him all the
modes required to fully utilise the
capabilities offered. A clean, large and
easily viewable LC-display presents him
with unambiguous and clearly readable
symbology and flight-information.

Just a few control-knobs are so

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

located as to minimIse interference on
the small panel even when flying with
gloves, such as ill wave, a common form
of gliding for us in Bavaria. The layout
has been optimised to prevent errors
while operating the unit. All the infor
mation required for optimum flight
performance is presented at one glance
and settings are readily recognised so
one does not have to remember what
data were entered ten minutes or an
hour ago.

Current wind-data, wind-correction,
altitude required/available, airmass cor
rections, final glide and ,cross-country
distance and time, current and average
groundspeed; all this information is
available and can help any pilot to base
his or her decision on sound data with
out having to rely on, by virtue of their
technology, inaccura te instruments.

In summary I believe tbal micro
processor controlled electronics in gliders
can provide a significant improvement
towards optimum flight and give the
pilot more time to observe the airspace
around him and to have more enjoyment
and satisfaction by achieving a better
performance.

The Future
Some of the developments briefly

described before already show what the
future may bring. But if we let our

imagination wander a bit what do we
see? Miniaturisation will go on giving
more performance in small units. We
may lean back in our sailplane enjoying
the scenery and having relevant flight
par,ameters presented on a LCD-head
up display; we shall have cockpit instru
ments providing visual cues to the
glider's (;urrent and average LlD
performance and best of all a heading!
distance indication to the next or best
source of thermal lift while a micro
processor continually adapts the flaps for
best performance. It will of course still be
up to us, ,the pilots, to accept the micro
processor's recommendation and to
follow its advice. We shall probably even
see a microprocessor supported Threat
Alert and Collision Avoidance system;
this will be a real help in aV(i)iding mid
air collisions In those cases where pilots
are ur;)aware of each other's presence.

Without having dealt with the intri
cacies of the technology involved I have
endeavoured to provide you with an
insight into the usefulness of micro
processor technology in the cockpit of the
sailplane.

(WaIter Diae! Snr wishes it to be known
that he and his family have no connection
with his original company, WaIter Diae!
GMBH. He sold his interest in this firm
some five years ago. Ev.) III

NOW IN OUR 22nd YEAR

lLOYD'S
APPROVED

WE REPAIR: GLASS - STEEL - ALLOY - WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS

RAPID
SERVICE

FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE Tel. 061·4272488

Another word about ALEXANDER SCHLEICHERS and US
Maybe we should be even more circumspect about our advertising. We did deliberately try to tuck last month's ad on the

ASW·20B
into a quiet corner of S&G in the hope of regulating the flow. But we did not succeed; our prospective customers obViously

read their ads more avidly than we bargained for,

And about Schleichers. Well, they have not even advertised the

ASW-20B
yet but that has not prevented the message rushing through the European grapevine,

So if you want an

ASW·20B
you will have to be patient. But then gliding is a game of patience. And anyway, all the best things in life are worth waiting for.

London Sailplanes Ltd, Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds
Tel: Dunstable (0582) 63419
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SAILPLANE NEWS

ASW-22
Abridged from an article by Siegfried
Baumgartl (Aerokurier) by Max Bishop.

l-
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r- ASWfJ.2 :Calculated poIars "

The ASW-22 is the first Open Class glider
from Schleicher to incorporate, from the
design stage, a mix of fibres - carbon, glass
and aramid. In addition to reducing weight,
the use of carbon fibre for the wings gives
improved rigidity, thus allowing the span (and
therefore the aspect ratio) to be increased
the simplest way of improving pertormance.
Carbon fibre was also the key to the use of
modem thin laminar wing-sections, less sen
sitive to impacted bugs than the thick sec
tions needed to achieve large spans in
glass-fibre gliders like the GlasflCJgel 604.

The design philosophy was to extend the
span to the Max consistent with acceptable
handling characteristics. Waibel achieved an
unprecedented aspect ratio of 1:37. This
combined with a high-performance
Horstmann-Quast section, produced an
incredibly low Min sink rate. Usually, a high
aspect ratio causes loss of pertormance at
higher speeds. To prevent this, the ASW-22
incorporates "turbulator" technology. It is the
first series-produced glider to use boundary
layer blowing. The use of blowing on the
lower surtace of the wing yields drag savings
of up to 15%. The blow holes are O.8mm in
diameter, and are drilled at 20mm intervals
along the 3/.1 chord line over a 17m central
portion of the span. The air blown through
these holes prevents the formation of separa
tion bubbles.

Weight. The ASW-22 has the same wing
area (15m2) as the ASW-17, a~hough the
wing span is two metres greater. A small
wing area has the advantage that higher wing
loadings can be achieved without the interna
tionally defined Max AUW of 750kg being

FS-31 - novel fuselage construction.
The students of Akaflieg Stuttgart chose a
mixed laminate construction using carbon and
kevlar fibres for the fuselage Of their new two
seater the FS·3'1. The laminate is made \JP as
follows (starting from the outer surtace): gel
coat, cone layer of glass-fibre,1-2 layers 01
carbon, 4-9 layers of kevtar, 1-2 layers of car
lbon. ,Instead of the fuselage being made as is

News from Schleicher. Production of
the ASW-20 has now finished and a new ver
sion, the ASW-20e is about to appear. It has
a new wing section - the same as the
ASW-22s - and various other improve
ments:

- New aileron/flap linkage system
- Sprung undercarriage
- Automatic elevator connection
- More comfortable cockpit
The first three ASW-20es will be flown at

Hobbs by Peter lFRG), Schroeder (France)
and Striedieck {USA). The Max AUW will be
500kg (wing loading 47.6kglm2).

Twenty-five ASW-'22s have now been pro
duced.

forces are asto'nishingly light for such a big
glider. The 'rudder is somewhat heavier, but is
easy to ge.1 used to and more than ade
quately effective.

Approach aids. The ASW-22's flaps,
which take up about 30% of the span, can be
lowered 45°, and the aircraft is also fitted with
upper surface airbrakes. At the normal
approach speed of 90km/h, the airbrakes
increase the rate of descent to 2m1sec, and
this can be further increased by flap to
4mfsec (glide angle of 1:6). This is excellent
compared with the ASW-17's Max descent
rate of 1.9m/sec. A sensible design feature is
that total lift with landing flap is the same as
with thermal flap - therefore no ballooning or
lift-dumping when landing flap is selected or
deselected. It is best to use airbrakes as the
primary approach aid and only select landing
flap when you are sure you can make the
landing area. Tip clearance is greater on
landing if only airbrake is used. As speed
reduces after landing, the tips can droop by
1m, and care has to be taken to avoid
ground-looping. There is a heel operated
wheel-brake.

Technical Data
Span (m) 24 or 22
Wing Area (m2) 15.5 or 14.9
Aspect ratio 37.2 or 32.5
Empty weight (kg) 420
Max cockpit weight (kg) 115
Max AUW (kg) 600-750
Waterballast (kg) 100-220
Best glide 55 at 10Skm/h
Mln sink 0.45m/sec at 85km/h
VNE (km/h) 270

exceeded. Lcoadings of 55kglm2 are possible
with the 22m version. T'he glider has a twin
undercanriage to absorb high, take-off weight.
Empty, the glider weighs only 4QOkg.

Rigging. The ASW-22: can be rigged by
two men using a trestle. The heaviest of the
six wing sections weighs only 38kg. There
are 12 control ~nd flap connections to make.
However, apan from the two main bo~s there
are no loose connecting parts. The elevator
connects automatically. It takes .sbout ten
minutes to rig, another ten to ta,pe up, and ten
minutes to load the waterballast.

Cockpit. T'he main features are:
- Forwand-hinging canopy.
- Instrument panel pivots up with the

canopy.
- Visibility similar to the ASW-20.
- Flap lever at cockpit coaming level.
- Electrically-operated ballast dump

valves.
- Air vent aperture automatically adjusts

with airspeed variations (reacts to
elevator movements).

Take-off. Since the wingtips are only
knee-high, great care must be taken to keep
the wings level. The take-off run is started
with 6" of negative flap and the aircraft lifts off
at 75-80kmlh. The glider is much less sensi
tive to turbulence than 15m aircraft when on
tow.

Low-speed handling. With a wing load
ing of 32kg/m2 and a pilot weight of 80kg the
following characteristics were observed:

- Stalling speed with thermal flap: 67kmlh.
- Stall warning buffet at 70kmlh.
- Positive stall (with nose drop) only if

stick is pulled back abruptly.
- Stalling speed unchanged with landing

flap.
- Stalling speed increases to 75kmlh

when airbrakes are extended.
High-speed flight. A particular feature of

the ASW-22 is that, even at high speeds, the
stick position remains more or less constant
when trimmed out. This, and the glider's good
longitudinal stability, mean that there is no
need to clutch the stick rigidly at high speeds.

Manoeuvrability. The time taken to
reverse a 45" turn (with 0° flap at 100kmlh) is
6.4sec. With thermal flap at 90kmlh it takes
7.5sec. This compares with about 3sec for
modem 15m gliders.

Thermalllng. In smooth lift, flying at
85kmlh with 40° of bank, a 360° turn can be
completed in 20sec. Speed control (±2km/h)
is straightforward - not always the case with
large-span gliders. Modifications have been
made to improve the ASW-22's low-speed
aileron response, but in any case it is not
worth reducing the speed below Min sink,
which is 85-90kmlh in a 40" banked turn 
100kmlh is necessary to retain good con
trollability in a steep 60" turn.

Stick forces. The trim is fUlly effective
throughout the elevator range. The aileron

140 160 180 2OOIf.m""eo lOO
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Glaser-Dirks glass-fibre two-seater project,
the DG-500, has understandably been tem
porarily put on ice whilst the DG-300 is being
prepared for the World Championships. It is a
family of gliders rather than just one. Top of
the range will be a flapped 22m s1:lip, but there
will also I:)e a motorised version and a flap
less, fixed undercarriage club itrainer. Special
attention will be devoted to ease of ground:
handling. No wing section will vary more than
75kg.

Pegasus. Centrair are bringing out a fixed
undercarriage, Club version of the 101
Pegasus. The version will carry no waterbal
last. In addition, a "special" Pegasus is being
made ready for Gilles Navas to fly at the World
Championships. The wing will be reinforced
with carbon fibre to enable it to carry about
250kg of water, giving a wing loading of
58kglm2 • The original wing section is also
being modified to make it competitive with the
LS-4 at all speeds.

ASW-22
CarbOn Fibre Dearth. The increasing use
of carbon fibre in the construction of military
aircraft and airliners has led to a sharply
growing demand for this material, which soon
threatens to exceed available supplies. There
was a 30% rise in the price of raw carbon
fibre in late 821early 83. Glider manufactur
ers, who were responsible for much of the
early carbon fibre development work, will find
it hard to pass on all these increased costs to
the customer since, as a labour intensive
industry, they have been severely affected by
wage inflation in recent years. Schempp-Hirth
gliders will rise in price by between DM1000
and DM2500 solely as a result of carbon fibre
price increases.

Glaser-Dirks: DG-300 and
DG·500. All the stops are being pulled o\Jt
at Glaser-Dirks to have the DG-300 Standard
Class glider ready for the World Champion
ships. The maiden flight was scheduled to
take place in early April, and four or five pre
production aircraft were due to conduct inten
sive trials. The fuselage is similar 10 that of
the DG-100!200, although somewhat shorter
and broader at the' cOckpit. The wing is
derived from that of Streileneder's Falcon,
but has a smalle'r area and greater aspect
ratio. The triple-trapezium layout of the wing
ensures a good lift distribution, and the new
Horstmann-Quast wing section is optimised
for minimum sensitivity to bugs, rain aoo tur
bulence. The OG·SOO will be able to carry
180 litres of waterballast, giving a Max wing
loading of 10.361b1ft2 • Best glide has been
calculated at 1:40.8.
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The RF 10, the latest from the Fournier sta·
ble, has 1l0W been fitted with a new T-tail
which has entailed modifying the rear fuselage
structure.

K-23

customary in two vertical halves, It is divided in
two horiiontally. The lower fuselage in the
cockp~ area is therefore all in one piece,. giv
ing better passive :protection ,in the case ,of an
accident. The danger 01 the luselage splitting
open along the seam on impact is nO' longer a
cause for concem.

2.0 40 60 80 100 120 140 l80Km/h

Brazil is probably the only cO\Jntry which is
still produCing all-wood gliders in series. The
"Quero-Quero" KW 1 single-seater trainer is
built by Industria Paranaluse de Estruturas for
civil clubs and for the air force college. Over
60 have been built.
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K·23. The prototype of the Schleicher
glass-fibre basic single-seater, the K-23, is
nearing completion. It is designed to have
handling characteristics and a performance
comparable to the K-21, and at Ihe same
time preserve the docility and robustness of
the K-8. To achieve good low speed handl
ing, a Wortmann FX 6H68high-Ji,ft wing sec
tion and a large wing area 01 12.9m2 were
selected. The fuselage has a large cockpit
which can accommodate a 6ft 6in pilot, and is
fitted with two wheels (like the K-21) and both
nose and belly hooks. Best glide angle is 34
at 7Bkmth, Max AUW 380kg and g loading
limitations + 5.31-3.2.

I'----_v__------J
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BGA CONFERENC

,
)

Marjorie Hobby, the organiser of the weekend.

Pam Newall ofBicester RAFGSA Centre, win
ner of the California in England trophy.

Royal Agrlcultura' Colle,

500km 01 Ihe year by a pilot completing the
task lor th.e first lime), JOhn Ellis (Yo,tkshire
GC) for a 582km 6, Carlton Bank, I)unstable
on May 9 in a Kestrel 19; the califomia in
England Irophy ·(Iongest distance by ,a female
pilot), Pam Newall (Bicester RAFGSA
Centre) lor 390km, Salisbury, Eyebrook
Reservoir, Finmear on May 29 in a Std Cir
rus; the De Havilland trophy (maximum gail'l

Naomi Christy, FAl certificates officer.

valuable guidelines in his "Oxygen, you
should never be without it" lecture.

Ted Strong, designer and manufacturer of
the slimline American parachute, spoke easily
and well, actually deploying a parachute to
give extra emphasis.

Keith Mansell, vice-chairman, in welcom
ing Ihe guests to the dinner on Saturday
evening" thanked Bill Walker, MP lor' Perth,
for agreeing to be the official parliamentary
representative of gliding .and for his enorm
ous help in 'Ihe battle Qver the :SCottish .air
ways issue. Mrs Mavis Walker presented the
annual awards as lollows: Wakefiefd trophy
(longest flight originating in the UK) and the
Rex Pilcher trophy (earliest predeclared

Ralph Jones parted with some trade secrets
on the maintenance and repair of sailplanes.

During a 'helpful lecture he made the same
point as Doug Jones, p113, that your glass
fibre glider will benefit from waxing 10 stop its
painl de.veloping weathering· cracks due to
exposure. He also advised using the oil can
at least twice a year to make sure the bear
ings are well lubricated and keeping it clean
so that yOLl can see delects belore they get
any worse.

And when the glider is put away for the
winter, Ralph said it was wise to grease well
all the parts likely to rust during the damp
weather.

Waiter Dittel Snr spoke on the latest avian
Ics, see p116, and Pete Saundby gave some
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Some came from Scotland

Dearth of young ones

This year the BGA went to Cirencester for
their ann'ual get-together and what was once
called a Weekend had grown still more, evol·
ving into aConference and Exhibition. The latter
was a sound addition and launched with more
than 20 stands plus two gliders (IS-30 and
Pegasus) rigged in the hall and two more (a
brand new lS-4a and an 1S-28MG) outside.

Marjor\e Hobby had a good mix of speak
ers, the fight blend 01 informality for socialis
ing, and kept the two-day programme running
smoothly. A gifted organiser, she made the
event relaxing., Informative and low key 
just the kind of do to appeal to a wide' age
range.

But again this year it was disappointing.
how few of the youllgeir pilots were amongst
the 210. The main reason lor g.oing to a col
tege rather than a hotel was to be able to
offer an economy package in the hope of
attracting some of ,the youngsters.

At a discussion after the AGM on the Sun
day, there was a general feeling that if the
college Idea iSI'l't going 10 have the desired
effect it would be better to go back to choos
ing a hotel which does give a more suitable
choiCe of dates. As it Ihappened the weather
was poor so ,it didn't matter it being in late
March to tit in with the college timetable, but it
was taking a risk. Ideally, members thOught,
the winter would be better.

Another disappointment was the poor
attendance from members in lhe West Coun
try. The Cotswold GC gave it good support but
only 10 per cent of visitors came trom this part
of England" although 40 clubs were re
presented with some travelling from Scotland.

As to the lectures, Chris Riddel started off
the session on saturday morning with a lIse
ful talk On task setting updated. J'ohn WiI
Iiamson gave a lively turn with his "Soaring
Sensations", .showing how it is possible to put
over a serious SUbject with humour, and

The exhibition hall.



AND EXHIBITION

Nick Hackeu of Coventry GC who won the
Enigma trophy.

of height),Bruce Cooper (Deeside GC) for a
27600ft height gain at Aboyne on September'
9 In a OG-200 and the Enigma trophy
(National ladder winner In private aircraft),
Nick Hackett (Coventry GC),

Other awards, lhQugh not collected on the
night, were the l. du Garde Peach trophy
(National Ladder winner in a club aircraft),
Chris Starkey (Surrey & Hants GC); Slingsby

The stands extended to the gallery.

Basil Meads, BGA president.

trophy (second place on the Club National
Ladder), Mike Jefferyes (Essex GC) andlthe
Firth Vickers trophy (second place OA the
Open National Ladder), Warren Kay iLondon
GC),

On the Sunday moming Tom Bradbury
gave a splendid talk on wave and has prom
ised us an article for a future issue on the
wave data he has been collecting. This was

followed by an entertaining account by Ann
Welch on the fun end of flying.

Tom Zealley braved jet lag to chair the
AGM, coming straight from the USA' Soaring
Convention and CIW meeting in Reno,

Ben Watson is the new vice-chairman with
Eric Boyle, Dickie Feakes, Keith Mansell,
Mike Smith and Brian Spreckley being
elected onto the Executive Committee. After
the official business and a vote of thanks to
Ma~orle, there was a general discussion on
such topics as the cost of instructors' courses
and the Bronze badge requirements,

As to the success of the Conference, the
consensus of opinion was that it had a lot to
offer pilots of all ages and flying experience, it
should certainly be extended along these
lines with the exhibition enlarged, -and there
was the hope 'the message might get through
to the younger contingent thal here was
somethingl worthwhile they were missing, As
to the non gliding wives, Marjorie arranged a
tour of the Cotswolds and the area was inter
esting enough for various visits. 11 deliMely
wasn't a drag for them and they too hoped to
see more wives and girl-friends another year.

John El/isofYorkshire GCwho was awarded the
Wakefield and Rex Pitcher trophies.

Bruce Cooper of Deeside GC, winner of the De Havil/and trophy, with Peggy Mieville,
S&G's advertisement manager, and her husband Tony.



GETTING TO KNOW THE BGA EXECUTIVE

So that you might know more about the people who represent you on the
BGA Executive Committee we asked them to tell us a little of their
gliding background and their thoughts on the way the sport is developing.

TOM ZEALLY

The chairman, Tom Zeally, started gliding in
1959 and is a member of the London and,
since moving to the west country, the Devon &
Somerset GCs. He flies an ASW-20, has a
Gold C and two Diamonds and has been a
competition pilot for many years. He first re
presented the London GC on the old BGA
Council in 1964 and has been a member ever
since. He was chairman of the BGA Competi
tions Committee (then called the Flying Com
mittee) for four years from 1968 and is cur
rently spending a lot of time on airspace.

Tom would like to see more youngsters
coming into gliding and a greater overall active
membership - he points out that Germany
has four times our membership. He also
hopes for an improved PR and a better image
for gliding amongst the general public.

But Tom isn't pessimistic: "We're not in bad
shape ourselves - no club has gone bust yet,
despite the recession."

BEN WATSON

'Ben, the vice-chairman, first served alii the
Executive in 1980, is a member of lasham
Gliding Society and started gliding in 1952. He
has just bought a Nimbus 2 to ,replace his
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Libelle, tlas two Diamonds with the height to
come and says Ine enjoys easy Camps and
task weeks.

Ben, who also enjoys skiing, gi\les his prior
itY' as "Fighting for freedom for glider pilots to
do their own thing with the minimum of con
trols."

ERIC BOYLE
Eric, a member Of the Derby & Lanes GC, was
introduced to gliding in. 1943 by the ATC at
Fatfield, Co Durham and now says he "flies
anything I can get into." Hei1as a Gold C, one
Diamond, is a fully rated glider and motor
glider instructor and an examiner for both.

He is a newcomer to the Executive but 'has
been a member of the BGA Instructors' Com
mittee since 1969.

Eric, whose other interests are travel' and
electronic ,organs, is philosophical about the
sport. "Like the country," he says, "the
economic conditions seem to have had a slow
ing downl effect on many clubs and I feel we
will just have to sit it out. However, spring
always follows winter and I'm sure the ther
mals will POP again for us all."

vie CARR
Vic learnt to glide at the London GC and was
CFt of the Coventry GC from 1956-60, and
from 1960-65 was CF.I of the now extinct
Leicestershire GC, which became the UK's
first all aerotow club in 1962. Vie is a ute
member and vice-president of the Coventry
GC and also belongs to the Shropshire Soar
ing Group of which he is a foundef member.

He flies a Kestrel 19 and a 'Privately owned
Twin Astir, has 2200hrs, Gold C No. 35, All
Three Diamonds No. 68 and tilas been a fully
rated instructor since 1i956.

On the Executive since 1976, he has been
on variOus BGA committees including the
Competitions Committee since the mid-1960s
and was chairman of the Instructors' Commit
tee from 1976-81.

"I regret that due to distance rather than
lime aVailable 'I can't contribute more to the
Executive which I believe spends too much of
Its resources towards individuals, ie competi·
tions and World Championships issues at the
expense of Other items. After all," Vic con
cludes, "the Association is of British gliding
clubs not British gliding competition pilots."

RICHARD FEAKES
Dickie, a Squadron Leader in the RAF, was
the British team manager for the 1978 World
Champiol7lships at Chateauroux and started
gliding in 1952 with the AlC. He ,is a member
of the RAFGSA and the Deeside GC and has
a share in a Mini Nimbus and a Nimbus 3.

A full instructor and an ex BGA examil7ler, he

has All Three Diamonds and first served on
the Executive in 1981.

Dickie, who gives electronics as Ihis other
main interest, is concemed at the BGA prob
lem which, is also reflected in the oRAFGSA 
the lack of young peo,ple taking up gliding.
"The partial" re-equipment of the AlC fleet
'ecently announced may help in this respect,"
he adds.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



FRANK IRVING

Frank was introduced to gliding in 1946, is a
member of the Imperial College GC and has a
Gold C and one Diamond. He flas recently
taken delivery of a Centrair Pegasus.

Elected onto the Executive in about 1950,
when il was still known as the Council, Frank
is on the Technical Committee and has been
its chairman, is a member of the BGA No. 1
FUght l'est Group and of the OSTlV Sailplane
Development Panel.

Frank, who says he has "a share in a mod
est motor vessel which lurks on a Greek
island" reflects: "On the one hand, I enjoy the
intellectual pursutt of technical improvements
to the machines and the sport in general: on
the other, I suspect that some of it, such as the
top end of the Open Class, is getting too big
and expensive for ordinary mortals. It would
be very nice to have a go at designing a really
cost-effective sailplane.

"It would also be nice to discourage people
from talking about 'the movement'. It is a sport,"
he stresses, "not a political party'"

KEITH MANSELL

Keith, the new BGA treasurer, came to gliding
in 1949 and joined the Midland GC in 1958.
He ffies a Dart 15, has a Silver C and is a fully
rated instructor.

He first served on the Executive in 1972,
was vice-chairman from 1974-1983, is the
BGA representative on the Royal Aero Club's
Medals and Awards Committee and was for
merly chairman of the BGA Development
Committee.

As to ambitions for the sport, Keith says:
"There are many clubs that lack any security
of tenure of their sites and so do not have the
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essential base for development. I would like to
see more clubs securing ownership of their
sites."

CHRIS NICHOLAS
A member of the Essex GC, Chris came to
gliding in 1970. He flies a K-6E, has a Gold C
and two Diamonds and qualified as an assis
tant instructor though no longer instructs.

He was elected onto the Executive in 1974
and is a member of the Airspace Committee
(with reference to Stansted issues) and by
agreement with the other clubs in the region,
represents gliding at the Regional Sports
Council and at related meetings.

"Airspace and sites are the two most critical
issues for us," Chris considers. "To the extent
that our influence with the Govemment, the
CM, other bodies, press and pUblic relate to

the critical issues, they are equally important.
These priorities should receive the highest
level of our attention and effort. We can only
make progress with a combined effort of the
BGA and members at club level, however, we
can't afford a large central organisation of pro
fessionals, and therefore we must rely on the
part-time work of large numbers ofamateurs for
most of the work."

Chris gives his other interests as wining,
dining, music, holidays in France and Visiting
old buildings. and attractive countryside.

PETER SAUNDBY
Peter, a Group Captain in the RAF, is vice
chairman of the RAFGSA and says he flies
"anything and everything" from a T-21 to a
Nimbus 3.

He started gliding in 1960, has All Three
Diamonds and a full instructor rating.

Peter first served on the Executive in 1968

and would very much like to see more young
people in gliding.

MICHAEL SMITH

Michael is a comparative newcomer to gliding,
beginning in 1980. He is a member of the
Coventry GC, has a Silver C and is going on
an instructors' course in August.

"The sport seems to be dominated by either
successful professional adults/business
merVor wealthy younger members," he com
ments. "I would like to see the sport promoted
more to the 16 plus 8ge group and financial
assistance given by the Government (as in
Europe) to reduce the costs and make this
pure sport more possible for the 16 to 21
year-olds.

Michael's other interest is computer pro
.gramming.

BRIAN SPRECKLEY

Brian, a national coach for eight years until
last summer when he became the manager of
the Booker GC, has just been elected onto the
Executive. He was a member of the British
team for the 1981 World Championships at
Paderborn and has been a top National pilot
for some years, coming to gliding 18 years
ago.

He has a Gold C and All Three Diamonds.
Brian would like to see a more aggressive

attitude by the gliding community and the
clubs in promoting itself as a true sport. Also a
more commercial approach by the larger clubs
in encouraging the professional side of gliding.
This would result in greater support and spon
sorship and ultimately be of help to the smaller
clubs," he adds. Cl
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NATIONAL LADDER
Mike Randle, National :Ladder Steward,
expresses hopes that this is the start of a
really good year and says that Yorkshire GC
have told him that \JP to April B their best .dis
lance was 400km, best height gain 18 OOOlt
and best handicapped speed 69.3kmlh. Not
surprising, in view of this, a Yorkshire GC
member heads the new Open Ladder.

Open Ladder
Leading pilot Club Pts Fits
1. J. Grainger YorKshire 2477 2
2. F. J. Sheppard Booker 2460 2
3. R. Hawkins Southdown 1984 4
4. J. N. Hayes Yorkshire 1940 2
5. J. Ward Southdown 1736 2
6. R. C, Sloddart Yorkshire 1683 1

TWO FATALITIES
David Bailey of the Midland GC was killed in a
Kestrel 19 at the Long Mynd on Sunday, April
3. The accident is being investigated by AIB.

According to eye witnesses the glider aban
doned the launch at 100-1501t. The glider'S
nose was lowered but continued to go down
and impact was at a fairly steep angle. The
investigation of the wreckage revealed that
one aileron was disconnected; the detailed
investigation will be carried out at Fam
borough.

W. G. Scull, BGA director of operations

A 17 year-old ATC cadet, lan Sutton of
Great Bardfield, Essex, was killed on April 16
in a T-31 when coming in to land at RAF
Wethersfield, near Haverhill. His instructor,
RAF Reserve Fit Lt John Knock. aged 61 of
Marks Tey, near Colchester, received head
and back injuries.

The RAF are investigating the accident.

RENDEZVOUS 83
The Vintage Glider Club's annual rally is at
Lasham from August 13-27 and entries are
inVited lrom all owners of pre-war and early
post-war gliders. VGC membership applica
tion forms are from the secretary. Robin
lraves. Rose View. Marden Road. Staple
hurst, Kent.

AVIATION PRIZe
The trustees of The Brltish Light Aviation and
Gliding, FoIJndation propose to award a prize
biennially to ,the individual who in the two pre
ceding years has made tAe greatest contribu
tion in the UK to the advancement of aviation.
For the two year period ending on August 31,
1983 the prize will be £2000.

Applications must be sponsored by recog
nised aviation organisations not later than
October 31, 1983 and should be accompanied
by full supporting' evidence. Unsponsored
applications from individual's wilt not be enter-
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tained. Applications should be sent to the
chairman of the trustees: Mr. M. R. Carlton.
Oorland House. 14-16 Regent Street, London
SW1Y 4PH.

The decision of the trustees as to the mak
ing of an award of the prize shall be in their
absolute and sole discretion.

GROUND LOOP INCIDENTS
Inspection of Damage in Composite Con
structed Gliders.
Composite constructed gliders may not
buckle, bend or splinter, but that does not
mean that invisible damage has not been
inflicted upon intemal control systems, control
support brackets etc and that internal bulk
heads upon which structural integrity and stiff
ness depends, may not have been fractured.

CFls. duty instructors, BGA inspectors. tug
pilots and all other knowledgeable persons
who witness such incidents should use their
influence to ensure proper inspection before
further flight.
Dick Stratton, BGA Chief Technical Officer.

SSA ANNUAL CONVENTION
The 1983 Soaring Society of Arnerica's Con
vention was held in Reno, Nevada, at the
MGM hotel from March 23-27. As well as the
main event there was also an instructors'
re-validation clinic, a meeting of international
coaches and the annual CIVV meeting.

The Convention maintained its international
flavour with speakers from as far afield as
Australia, Germany and the UK. Some of the
big names were missing due to the forthcom
ing World Championships at Hobbs. The
range of topics, with two and occasionally
three concurrent, often made it difficult to
choose which to attend.

The coaches' meeting. previously a limited
European event, went international for the
first time - an initiative taken by one of the
Convention's co-chairmen. Bernald Smith.
"Coaches" is not strictly the correct term for
this group; more appropriate would be
"Safety and Training" with the relevant per
son from each national organisation attend
ing. Nine countries were represented and
there were some useful exchanges. As on
previous occasions I chaired the meeting.

A convention on this grand scale may only
be possible in the USA. There were over 800
delegates and 'more than 500 lor the banquet
at which Paul MacCready was the speaker.
These events obViously entail a considerable
amount of work which starts two or three
years in advance. Co-directors Nancy Davis
and Bemald Smith earned evercyone's praise
for an exceptionally good convention. They
were supported by a pleasant and dedicated
team of workers.

Next year's event is at Hartford, Connec
ticutt, from March 1-4 and there are already

many registrations for it. The organisers hope
IQr an increased European panicipation. Hart
ford being enly two hOurs' drive from New
York must make that a possibility.

W. G. Scull, BGA director of operations

BEWARE OF THE 'HAZARDS
The CAA have recently pUblished the follow
ing information circu'lar which contains points
worth repeating and noting:
1. Mishaps continue to occur because some
pilots appear not to realise the hazards they
meet when attempting to land at dis'used or
partially used aerOdromes.
2. Unannounced and unauthorised landings
at disused aerodromes are fraught with two
main types of hazard.

(a) The paved surfaces a.nd grass areas
are not usually maintained in a suit
able condition for use by aircraft. Once
active flying ceases the surfaces soon
become unsafe for use; and

(b) Ex-aerodromes may be sold or1et out
for some purpose unconnected with
flying. Grass areas may be usea for
agriculture and the paved area for
storage. vehicletesling or fO'f sporting
activities.

Pilots must beware of the presence of people,
animals, vehicles and equipment, and espe
cially 01 difficult-ta-see fences and overhead
wires on and near any disused aerodrome.
3. Disused runways ate marked initially with
a white diagonal cross at each end but weath·
ering can obliterate these. At some inactive
military aerodromes the cross is underlined by
a white bar. This white bar means that the run
way has been inspected within the last six
months and was at that time considered suit
able for emergency use. It does not guarantee
that the runway is Wholly safe fQr use.
4. Many 01d aerodromes 'are now only par
tially used. When such aerodromes are
licensed the usable area is always clearly
marked and approach and take-off paths will.
to all intents and purposes, be unobstructed.
Where significant obstacles do exist their pre
sence will be notified in the AGA Section of the
UK Aeronautical Information PublicaNon. No
such protection can be assumed at unlicensed
aerodromes.
5. If you as a pilot intend to lIy to a disused or
,partially used aerodrome you should always
approach ils owner or operator beforehand for
permission to land and obtain from him a full I

briefing on the location of the usable operating
area, its obstaCle environment, and possible
hazards.
6. In an emergency yOIJ may be obliged to
land at a disused or partially used aerodrome
and you may have no idea of the conditions of
the runway area or its obstacle environment.
To guard against the hazards which can await
you, a precautionary approach and low-level
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examination of the intended landing area
should always be made when circumstances
allow.

Present Manufacturer's
Measurements Value

"'in glide 0.0392 ±0.0015 0.0357 radians
angle radians = 1:28

= 1:(25V2 ± 1)

I EAS for Min
gliding angle 49.5 48.5
(kt)

, Mill equivalent 1.56 1.57
rale of sink (kl) ± 0.05

EAS for Min
rate of sink (kt) 34 35

Democracy does still reign" as has been
shown by the consultation process we put the
proposals for amended Bronze requirements
trom the Instructors' Committee through.
Area Meetings, articles lin S&~ and a general
discussion after the recent AGM showed that
most clubS did not want any alteration to the
Bronze qualifications, which they did not
regard as any immediate passpon for clear
ance tQ fly cross-oountry as this would always
be a matter tor the judgment of thQ CFI. At
their April meeting the Executive accordingly
dropped these p~oposals and asked the
Instructors' Committee to have a further look
at the cause 01 field landing aCCidents.

This seems an appropriate lime to remind
all cross-country pilots that we rely heavily on
the goodwill of farmers and that there, is a
"code of conduct" for pilots landing-out in
fields which was agreed between this associ·
ation and the NatiOnal Farmers' Union some
years ago. Please follow the common cour
tesies listed in the code and If a olaim for
damages is made then pass it 0.0 10 your
insurers to deal with. Copies of the code are
available from us here in leicester.

We were pleased to welCOme two new
member clUbs lrecenlly - Black Mountains
GC operating at lalgarth, and Ihe K'ent Motor
Glider and Soaring Centre who have now
increased their gliding interests and fleet and
are operating from Manston. Finally', new Brit
ish Nationa'lrecords have been homologated
for B. J. G. Pearson (500km triangle at
141.3kmlh 11'1 an ASW·20 in SOuth Africa on
December 28, 1982) andA. I. Lloyd and
J. Fox (a height gain of 4355m in a SF-28A
two-seater motor glider on October 10. t982).

Sponsorship - or the lack of it, or what to
do with it if we got any - is a SUbject being
tackled by the Executive at present and a
working party under the chairmanship of Joan
Cloke is looking at all possible avenues. It
seems important that we should agree
guidelines in advance as to how money
received should be shared between associa
tion, clubs or individuals and how it should
best be used for the good of our sport as a
whole rather than only bringing the benefit to
certain sections. Don't forget that if you have
strong ideas on this or any SUbject please
write and let us know as we genuinely wish to
reflect the views of the majority of members.

Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

It was most encouraging to see so many
people at the recent BGA Conference and
E~hibition held at the Royal Agricultural Col
lege, Cirenoester, and 11 hope that this trend
towards a larger annual gatherin.g of the glid·
ing clans will Continue. Cynics tell me that the
interest shown in th~ AGM was only because
of the unpopularity in certain quarters of our
proposals to stiffen, the Bronze badge
requirement! I would pref.er to see it as an
increas'ing involvement by individual pilots in
the affairs of the Association as a whole. Hav
ing been involved with the organisation of
previous BGA conferences I am aware of the
effort needed and would like to express our
appreciation of Ma~orie Hobby's work in pro
viding such a varied and entertaining pro
gramme this year.

How money should be shared

FROM THE

SECRETARY's
DESK

-

-

-

K·13 PERFORMANCE TESTS
Two third year engineering students at Cam
bridge University, A. J. Birkbeck and J. C. W.
Stewart, have made some performance tests
on a K-13. This formed pari of their course
work, ~nder the direction of Professor W. A.
Mair.

The measurements were made by towing to
5000-6000ft in the morning, measuring air
temperatures during the climb. Glides were
then made, descending through 1400fl.
Photographs of the ASI, altimeter and stop
watch were taken every 100ft. From these
measurements, suitably corrected, a plot of
"equivalent'; rate of sink (ie true rate of sink
mUltiplied by the square root of the atmos
pheric density ratio relative to the standard
sea level value) against equivalent airspeed
was derived.

The static pressure error of the aircraft was
obtained by using a specially designed trailing
static tube stabilised by a small cruciform
parachute. Their results are shown in the
Table and the polar graph.

,
I,

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS

and REPAIRS

By L. GLOVER senior Inspector

=;1~

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375

Lulterworth 57544 ~

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No. Name

1/212 P. G. Sheard

1/213 R. J. Nicholls

DIAMOND GOAL

No. Name

211202 M. Saplrstein
211203 J. W. Sm~hers
211204 H. H. Salisbury
211205 T. Wilklnson

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No. Name

31573 P. J. Coward

GOLD C COMPLETE

No. Name

926 T, Wilklnson

Club 1983

Booker
(i'1 Australia) 29.11.82
Midland (i'1 Australia) 21.1

Club 1982

Kestrel 22.12
Surrey & Hants 28.8
Midland 4.11
Twlnwood 29.11
(in Australia)

Club 1983

Deeside 20.1

Club 1982

Twinwood 29.11

GOLD C DISTANCE

Name Club 1982

M. SapirSleln Kestrel 22.12
J. W. Smithers Surrey & Hants 28.8
T. Wilklnson Twlnwood 29.11

GOLD C HEIGHT

Name Club 1982

G. J. Busby Booker 29.9
D. C. Berry Kent 30.1.83
A. P. Stacey Wrekln 22.10
P. Morgan Wrekln 20.10

SILVER C

No. Name Club 1983

6374 M. Sapirstein Kestrel 18.12.82
6375 H. H. Salisb<.ry Midland 2.11.82
6376 A. M. B. Smart Cle.....lands 22.1
6377 A. E. Skipper Fenland 29,1

Club Newa Contributors: Please note
the deadline da.. for the next' Issue la
June 7 end regretfully we can't print
reports arrlvlng .tter that date.
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BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY - Compiled by ARTHUR DOUGHTY,
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

Arthur has expressed concern that the 22 accidents so far this ,BGA year have
produced one fataUty (and sadly there Is another to be recorded) and four
when pilots had serious Injuries. In one accident a pilotfract...red both ankles,
there have been two cases when the pilots broke one ankle and another result·
Ing in spinal Injuries. "These $ort of 'inJuries take a long time to heal, If In fact
they do so completely, and there IS always a risk of permanent disability"
Arthur added.

Ret. Gilder BGA f Dale Place PilotfCrew
SUMMARYNo. Type No. Time Age Injury P/Hrs

!

13 Skyla",3F 987 W/O 09.01.83 Ta~artn 55 S 1Y> After getting PiA Qt position on aerotow pHot
14.00 released at about 200ft. converted speed to

height anc1 turned back to site. AirbrA)<es were
leen 10 l)pen. and glider then turned right oyer
cenlrerof sile crossing ru-nway, Then anempted
to tUI'T"I left through 180~ and made rapid spiral
descent unt~ 'oSI to yiew.

14 Skyla", 4 1063 S 08.0\.113 Old Sarum 54 S 123 Entered bas·. leg 11 SOOft. encountered 11ft and
10.50 al point Ior final lum plc' decide<! l1e had

height to spare so ~acktra6l<.ed. 1"hen decided
to tum iNtay from field ~hrough 270" in ltift but
diSQOyered height was -lower than expected.
Under,nol. I'nklng boundary hodgoand !>Os,
w'lth wingtip, cartwheeled' into field.

15 Club Libello 2203 S 15.'2.82 3 miles West of 38 M 241 ,ArriYed ., ,local hill ~t1er· aerolow and decided
14.30 Abergavenny not to attempt ffiU soaring. Rejected ~arge field

next to river IS probatltv Deing i"nuddy and
chose smaller grass field. Closed alrbrakes
over downwind boundary at under-shoot field
and haltway across noticed airspeed decreas-
ing. lowered nose 10 increase speed to clear
downwind hedge of selected field - collided
with it

'6 K·Ba .563 S 23.0\.83 Dallachy 36 N ,v, Pilol opened aifbrskes on base leg, closed
14.56 them before final turn and re-opened lhem on

finals. Decided glider was slightly undershoot-
793 Ing so adjusted airbfakes but unaccounlably
Pwr opened them lultv instead of closing. Under-

snot into trees. Pibt has considerable power
'Iy~. including instructor's raling.

17 Swallow ? S 27.11.82 Aboyne 25 N 5 On lake-ott for aerotow the nose was held
? down and glider was litled ott. pilol allowed

oscillations irt p~cn to develop. Released.
climbed la about 15-20ft and opened airtlrakes.
Failed 10 round out sufficiently or in lime and
landed heavily on nose in rough ground off lhe
runway.

'8 Molor Falke jG.AYzv, M 06.02.83 Portmoak 50 N 480 P2 was making glide circutt and approach yer-
13.45 Pwr batty assisted by instructor and on finals was

1485 prompted to lower nose to maintain airspeed
Gldr lhrough wind gradient Closer 10 ground P2

P2 46 M ISO lhought speed was still decreasing and lowered
Gldr lhe nose IUr1her and tailed 10 roundout. P1

considered P2's experience was adequate 10
make approach and landing and tailed to take
over in time,

19 Club Libel," 2188 S 15.01.83 Loxton HlIl, 42 S 552 After clearance of orographic cloud glider was
'4.00 Avon one of three launched 10 local hill. Climbed to

1700ft. explored forward and on return 10 hili
cloud had reloomed w~n lops 01 1200ft Go'
behind cresl and whlle attempling to fly lorward
entered cloud. Broke cloud 50-10011 agllo crash
land in severe turbulence near the top 01 ridge.

20 K·13 2406 N 06.02.83 lasham 49 N 4'4 Instructor decided ro lake over as pupil was
15.00 having difflcuity controlling speed and direction

P2 33 N 6 on approach. White making correction fhe con-
P2 Irol column came out of ~s socket due 10 retain·

ing wing nut being insufficiently lightened
although wire locked. Pupil look over to land
with dillicu,lty but no damage.

21 K-7 1259 M 13.02.83 Rufforth 50 N 293 P2 on check !lighl successfUlly recovered from
14.00 P2 38 N IV, a failed launch at lOatt but on louch down on

P' graS$ al the side 01 the runway the glider struck
t5~~ a COncre,le block nol readfly visible IS it was
P2 partiaJty t'Juried ,in snow.

22 K·7 1626 W/O 19.02.83 Pocklington 38 S ? Early solo pilot was ·observed by an tnstructor
14.00 who thought laterslages ot circuit were very

low. Glider turned finals al 100ft 'and it was
estimatltd it would clear boundary ~enC8 by
20ft. WOon 'bolt 50yd snort 01 boundary tne
glider assumed I sleep nose down al1~ude. and
struck the ground al8Dout 45~.

COOK VARIOMETER MK 4
LARGE OR SMALL DIAL
CLIMB AND SINK AUDIO

VARIABLE WEIGHT NETIO

COOK VARIOMETERS
42 NIGHTINGALE ROAD
RICKMANSWORTH, HERTS, ENGLAND

Witter. You can't buy a
better towing bracket

Send for the prIce lIst and name of your nearest
Wltter stOCkIst. Or find him In Yellow Pages
For information or advice: C.P. Witter Lld..
Chest.er. reI. 0244 41166

M ~ minor; N ~ nil; S = serious and W/O ~ wrne off.

887 km ,
- write tQ:

Sportavia
Soaring Centre

P080x78
rocumwal271'

Phone
1058 741211) 63
Australia's

most advanced gliding
school

LOOKING FOR RECORDS?

S ....(4"'4 S.4""9 ee..(.e
SOME lONG [)IS rANGES FWWN

FROM rOCUMWAL

* First choice of international
soaring pilots.

* Ideal soaring conditions.

* No airspace problems!

* Australia's most advanced
gliding training in the latest
design two-seaters.

* All year round Ab-Initio
courses. Personal tuition by
highly qualified professional
instructors guarantees rapid
progress.

* Regular advanced cross
country courses by leading
internationally experienced
instructors.

* The largest most modern
fleet of single-seater sail
planes available for casual,
daily or weekly hire.

* The "New Generation"
motor gliders.
Fly the record-breaking
.. IBIS-28M2", recently
flown from Romania to
Australia.

* Four high-powered tugs.

* High quality, moderately
priced accommodation and
meals on site.

* All facilities under one roo}?
C.F,i. Jngo Renl1e

World Champion, 1976
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1983 Meeting of the International Gliding Commission

Brief extracts from a report by Tom Zealley. BGA delegate, who attended the
Commission International de Vol it Volle (CIVV) meeting held on March 25 in close
association with the Soaring Sooletyof America,n's annual convention at Reno.

Minor rule change$. Tor Johannessenl'S
proposed minor rule chaJ:lges to the Sporting
Code were agreed, eg single-seater records
may be claimed when one person is flying a
two-seater. The dispensation under section
5.3 allowing distance claims from uncom
pleted triangles will not apply if the start point
is not at one' of the corners oflhe' triangle.
Championship scoring systems. Peter
Ryder had made. a stJrvey of National scoring
systems and suggested lhere should be
improved CIVV systems for World Champ
ionships after Hobbs. A proposal jointly
developed with f'rance was that Band C
shoUld be replaced by the systems used By
W. Germany and the Italians al Rieti which
avoided failed race days and short distance
days having loo strong an influence on the
overall result. A decision will be taken in time
for Rieti.
Weight question. The American FM had
ruled that it would be illegal to fly any glider at
an AlJW i'n excess of the designer!
manufacturer's recommended limits, regard
less of whether the glider carried an "experi
mental" classification. The meeting agreed
that the Max gross weight of gliders in World
Championships should be that specified by
the manufacttJrers and approved by the C of
A isSUing, authority; that it should be each
pilot's responsibility to furnish documentary
evidence of his glider's weight limit; when
gliders 0'1 the same model manufactured in
different countries have different C of A weight
limits, the lower weight shall be used; there

BGA MAIL ORDER

will be penalties for exceeding gross weighl
limits, as provided in competition rules.
Motor gliders. Per Weishaupt reported thal
they were flo'urishing, especially the twQ
seaters, wit,h successful 1982 Champion
ships at Burg Feuerstein.
Club Class. The Championships at Ham
melburg ~adn't lbeen very successful with
only'sellencountries represented, but Per
OOOr9 pressed for the continuation of efforts
to make it work.
Rieti. Piero Morelli felt that if the European
Championships were to become a regular
feature in the years between the World
Championships there should be every effort
to minimise the costs. Describing planned
improvements to the site for the 1985 World
Championships, he said the limited runway
length would probably mean an AUW on
take-off of 700kg.
Hobbs. Hal Lattimore said that in general
things were in good shape for the World
Championships. A mechanised ground clock
using a tractor and fixed marker panels was
to be tested at a Regionals in May when they
would then decide whether to use this or the
conventional observed start line.
Australia 1987. Wally Wallington reported on
preparations for the World Championships at
Benalla, which was being supported by the
city council and the new government. The
Australian Gliding Federation were planning
to offer heavily subsidised entry to their 1984
Nationals for the three World Championships
winners.

European Championships 11984. The
French are running the European Champion·
Ships al Vinon in, July for a maximum of' ~oo
gliders in three Classes.
LIlienthal Medal. This is to be awarded 10
Hans Nietlispach 01 Switzerland.

Those mentioned in the report represent the
following countries: Tor Johannessen, Nor
way; Peter Ryder; W. Germany; Per
Weishaupt, Denmark; Piero Morel/i, Italy; Hal
Lattimore, USA; Wally Wallington, Australia
and Per Oberg, Sweden.

Malee $ure of getting your copy of S&G by
tak,ing an annual subscrIption. For full
details, see pU3.

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

Approved agent for PZLand Cambridge
instruments, sales and repairs

Now Sole Agents for Ball variometers
Barographs calibrated

M. G. Hutchinson
5 Glendevon Road

Woodley
Reading, Berks

Telephone 0734 696491

PILOT to COMPUTER - patch me through to
BGA Central Control for instantaneous transmis
sion of data from PILOTS WEATHER by Ann
Welch, SOARING ACROSS COUNTRY by Bill
Scull and GLIDING COMPETITIVELY by John
Delafield ...

COMPUTER to PILOT - Red Alert! 700ft 
select field now and order all these books from the
BGA Shop later ... and why not include a copy of
AIRCRAFT INSPECTION AND REPAIR TECHNI
QUES?

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB

June!July 1983

Order these items from

or ask us to send you our complete sales list Telephone 0533531051
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DIG INTO YOUR WALLET

Dear Editor,
Of course Jeremy Beringer is right (see

February issue, p34). The emphasis should
be on raIsing funds, not on how cheaply we
can kit out our World Champ'ionships team. A
move designed to lower morale,

How much have we, the gliding fraternity,
contributed? According to Mike Pope in the
last issue, pSO, pathetically little. And yet
what are we doing to support our team, we
members 01 a sporil which has numbered
among its ranks a World Champion three
times running and which remains one of the
few largely self-financing sports without
recourse to the public begging bowl? Very lit
tle, it seems, apart from gripe.

So wake up. During a ·grotty winter we
must all have beell deprived of at least one·
flight and thus saved its cost. Dig into your
wallet and post it to the 'BGA - now.

I Ttle February issue also featured the
Annual Statistics, p22, showing a total of
9791 flying members. I don't know the cost of
the average flights but 9791 times whatever it
is must add up to a lot of blazers and trousers
and still leave a bit over.
PETER JANES, Farnham Common, Bucks.

PS. Yes, I have!

50 YEARS AT OXFORD

Dear Editor,
This year is the 50th anniversary of the

founding of the Oxford Gliding Club, as the
Oxford University and City Gliding Club, by
Robert Kronfeld in 1933.

To mark our half-century, I hope to write a
short history of the club and I would be very
grateful if any readers who can help with this
work would get in touch with me. Memories
and memorabilia of the early days, from 1933
until the outbreak of war would be particularly
useful, but I would also like to hear from any
one who flew with OGC in the early 'post-war
years.

If readers have any tales to tell, please set
them down on paper and send them to me at
the Oxford Gliding Ci'ub, RAF Weston-on
the-Green, Nr Bicester. Oxon, or give me a
ring on Buckingham (0280) 812876.
IAN MAILER

EARLY CROSS-COUNTRIES

Dear Editor,
In the absence of aAy claims for the ear

liest cross-country, no doUbt due to rain,
wind, snow and floods (in our field at least) I
would like to inform 'readers ,that on March 6
two cross-country flights were made by
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myself (pIK 20) and Peter France (Astir) in
wave.

Peter got to Ohurch Strelton and returned
to 'Usk whilst! got to Lake Bala and photo
g.raphed the dam, returning via the Vale of
Neath GC, totalling five hours.

I haven't measured the distanoe yet but it's
the "early in the season" aspect we cherish.
IVOR SHAnOOK, Bedwas, Gwent.

(We· make this about 347km. EO.)

EQUALITY OF THE SEXES IN ,GLIDING

Dear Editor,
I am responding to Barry Rolfe's request

for comments on the FAl's proposal to aOOl
isl;) female gliding records. (See the February
issue, p29.)

I could not agree more; in fact I Ci:annot
imagine how such separation arose. Gliding
is one of the many -activities in which women
and men are on equal physical terms. It is
unrealistic and unnecessary 10 create this
sub-class of glider pilots - almost the same
as creating some awards which physically
handicapped pilots may win! It is my belief
that the rarity of a woman holding a general
gliding record is a sampling effect; there sim
ply are not enough female pilots seeking
them.

This argument may also explain the rarity
of women in the British team and as winners
of the Nationals. What we need to under
stand is why women do not seek to reach the
top in gliding.
ALlSON CAMPBELL, Cambridge.

INSTRUCTOR'S EGO TRIP

Dear Editor,
There has been a fair amount of corres

pondence by Paul Minton (see "Learn by
Experience", October issue, p213) and
others dealing with the problems of the rela
tionship between instructors and pupils out of
which, I think, the pupils have come out
,badly. I quite appreciate that people ~an

break their necks at this gliding game and
that therefore instructors should have some
authority, but many use this pretext to
become tyrants.

In general people who really are competent
have got it made and don't need to throw
their weight about. If you want to get personal
let's name names, Derek Piggott, Ingo
Renner and, yes, Paul Minton himself, but if
you've got a Gold 0 and you visit a small glid
ing club where the instructor who checks you
out has only a Silver 0 expect to get criticised
for slipping on your final turn etc, etc,
because he's got his ego to protect.

I once had to belt an instructor on the chin,
it worked like magic, because nearly
everyone felt as I did! For many instructors it

is the only bit of .authority they will wield in all
their life so they tend to make the most of it
by being tiresome and settling all the
imagined scores that they can dream of.

Inter-personal relationships during instruc
tion require great skill and understanding.
Instructors are poople who are doing a dif
ficull and important job and as a result get
great respect from their pupils, who strangely
enough all w;;lnt to become World Champion
pilots. so shouting at them is largely a waste
of time.

The relationship between performance and
stress is given by the Yerkes-Dodson law
curve - most pupils are at point X and are
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going off the boil because they are trying too
hard already. Blasting them with abuse
relieves the 'instr\,lctors' frustration but tends
to push them further to the right and makes
their performance deteriorate. Most pupils are
self-taught by numerous instructors, some
limes despite many instructors.
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow Common,
Bucks.

FEASIBILITY OF A GLIDER PARACHUTE

Dear Editor,
Having worked very closely with Peter Best

who came up with a keel-mounled parachute
for hang· gliders and microlights, which inci
dentally was featured on the BBC TV Tomor
row's World programme, the logical progres
sion after this seemed to us to be that if you
can lower a microlight and two people by
parachLrte safely to the ground why not a
fixed wing sailplane. (See "Parachute for pilot
and glider?" letter, p281.)

In conditions Where a pilot may find it dif
ficult to bale 01,11, such as ina fast spin when
centrifugal force would keep him in the cock
pit, it would be an advantage if he COuld pull a
handle to release' a parachute which would
not only save his life bul possibly save the
glider from being a write-off. This is quite
feasible now with the development 01 modern
fabrics with high tensile strength but low bulk
weight.

We have some ideas of where and how to
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place the parachute on the glider and the
type of release mechanism for the' parachute
to be ejected. I ,am sure that if' any manufac
turer was interested, it would take very little
modification while ·the glider was being con
structed to incorporate the parachute as part
of the design.

The large parachute used for lowering the
heavier of the two microlights, ie the two man
version with an AUW of approximately
7001bs, had a descent rate of between 16 tQ
20ft/sec. " sounds fast I knQw but believe me
it isn't.

I know we can come up with the para
chutes and will be only too pleased to discuss
this with any interested party,
"LOFTY" THOMAS, Thomas Sports Equip
ment Ltd, 102-104 St John St, Bridlington,
N. Humberside.

SNAKING OVERCOME

Dear Editor,
The problems o~ caravans and trailers

snaking, pitching and being buffeted by winds
and passing lorries are too well known to
need definition. We have overcome these
problems completely with a prototype design
that works - and works well.

The only problem remaining is that we
have run oul of money, and so far have not
been a'ble to get help from any of the many
schemes for small businesses. What we
need, they say, is Venture Capital. Do you
think that any of your readers might be
interested in finding out more, with a view to
financing the final stage?
E. J, SHELDRAKE, Advanced Towing Tech
niques Ltd, River Farm House, Shipdham,
Thetford, Norfolk IP25 7RR.

MORE ON MNEMONICS

Dear Editor,
With the enQrmous increase in letters and

their wide-f>anging subjects Qne has tQ reply
on occasions,

John Marriott's letter ('Time tQ add 'tail
dolly'?", I'asl issue, p81) raises a point which
has become more relevant as time goes Qn.
Firs~ John didn't your (RAF) instructQr tell
you that the check "All clear above and
behind" meant that you look into the sky
above the rear of the glider (for approaching
aircraft) and behind the glider to see that no
lyres, ooats etc are on the empennage? This
obviously ncludes handles, dollies, tail dollies
and any instructor who might be lurking in the
shade,

But while we are Qn the mnemonic subject,
I think it is wrQng 10 include items which
aren't in general club use and I use those
words carefully. II am not pleased to see ab
initios gQing ·through the ever increasing
mnemonic list when half of' the items don't
apply. Later on when he/she flies something
qu~e different from the gliders in gene tal club
use then items can be added (preferably
singly) at the briefings. Heaven help ,the pilot
who is expected to jump from a K-13 into a
retractable, flapped, waterballasted, all' elec
tric, 360 channel, tail dolly glider 
mnemonic or no mnenornic.

Me? I've got the lot in my glider but II had to
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mentally block oul the airbrakes! 'Aven't got
'em!

L.astly field landings, How about "S", the
universal mnemonic, fQr a field landing
check? Surface, Size, Slope, Smoke, Stock,
Sideslip, Speed and, if you're still in trouble
with that far hedge, Swerve. Any more Ss?
Oh yes, $ircuiH
IVOR .$HAnOCK, Bedwas, Gwent.

(We',re glad you have replied Ivor and are
delighted our tetter columns have increased
in recent issues with diverse subjects being
aired, Please keep the letters coming, espe
cially if they are brief and to the point. EO.)

THE MILITARY TREATMENT

Dear Editor,
I am the wife of a glider pilot and although I

don't lIy, I get drawn into retrieving. This usu
ally means getting on one of my motor cycles
(thaI's my hobby) to collect him and take him
'back to Aston Down to pick up the car and
trailer. He still doesn't trust me with ltIe Libelle
and trailer.

It was with interest I read the report by Mar
lin Clarke in the February issue, p16, as we
havealsQ had firsthand experience of the
'Military treatment he had at Welford, My hus
band was tliYing for his Silver distance from
Aston Down when he phoned to say he had
landed al Middle Wallop.

I've since found out it is about the second
busiesl Military airfield next to Kennedy Air
port, Flying finished for the day ten minutes
before he landed, He had all the treatment
mentioned by Martin - glider searched, bag
gage taken out and Ihe film removed from the
camera.

I told my husband I dealt with a "customer"
in Andover who might be Clble la put him up
for the night. *'le only turned out to be the Lt
Golonel in ,charge of the airfield, SO my hus-,
band had the shock of his life when half an
hour later he was let out of the guardroom
and they couldn't do enough for him, I man
aged to' collect him later in the evening, I
thought this was a good case of "who you
know, not what you know".

A pleasant end to the flight was when the
barograph was checked and we found he had
Silver height and distance.
CAROLlNE KEAR, Cheltenham.

CONFUSION BETWEEN NAMES

Dear Editor,
Peter IRiedel has pointed out an error in my

'book Half Mile Up WithQut an Engine, and I
would like to correct i1 publicly. Riedel, a Was
serkuppe pilot in the 1920s, as most readers
of S&G know, is th.e author of the two-volume
Rhoen history Through Sunlit Skies. A third
volume is nearing completion.

The error arises Irom a confusion between
the names Wolfram Hirth and Friedrich Harth.
It was Harth, not Hirth, who in 1921 estab
lished a time record of 22min. Further, as
Riedel points out, "the record was not flown on
the Wasserkuppe during Ihe second interna
tional meet, but mote than a month later in

semi-secrecy on the Heidelstein mountain,
five miles from Ihe Wasserkuppe, Harth
believed that he had found the answer to
"dynamic" soaring - an error." In 1921, in
fact, Hirth hadn't even yet learned to fly.

A few other errors crept into the book 
mislabelling of aircraft, types that slipped by
the proof readers, and so on - but they are
mostly minor. My Harth/Hirth confusion
(picked up from writers before me), however,
is a major historical mis-statement that should
not go unrectified.
ROBERT GANNON, Pennsylvania, USA.

MORE THAN ONE OENVER

Dear Editor,
I very nearly made the same mistake myself!

If Mr G. Yates of the USA (see I,elter in the last
issue, p35) will plot a oourse of 0360 true from
Hobbs, New Mexico, and follow this for
approximately 48 miles, he will find himself in
Denver City, Texas. A quick glance at an atlas
shows that there are several Denvers in Ihe
USA.

My excuse for nearly getting lost is that I've
never been to America!
C. J, CHAPMAN, Nuneaton.

Correction. With reference to the photograph in the
last issue. p81, Peter Janes of Famham Common is
well aware it isn't a Graf leppelin.! AA incom·
prehensible twist -elf words during 8 last minute Cor
rection gave us this final result whiclllooked like vet
another April 1St SpOOf, He mere"" mentioned that
when the GZ visited the (now) Heathrow area in
1932 there may have been some sort of fight aircraft
rally, including gliders brought in bytfailers. Our
apologies to Peter,

The letter in the fast issue, "Another wave site - Dish
forth", p82, was written by Paul WMehead and not
Peter Whitehead as stated,

Please send all contributions to S&G to
281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1
4NH.

STORCOMM
TWO·WAY RADIO

TR7603 Air Set TR7804 Vehicle Set
Each set fitted with all four gliding
channels 130,4. 130, t 25, 130,1 and
129.9.
'Volmel' 128,6 optional on channel 4.

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
wor1ls both distant and close range.

* Extremely rugged and reliable,

* Full back-up service and spares
available.

* CAA and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete
with easy fit connectors and all fittings.

Detailed information, prices and full
Technical Specifications FREE trom

George Storey Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications

P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 7TA
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Copy and photographs for August"September issue of S&G should be sent to
the Editor, 281 Queen Edlth's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223 247725, to
arrive not later than June 7 and for the October-November Issue to arrive "ot
later than August 9.
Apri/6, 1983 GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH

Club
News

BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)
Following claims by a club pilot that lift can
occur beyond Didcot or Bicester a Pegasus
has been bought to investigate. A M100 and a
Nord 2000 have been obtained to soar waves
of nostalgia forming downwind of Chinnor
ridge.

There has been further expansion of the
training fleet with the arrival of a Super Falke.

P.R

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(Nympsfleld)
February and March produced several good
soaring days, both ridge and wave.

The dinner-dance on February 26 was very
well attended and much enjoyed. It is intended
to reinstate this as an annual event after sev
eral years without one. Other social events
have included an Easter disco.

AI the AGM our treasurer, David Barker,
reported a disappointing year financially, but
announced ambitious plans for the coming
season. Owen Harris was re-elected as
chairman, despite his earlier fears of being
transferred by his firm. Don Chatterton
replaces Dave Wales as vice-chairman. Flying
trophies were awarded to Eve Dent, lan Lane,
Ron Sandford, Lance Peters, and Chris
Hughes, while the Webster plate for most
deserving instructor went jointly to John
Patchett and Gerry Martin.

J.RB.

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
There were more than 250 members and
friends at the president's party, with the ladies'
committee providing the buffet.

Nick Hackett completed the first declared
cross-country of the, season with 106km. The
task week, from May 28-June 5, already has
44 entries and we are hosting the Standard
Class Nationals from August 13-21. The
Inter-Club League stalls on the May Bank
holiday when we host clubs from Essex,
Dunstable and Sa'ltby.

CongratUlations to Graham Smith and
David Asquith on becoming f,ull Cats, The new
winch is fully operational and if anyone would
like to try it out, call any Wednesday evening.

The BGA area officials' meeting was held at
Ihe club recently. Mike Smith has become a
member of the BGA Executive Committee.

For any club looking for ways of raising
fl,mds, you may like to copy our idea. We offer
local motoring, club rally drivers a cooked,
breakfast, but it means having someone, wil
ling to get up early - our first cars usually
arrive about 4am. N.B.
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DONCASTER (Doncaster Airfield)
Work has started in earnest on '(lUr new site:
the runways have been cleared, a hangar and
cladding purchased and a fence erected along
our boundary. Our water diviners showed
great courage locating the water main while
subjected to ridicule and scepticism by other
mem'bers.

Our first course started at Easter giving
some good flying days. Our courses are
rapidly becoming over-subscribed, so it's wise
to sign on quickly.

Congratulations on going solo to A. McKen
zie, T. Bell, P. Ellis and Diane Fowley, Diane
being the third female to go solo this year.

V.F.F.

DUMFRIES & DISTRICT (Falgunzeon)
Bob Rodger (SkYlark 3) broke our altitude
record with a wave flight to 9850ft on March 6
from a winch launch. Others during the day
enjoyed good soaring but failed to find clear
air to climb in.

Bill Gordon has taken delivery of his Ml00,
which has been affectionately named Jaws 3
due to its very distinctive airbrakes. A T-21 will
soon be with us to back up our club K-2.

The Forestry Commission have repaired the
damage to our access road caused by winter
flooding and we have been planting Christmas
trees as a long term investment to boost club
funds.

F.S.

EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
Congratulations to Fred Bishop on becoming
DCFI, to Neil Kelly and Joe Batchelor on
completing their assistant instructors' courses
and to our knowledgeable team who beat
Challock and Southdown in the Inter-Club
quiz.

Our K-8, being re-covered by Tony Chal
loner and helpers, is nearly ready.

M.C.

ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
Our annual open weekend was a resounding
success despite being short of one K-? suffer
ing from mainspar problems. Conditions were
perfect with our pilots having to avoid the
thermals in order to give the visitors a go!

A lot of hard work was put in during the
winter to refabric our second K-? Many

We always welcome photographs to Illus
trate your reports. Ideally, we like black
and white but can get reasonable results
from colour prints.

thanks to Tony Cox, Dave Shadrach and
Charlie Skinner for leading the effort.

G.D.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadlelgh)
Peter Wilby, CFI, reviewed 1982 at the AGM
as a year of "recofd personal achievement"
with an increase in the utilisation of gliders and
tugs and the number of air experience flights.
A cadet class of membership was proposed to
encourage youth participation.

Trophies presented were: Fastest 1OOkm
Triangle, Mark Mathieson; Jeff Cork trophy
(longest flight), John Thurlow; Club Ladder,
Alan Hall; Instructors' cup, Brian Commercial;
"Sodit of the year" award, Simon Commercial
for landing two fields short of Silver distance
and the Members' cup, given this year by
Dave Gilder, Sylvia Wilby. A 200km Triangle
trophy and a Tiny Triangle trophy are to be
competed for this season.

CongratUlations to Kevin Bye and Kevin
Balaam on going solo.

An expedition is planned to Talgarth in
June. We have been able to soar in every one
of Ihe winter months and had some wave.

RC.A.

HAMBLETONS (RAF Dishforth)
We have had some pleasant wave days, both
the usual westerly type and a little of the less
common NE variety. The reason for no height
claims is there were no members flying solo
on the appropriate days who needed them!

At the AGM, awards went to Clive Arm
strong (best ab-initio) and Ray Whttham (best
cross-country). Congratulations also to Mick
Bowman on going solo after weeks of unsuit
able conditions.

J.P.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
Most of February was besieged by bad
weather so the time was spent fettling. The first
week of our wave fortnight 'hosted the BGA
field landing course which was well attended
by members from the Cotswold and Midland
GCs and found to be very useful and assuring.
The second week we welcomed our old
friends from Dunstable and everyone con
tacted wave.

There were two notable flights by our
chairman, Tony Maitland (Mini Nimbus) and
Mike Costin (Nimbus 2C). They both reached
16000ft, turned Swansea docks and wave
hopped back to Shobdon.

We had thermals, ridge and wave, plus a
mixture of all three, over the Easter weekend.

B.J.H.

INKPEN (Thruxton Airfield)
The tone of our March AGM was highly
optimistic. We have been fortunate in obtain
ing a healthy grant from the Sports Council,
and sufficient additional loans ~nd donations
from members to bay some of the aircraft we
previously leased. T'his augurs well for our
future financial health.

Our full-lime employment of a resident
CFI worked well in 1982 and we are continu
ing the, arrangement

Our annual dinner in Febrl,Jary was a great i

success, supported by more members than
usual, and we are planning several other
social events.
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Easter brought superb conditions to Thrux
ton (and to Old Sarum on the two race days of
the Easter holiday). It was an excellent and
busy start to the season.

T.D.

KENT ,Challoek)
While there lis a slow start to the soaring sea
son our start-of-season dinner·dance was well
attended by some 50 members.

Some members have been benefiting
recently by visiting other sites - congratula
tions to Doug Berry on his Gold height and to
Derek Kember on completing his Silver C. We
now have, a syndicate Pirat and Tony Mou
lang and Co are awaiting their ASW-20.

Our new two-drum winch is fully operational
and ke~ busy on our early courses, thanks to
the efforts of Glyn Richards and Alex Wright.
Our thanks also to Alan Garside for organising
the Inter-Glub quiz between ourselves, East
Sussex and Southdown GCs, the latter win
nl1g.

Congratulations to Hugh Colton, Alan Smith
and Mike Moulang on gaining their assistant
ratings.

Tom Rudge is retiring after five years as
chairman and we tnank him for all his hard
wor1(' and wish Dave Manser, who takes over,
every suocess.

J.B.

LAKES (Walney AIrfield)
Awards presented at the AGM in February
were: the Earl of Lonsdale trophy (best
cross-oountly lrom the site), Neil 8raithwaite
for an O/R to Ingleton off the winch; the Als
ford trophy (best gain of height), Keith Butter
field for 11 500ft and: the Duddon trophy (ser
vice to tMe club), Dick Redhead.

E.K.

LONDON (Dunstable)
Congratulations to Alex Evans,. Ann Stoller,
Kay Harris, Peter Plant, Malcolm Bollon and
Chris Collingham on going solo.

A fourth K-21 will soon be added to our
two-seater fleet and we plan to eventually
replace our K-185 with K-23S. We have
bought Terry McMullin's two Super Cubs and
may acquire a fourth after selling two Chip
munks which, with our new on-site mainte
nance facilities, should reduce launch queues
on bUsy days.

A new trailer rack with electric power and
water is nearingl completion - but this labour
is nothing compared with the difficulties of

persuading some private owners to "move
house" from their traditional trailer sites.

The expedition to Shobdon was ,enjoyable
although there were no spectacular wave
flights. However Robin May took his ASW-20L
to 26 0000 at Aboyne.

Enthusiasm during the Easter competition
wasn't matched by the weather, though John,
Jefferies and John Cardiff completed tasks.

D.S.

MENDIP (Weston-Super.Mare)
The single-seaters were out in force on Good
Friday but after several noble attempts to
complete durations only Clive Bailey (Delphin)
succeeded.

There is a lot of optimism in the club with
talk of forming new syndicates and running
task and club weeks.

i.'8.

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Several good wave days have given us more
flying than usual at this time of year, resulting
in Gold heights for Chris Ellis and Peter Taylor
and a number of wave cross-countries by
John Stuart, Jeff Rowson and David Bailey.
On March 5-6 the tug was much in demand to
reach the best lift, althoi.Jgh the system was
within easy reach of the ridge from a winch
launch for .part of the time. -

Early in the year Bob Nic'holls achieved :his
Diamond distance whilst on holiday in
Australia.

We have replaced our 3.4 Winch engines
with 4.2 Jaquar engines to give more power
for launching the heavier aircraft. The Astir
CS, to replace the K-6cA, is already proving
popular.

Bob Williams and John Turnock have so
loed and at our annual dinner-dance in March,
John was presented with the Neill trophy for

I the ab-initio who has made the most progress.
Other trophies went to Chris Alldis and John
Gee, for a flight in the, blub K-2l, Bob N'ichotls,
Malcolm Allan, Phil King, Andy Turner, Jol'm
Rayner and Ron Hawkes. Ron, who has just

CANOPY REPAIRS, MODS, ete

CANOPY DOCTOR
April Cottage, Lower Hopton
Nesscliffe, Salop, SY4 1DL

Nesseliffe (074381) 231
NAT. GRID REF. SJ 381 209

started his first full season as our second pro
fessional instructor, was also awarded the
Maxam trophy for contributions to t,he club.
Wg Cdr Tim Webb, CFI at RAF Valley, pre
sented us with a mapboard for cross-COllntry
planning.

D.M.K.

Obituary - Davld Bailey
David, one of our most talented young pilots,
was tragically killed on Easter Sunday in a fly
ing accident at the Mynd. He joined the club
about five years ago, when he was not y.et 18,
and progressed quickly to become a keen
cross-country pilot and capable instructor.

Although David recently moved to North
ampton, he still flew regularly at the Mynd and
will be sadly missed. Our sympathy goes to
his parents.

Diana King

NORFOLK (Tlbenham Airfield)
Our thermals are becoming even stronger and
blowing away our cobwebs while the brace of
Condors, resplendent in yellow and blue on
new fabric, are ready for the season.

The Super Falke is busy on the. popular
MGPPL courses tllis season, aided by our
CF,I, Roy Woodhouse.

Tony Walsh and Dave Hill have been picked
tor squad training. The Norfolk contingent at
Aboyne over Easter enjoyed wave to 20 OOOft
producing Diamond and Gold height claims.

Congratulations to Oavid Hodgson, a Pilot
Officer, w:ho has been selected 'or jet training.

. N.F.S.

NORTH WALES (Pen-v·Pare, Nr Holywell)
We had a successful dinner-dance at the end
of 1982 at which the McBain trophy was pre
sented to R. McGouch, t,he Griffiths trophy to

, 8. tweed and the B. Reid trophy to N. Anyon.
The year also saw K. Payne and, A. Ball soar·
ing the Clwyd ridge from a winch launch.

We thank Tony Knight for :his series of film
shows and, talks during the winter on gliding
techniques. Ray Ball has qualified as our first
home-grown instructor, Congratulations also
to J. Royle and E. Deyes on going solo.

J.B.N.

OUSE (Rufforth Airfield)
After a quiet winter and last year's building
programme, we are hoping for a good season
with the emphasis on cross-countries. For the

15emonstrators at Booker 13 Rookery Court, Marlow. BUCks :TeI:02406 24~1

"PEGASUS"
Universally acclaimed as the best
handling, best climbing. top
perfonnance Standard Class 
sailplane. Over 60 examples'
now delivered worldwide.

June/JUly 1983

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
Agents for:

CENTRAIR (France)
Offer for short delivery

The ideal first so.lo
and cross-eountry trai"ner.

Beautiful handling. Excellent
approach control.

Very competitive price_
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"It was fInished in just a year
which saved us time

and money"

"Its quality met our
highest expectations"

"They handed over exactly
on schedule"

"We had a design and fIxed price
in only 6 weeks"

Some timelywordsof
advice forcompanies

contemplatingtiuilding.
:tf~*~!' .

Office Building of 56,000 sq.ft. at Wallington, Surrey, for Haslemere Estates.
Architects: Lister Drew and Associates.

Multi-storey buildings take time
to plan, design and build. And time
costs money.

The Kingsworthy method of
building can halve project times, and
save money.

Kingsworthy also ensures that
your company gets occupation on
time, so commercial use starts sooner.

As over 1000 satisfied clients
have found before.

Kingsworthy's success is based
on a unique 'Dry Envelope' design
which has won the Queen's Award for
Technological Achievement.

It enables work to proceed in all

weathers and provides outstanding
quality of construction in addition to
unequalled speed.

Kingsworthy is the business-like
way to build.

Kingsworthyby
CONDER~

Thebusiness-like
way to build

For further information
.A.., please complete the ,\i'
~ coupon below or

*
telephone
T. K. Holder at
Winchester

1981 (0962) 882222.

...--- 1• To: T. K. Holder, Cooder

I
International Ltd., ,«finchcster. HanlS S023 7S}. I
P'Ia'K smd me: your new brochun:: 'TM busino.s·likc way to build'.

I :::00 SGl I
I Company I

Address; _

• _ Te1.No. _ •..._----_-..
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first time in many years we have a ladder com
petition.

Congratulations to Mike Cline on going solo
and to Julian Day (K-6cA) for the best handi
capped 300km last year.

We now have electricity and hope to have
water'lowing shortly.

S.R.L.

Obituary - Ollver Speak
11 is with a sense of loss we report the death of
"Oly" Speak. Over the years Oly showed
great enthusiasm, qUickly geltin.g involved in
the mainten<mce side of the cl~b. Without his
energy the club winches would have .expired
long ago and over the last lwo years we were
Indebted to him for supplying the materials for
our large building programme.

We will always remember what we thought
was his lead boot and his no-nonsense winch
launching, - it certainly was all or nothing. Oly
enjOyed his flying, both in power and in his Oly
28, and continued until a few weeks before his
death.

In Oly we have lost a valuable member and
our sinoere sympathies go to his wife and fam
ily.

S. R. Lee

OXFORD (RAF Weston-on-the-Green)
During the winter, all the club maintance has
been carried out by keen members meeting
Tuesday evenings. This enthusiasm keeps
our costs law, will enable us to move to
another site, if we could find one, and ensures
a versatile team to run the gliding operation
during the soaring season. We are now
operating in all winds following long negotia
tions with the RAF Sport Parachute Associa
tion who had grounded us lin north winds
because 01 the noise nuisance they had
caused! The new scheme is runrling well and
we hope the three-rnornttl trial will :beoome
permanent.

J.R.

ObItuary - David Halgh
Ris with great sadness that we report the
death of one of our younger members, David
Haigh, who was killed in a mid-air collision of

Harriers near peterborough on February
23. David joined the club in 1977 when he was
15.

He lived for Ilying and despite 'the incon
venience at a Saturday job which he needed
tQ fund his training, he made rapid progress.
He Showed characteristic initiative when II1e
supplemented his eamings by painting tradi·
tional designs on the longboats on the canals
of Oxfordshire on unsoarable days.

Davld went solo when, he was 16 and in
April 1:979 achieved his Silver C ,in a single
flight to lasham. He made a perfect crew
'because he was so meticulous. He was
always exoellent company, even in the dif
ficult situations which gliding is so clever pro
viding; snowed-up or wet through he stayed
cheerful. He entered the RAF in September
1979 having passed three A levels.

We saw less of Dave after this but he
returned frequently to report on his flying train
ing. During his Officer Training at Cranwell he
flew with the RAFGSA Club there. He flew the
club Skylark 4 in the Easter task week of 1981

,and showed some promise in competitive fly
ing. His maill energy was devoted to excel
lence in flying. He won the Ragg Aerobatic
trophy during his tour on Hawks at Valley and
he had just started his chosen course to fly
Harriers when he was killed.

As a boy, and a man, Dave had very special
talents: the sort that make great men. The club
intends to perpetuate his memory with a tro
phy; but it will be hard to find an appropiate
citation.

Jane Randle

PETERBOROUGH & SPAlDING
(Crowland Airfield)
Our annual dinner-dance and prize presenta
tlOIl in March was again well attended. Con
gratulations to award winners Martin Clarke
(Club ladder); Eric Arthur (runner-up)·; Dave
Feneley (fastest l00km triangle); Ernie Martin
(first soaring hour of 1983) and Gordon
Marsh (Da Spoon) for Silver distance without
the barograph.

As usual there were the "funnies", includ
ing an anatomical gesture decorated in the
Stars and Stripes to be sent to USAF Wel
ford.

Two long standing committee members,
Ran Ward and Jack Wayman, retired at our
AGM in April and we thank them for their
many years of unstinting effort. Our thanks
also to Marnie Thorpe for running the kitchen
S0 well for so long. Tess Feneley and Brenda
Marshall have taken over.

Four Camphill members visited us over
Easter with the K-21 which many of Qur mem
bers flew, some experiencing glass for the first
time. Rachel Martinlhas a Bronze leg and Sue
Curtis flew the ASW-20 for the first time in
over a year.

M.G.

SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Our lease has been settled for the next four
years. Graham White is the new chairman
and' Ma:urice Pack-Dal/ison the new secre
tary. Peter Storey will continue his effective
work providing aircraft and other mainte
nance and mid-week towing.

The latest private acquisitions are a Blanik
and a Vega - the place is getting crowded.

We shall 'be active with courses and even
ing flying through the summer. The first few
weeks of 1983 were belter than in recent
years and we suspect we had the best of the
wave on March 6!

P.F.

STAFFORDSHIRE (Morrldge)
At our AGM Phil Barnshaw became chairman
and Alan Jones our secretary but John
Graham continues as treasurer. Alan and
Mike Golder are going on an instructors'
course.

The BGA/c1ub get-together at Camphill was
very worthwhile. It also gave our CFI, Charles
Webb, the opportunity for a spot of horse
trading with Camphill for the use of their
Mot0r Falke for a navigation and field landing
training course. Also slanted towards cross
count')'flying was a talk by Colio. Ratc1iffe,
DCFI, on weather forecasting.

Our K-18 has been given a Cambridge
vario with the aid of a Sports Council grant. It
has .already been much in demand for local
soaring to explore the low level wave which
has given us the best winter soaring since we
m0ved to Morridge. B.G.

CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

••

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing .

FOR AN ,IMMEDIATE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN SIVELL OR STEWART PEARCE,

GUDERS, SAILPLANES,
MICROllTES, BALLOONS

AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

Holmes/Hulbert
Marine & Aviation Limited
14 Devonshire Row, London EC2M 4RH
Telephone (01) 247-7311
Telex 8955708
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Club News Contribt,Jtors: If sending I

hand written copy, please pr,int a'C '
names.

STRATFORD ON AVON
(Long Marston Airfield)
We had a good I'urnout for our AGM on
March 23, While membership fees, stay the
same, we had to increase launch fees and
flying lime to keep pace with costs.

Trophjes were awarded to Maure~n

Leonard (most. progress); Trevor Tibbetts
(best flighl in club aircraft), Vivian Wright,
John Leonard and Gerald Kelly (club ladder)
and Bill and linda Annan and John Simonite
trophy for organising our air experience even
ings. Congratulations to all.

Thanks were given to Geoff Knight who
retired from the committee after seven years.
John Blakemore was duly elected.

Several members went to the Neath GC for
Easter in the hope of ridge and wave flying.

The Aviation Club, converted from the old

control tower, is open again for meals or
darts and members are welcome.

M.M.

SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
The season is off to a good start. On a long
weekend expedition 10 the Mynd, under the
guidance of CharJie Kovac, Gralilam Leach
collected his five hours. John L10yd gained
his on the spring thermals at I..asham.

Throughout the winter we had an Astir
based at Talgarth and several members
sampled the superb Welsh ridges and hospi
tality. Another Astir will visit Sufton Bank later
this month,

Our tipped Ventus is fully instrumented and
Ray Penteoost christened it on March 26 with
a 167km triangle. Chris Starkey took the
Mosquito on a 319km O/R to Leicester Forest
East on April 3.

R.W.P.

SWINDON (South Marston)
Clubhouse improvements continue with the
former committee room well on the way to

becoming a small dormitory, under the inspi
ration of Suzy Johnstone.

CFI Dave Schofleld's birthday party was a
great success and he was presented with the
ultimate in cold weather gear - complete
with tassel!

We now have a Piper Cub tug aM aerotow
retrieves are availab'le most days for 1hose
who land out at South Marston.

We were sorry to lose Pete and Angela
Higgs, who have moved away from the area
after years 01 hard work for the club.

The search is on for a replacement for our
Blanik which has gone to the Crusader GC in
Cyprus.

P.M.

TRENT VA1JLEY (Klnon Llndsay)
The Easter weekend, though not exceptional,
gave us some goo<! soaring. 11 was also the
first weekend of using the lug leased to us for
a month So that we can assess whether to
buy one of our own.

After considerable winch trouble over tile

It's an experience, so our customers tell us,
that they find highly profitable.

Our workshops are equipped with the kind of
specialised environmental controls which let us handle

the very latest resins and paints (including a post curing
oven big enough to take the largest modern g'liders).

And the net result is that our stamp on your log
book means you may actually get a better prtce for your

aircraft when you come to sell.
By definition this level of quality doesn't come

cheap-yet our prices are highly affordable especially when you
consider that they stand you in as a positive investment.

Our spares section carries parts to back up our repairs,
Glasflugel, Grob, Scheicher, PZL Tost, Mecaplex and others.

We are also the sole agents for Tost Glider winches and UK
distributors for Interglas woven glass cloth.

Get the Chiltern Sailplane name under your wing. It's

~
like having an investment that will appreciate. ~rR~

~\LT£b~ ';'~\ -...~
~C -~~ ~~ ~

~ .. e 1,."" f
~?p(J1~1 The best. And it shows. ~~
~-1NES \.o~

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlow, Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494445854 (works)
or 0865 890517 (outside office hours). Access &Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.

Wetllike to stamp allover
:::::~~~. '''a:e yourlogbook.

iS~~

~
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winter our double-decker is again fine and
our single-decker almost ready with its
reconditioned gearbox.

Relations with our neighbours, the Army,
have improved and we are sharing the field
with few problems. The Red Arrows have
found a new home ten miles so'uth ot us at
RAF SCampton and consequently our MATZ
has been extended to 650Oft.

Andy Bourne, Rex Flint, Nick Crowcrott,
Nigel Bull and Paul Newby have their Bronze
Cs and congratulations also to Mary Stuffings
on going solo.

We have several flying weeks planned tor
the summer and there will be Friday evening
ftying.

A.H.

ULSTER (Bellarena)
This was written on Good Friday - not a
holiday here - with marvellous thermal
streets and a brisk NE wing auguring well for
our nine-day Easter camp beginning tomor
row. Dubliners are trekking north with five
sailplanes and a Hus Bos crowd is flying
over.

Billy Craig succeeded Jeremy Bryson as
eFI in January and the winch served us well
during tug maintenance in February and
March with wave contacts off the wire to
to OOOft-plus. The tug was also fitted with a
radio, and we now have an entirely radio
equipped club fleet.

For the first time we are running Monday
Friday ab-initio summer courses in July and
August and hope to gain more members from
the north and west of the province.

former ATC instructor Reg Browne re-

soloedin March after more than20yrs. On I

the, syndicate tront delivery ot 1he Wallacel
McKelvie/Stewart DG-400M Is imminent;
Jerome Connolly has gone off to design plas
tic aeroplanes in the USA leaving Charles Hill
as a K-6cA sole owner and Alan McKillen has
bought into the ASW-20. The Monerai being
buiit in Louden Btair's garage is very nearly
complete.

R.A.A.
WOlDS (Pocklington Airfield)
Our new clubhouse should be completed in
the very near future. Owing to the workload
generated by buying our site, Les Cooper,
chainman, has been appointed as a full-time
ailfield manager.

We have had our first soaring flights of the
season and congratulate Ernie Danby on
going solo.

N.C.

BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullavington)
The Motor Falke made two trips to Chepstow
in early March, each time reaching 11 OOOft in
wave. Our Ventus has arrived and is having
the instruments fitted.

The expedition to Talgarth for six pilots with
three gliders gave enjoyable ridge and wave
soaring although the conditions were not too
good.

Marilyn Kay, Paul Mason and Pete Laws
have gone solo, Pete SQon gaining a Bronze
leg. Vanessa Davies, Simon Bawden and
Grp Capt Mears also have their first Bronze
leg while "Noddy" Williams and John Rumble
have both.

We had an enjoyable 'soaring week leading
up to Easter and several flew cross-countries
over Easter weekend: Colin Masters flew
50km to complete his Silver C, John Joiner
did' the same task but with a tailed barograph
and' Mark Desmond completed his Bronze C.

V.B.

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
There was a well attended party on April 2 to
celebrate the start of the soaring season. The
Nimbus 3 is being prepared for George Lee
to fly in the World Championships. Plans are
under way for Competition Kitty being held
here on May 7-8.

Our expedition to Talgarth was very suc
cesful. Although no good wave was encoun
tered, everyone had some memorable flights
in the Welsh mountains. Congratulations to
"Mossie" Williams on passing his instruc
tors' course.

D.M.C.

CLEVELANDS (RAF Dlshforth)
Alter a dismal February, our wave returned in
March with numerous flights of more than
15 OOOft. Ben Benoist narrowly missed his
Diamond again but Phil Shambrook, alter a
series of early starts and 6hr marathon flights,
was lUcky with a creditable 20 700ft.

NEW for 1983 from JSW SOARING!
New two-In-one calculators for water carriers. Four
models available for sailplanes ranging from modern
Standard Class right through to Nimbus 3 £9.00
Older style calculators still available

(K'8 to Kestrel) £5.50
and DOLPHIN, of course £27.50 single weight

£45.00 double weight

Write for full details to our NEW ADDRESS:

JSW SOARING
1 The Jollies, Dippenhall Street

Crondall, FARNHAM
Surrey GU10 5QJ

WINl7ER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED

Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

Large stocks of Winter variometers and airspeed indi
cators, altimeters, turn-and-slip indicators, etc. Send SAE

for lists.
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\WE5TLEY AIRCRAFt}

PERSONAL, QUICK. HIGH QUALITY REPAIRS. MAJOR OR
MINOR TO GLASS AND CARBON FIBRE, STEEL TUBE, WOOD.
METAL, C.A.A, ARGON ARC WELDING, INSTRUMENTATION.
RE-SPRAY, RE-FABRIC. SUPPLY OF REPAIR MATERIALS AND

GLIDER SPARES. C of A's to all types.

SIMON WESTLEY
65 Brooklands Drive, Leighton Buzzard

Beds. LU7 8PE
Tel. 0525-379567

ANYTIME INCLUDING EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,

STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTO.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.
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AMF ENTERPRISES I'YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE STYLE' I~@.~@ dfl@.~/(@.t2!l1A @
ASSOCIATES rgr

SOLE U.K. IMPORTERS OF THE

PESCHGES
VARIOMETER SYSTEM

Without doubt the most
established and

experienced glider
trailer manufacturers

in the UK

Most clubs buy AMF

Over 90 built to date

Talk to any AMF trailer
owner before you order

The best value for money

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AMF TRAILER

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAM BOURN, BERKS
048872224

PESCHGES Vario and Nav. Computer
Systems

The most advanced technology guarantees
you-

- Unsurpassable accuracy
- Completely deyoid of altitude errors
- AbsolUte zero stability
- Unequalled T.E. compensation
- Extremely last, but smooth indication
- All weather reliability, world wide
- Maximum durability
- Easy installation, only pilot and static

needed

All to assist YOUR decision making

1 2 3 Sal

TM62

VOl

4

London Sailplanes Ltd.

Price £180 plus VAT

TM.61 Glider Radio
Output 1.a watts at 12.5 volts.
Size 2Yo x 2Yo x 7W' long,
up to 6 Channels, normally
supplied with 130.1 and
130.4, complete with hand
held mike (ot Swan-I:leck
boom mike, optional extra
at (20), speaker and wiring
harness.

oTM.51o

o 6 :fj:l 0

~~
5 • • 2

SOl 4 3 VOl

a 0
C.A.A. welding and re-sprays. Repairs to wood, 9lass-fibre and steel tube
machines. Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds. Wide range
of instruments in stock. Barograph and A.S.!. Calibration.

TM.62 Ground Set
Fitted with 129.9, 130.1 and 130.4. 5 watts output. Size 2Ys x 5 x aYo ...

Price £195 plus VAT

Tring Road, Ounstable, Bedfordshire Telephone Ounstable 62068

V.K. Agents for Avionic Dittel 720 Channel Radio
U. K. Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher

Open Monday to Saturday 9.00 am to 5.30 pm

PREVENT
DAMPNESS,

HUMIDITY AND
HEAT BUILD UP

IN YOUR
TRAILER

BY FiniNG A

BOTH GLIDERS AVAILABLE
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Chosen for the World Camps in
Hobbs by:

GEORGE LEE
VP2C + VP2DM

BERNARD FITCHETT
VP2C + VP2DM

ANDREW DAVIS
VP3E

And by other Top Teams

110 KENDAL DRIVE, SLOUGH, BERKS
Tel: Slough 31796

54 TOR BRYAN, INGATESTONE, ESSEX
Tel: Ingatestone 2418

FLETTNER 2000
ROTARY VENTILATOR

SOLE SELLING AGENTS FOR

JANTAR 8TO.2 and JANTAR 2B

in *ECONOMY
*CLUB
* COMPETITION

PRICE PACKAGES
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Our much loved Chipmunk (G-BCSA) has
gone to Scotland and been replaced by an
ex-erop spraying Chipmunk.

The thermals returned at Easter to g'ive us
four good soaring. days, Our thanks lor all his
worl< to Qur secretary and ertgineer, Keith
Eamdon, who leaves us lor Wi.ltshire,

PA

~PIGGOTT
-~-- --_._- ------

Windcones made in Min istry 01 Defence
hypalon and also in nylon and cambric,
Landing Marker Sets in brighf orange.
Nalional, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers lor all requirements,
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable lor Windcones,

PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Slanford Hivers, Nr, Ongar. Essex eM5 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Tlhe year started well with several wave
flights including the first cross·co~ntry in

I January. Easter brought some soaring with
mixed weather and a slide evening on Easter
Saturday was well attended,

Several members are undergoing MGPI?L
training and Bill Burker, David Couper and
Bill Veitch are already solo. Garry Mox'ham

Latest style

PENDANT
as illustrated

With 18" box chain in Sterling Silver
£12 or 9 ct Gold Hlmarked with 18"

chain suitably boxed, £95 inc VAT,

Allow 14 days for delivery

05helina8ewellers
3 Old Church Rd, Chingford, London E4

Tel 01·524-2948

has gone solo in the Blanik and our chairman
has converted to the Astir and the tug, We
now have our replacement K-8 which brings
our fleet back to strength,

On the weekend of August 20-21 we are
hosting a British Women's Pilots' Association
gliding weekend, This will involve flying in
RAFGSA and civilian gliders with a party on
the Saturday evening. All females are wel·
come and there wiil besotne accommoda
tion available, Please contact Jayne Lee 0400
61654,

GAB,

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
Despite losing our hangar and clubroom we
are stilt surviving, but our new 'facilities are
nowhere as good, Our recent expedition to
Aosta was quite successful with memberS
gaining USeful mountain flying experience, if
not badges, .

We've already achieved some cross
countries and members will be ,represented in
competitions at Asperden, Detmold and
Kamp Lintfort.

At the AGM trophies went to AI Thomson,
Simon Hutchinson, Bob Dall, Dennis Stand·
ley, Mike Cooper, Steve Tape and Mike Lee,

M,C,M,

Glaser-Dirks DG-101, 202, 300 and 400
BOOKER

GLIDING CLUB
Courses to suit your needs: Cross
Country, Bronze C and basic soaring,
Cloud flying, Motor glider conversions
and PPL's in the new GroB 109, Also

Instructor Courses,

WHATEVER YOUR THING
YOU CAN LEARN TO DO IT .

BETTER
AT

BOOKER

ALL GLASS FIBRE TRAILERS NOW AVAILABLE
OM 7400 - INCLUDING FITTINGS

101 and 202 IMPROVEMENTS ARE
1, Single piece canopy
2, Automatic sell-connecting elevator
3, Sprung undercarriage
4, Kestrel type spring trimmer
5, Wheel brake on air brake lever
6, New console nearer to pilot
7, Brake and Ilap levers nearer pilot
8. Water ballast new valves auto connect

D.G. 400 RETRACTABLE
POWER PLANT SAILPLANE

NEW STANDARD CLASS
RACER

DG 300. 15 metre.
In production 1983.

NEW TWO SEATERS

DG 500,
From Club Model to 22 metre
flapped self launching two
seater.
In production 1984.

Booker Gliding Club
W.A.P.• Marrow, Bucks

Tel: (0494) 442501 or 29263

AUSTIN AVIATION
Sole Glaser-Oirks UK distributor

122 MAIN STREET, STlLLlNGTON, Nr YORK Y06 lJU
Telephone Easingwold 810255 24 hr, Ansaphone. Only

takes 30 sec, message

For repairs contact
R. L McLean

Tel. 0302535861

PleOlSe send addilional infonnalion

r", ---"7:,_="'::;...'r.;:......~,--

300 North Zecb Road
Oepl. P.R.
Ann Arbor. Mi, 48106

Universit)'
Microfilms
International

Nam~ _

lnslitution _

51""" _

Cily _

Stale Zip, _

This Publication
is available in Microform.

...
t

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP
HAS

THOUSANDS OF BOOKS
THOUSANDS OF MAGAZINES

In many languages - as well as
THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS

AllonAviation: WW1, WW2, Civil, Military, Engineering,
Aero Modelling, Navigation, Pilotage, Helicopters,

Meteorology etc.
Call in - or send £1 for large catalogue

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP
656 Holloway Road, London N19 3PD

Te/: 01·272 3630 Access and Visa welcomed
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50 YEARS AGO - First Brlfish Thermal Flights

A. E. SLATER

A short potted history is needed to explain
what led to the first British flights in cloudless
thermals. Gordon England, -who had been
very active illl the early history of British avia
tion, concluded as a result of taking part in
the 1922 IIford Contest, not that soaring flight
should be further developed, but that Britain
needed a subsidised gliding sclilool, and that
he was the man-who would "get the Youth of
Britain into the air."

Emulate Germany's achievements

He never showed any interest in the exploi
tation of soaring flight, and failed to turn up at
the "gliding lunch" in December 1929 at
which a BGA was tentatively formed to
encourage British pilots to emulate the great
heights and distances achieved in Germany.

But on January 24, 1930 it was announced
that Lord Wakefield, the millionaire promoter
of aviation, had given the BGA £1000 to start
it off. Here was the wherewithal to establish
Gordon England's pet gliding school, and he
turned up at the official inauguralion of the
BGA shortly afterwards with a bevy of friends
who voted him into the chairmanship and

helped to swell the BGA Council of 31 mem
bers.

He then set up an extravagant BGA office
eVidently designed to give the impression that
it was capable of running q gliding school, but
no financier or Govemment department took
the bait and by the beginning of 1933 t,he
BGA was bankrupt. However this was soon
put right by raising £500 from a Derby
sweepstake promoter by allowing him to pul
"in aid of, the British Gliding Association" on
his tickets. The wangle caused the Public
Prosecutor and the Director of Civil Aviation,
who were both Oil the Council, to resign
"owing to pressure of work."

Having been put on the Council as a result
of beginning to edit S&G, I could See that Go'r
don England was bedazzled by this £500. He
proposed, and got the Council to accept, that
in ,addition to that year's usual national rally
the money should be used to run a gliding
"school" for a whole month, apparently under
the impression thal national attention would
be drawn to the need for one, though in fact
neither he nor anyone else took steps to give it
publicity and nobody had heard of it outside
the immediate neighbourhood apart from
readers of S&G.

The site chosen was a stretch of downs
south of Marlborough running west to east for
about four miles, with a steep escarpment
along the soutl1l side about 400ft high from
top to bottom. The event 'lasted Itom mid
June to mid-Jl,lly. The "school" consisted of a
Lowe-Wylde two-seater with a ""nee'led
undercarriage, Eric Collins to fly It, 'his wife to
keep ,the 'records and a towcar. But it had not
the appearance of, a "school", and there was
no notice 10 say that it was One. A large
proportion of the launches were for pas
senger "joy" flights.

A distance record

The first thermal contacts were on Sunday,
July 2 with COllins climbing about 10011 above
release. Then on July 3 lie went up with his
wife, caste-off at 1.21 pm at 60011, Circled 'up
to 900ft in 20 to 30 second circles, then set
off southwards, ,lost a bit of height above the
escarpment, regained It, but then found no
more thermals and landed out at All Cannings,
six miles tram the start - a British two-seater
distance reoord. Next day he reached 2150ft
above the hill, and! thereafter continued
developing his technique. D

MICRO-MESH CUSHIONED ABRASIVES

IDEAL CROSS COUNTRY
GEOMETRY SET

Circular Protractor
12 cm Dia.
* Rotates around

centre insert.*Out and return
degrees shown.

The really effective method 01 removing scratches, craz
ing and haziness from gilder canopies.
* Reslares and repenshes to TOTAL TRANSPARENCY.

Ideal also Ior finish ingoffoffibreglass. scrylicsor resins.
* Removes scratches and discoloration, achieving a high

gloss finish,
* Used by major airlines.

Kn tJr 15 sq ft £10.75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE pap & VAT

Gliding Accessories (FBJ)
Klngzetls, Crow'- Road, Tlbberton, DroltwJch, Worc8.

* 6 amp hour* Sealed and rechargeable

Excellent value at £17.50

Ruler and Drawing
Compass
* 14.5 cm long ruler

rotating endinsert.~.'0,* Sliding lockable '
centre insert for ~ " " '

* ~a".;: c~cles,
angles and marks
off distances in
mm and ;nches.

Set £1.55
NEW UNIROSS GELL CELL

BATIERIES 12VIssoire Aviation is building under licence a
17m version of the PIK 20E motor glider. The
first test flights of this "stretched" version are
due this winter.

Technical Data'
Span (m) 18.5
Wing area (m2) 17.2
Aspect ratio ~

AlJW (kg) 600
Mu wing loading (kg/m2) 35
Best glide 40 at 95kmlh
Mln sink O.65m/s at 85kmlh

The wing section for the new glider will be
designed by ONERA which was responsible
for the Pegasus wing. The intention is. to
design a profile which can be flown with or
without flaps. There Will, it Is hoped, ulti
mately be three versions: the basic 18.5m
span flapless trainer,a flapped version, the
Marianne 2, and then a Marianne 3 with lip
extensions giving a 20.9m span and a glide
angle of 1 :44.50. Tl:le main characteristics of
the basic Marianne are:

Compulsory crash local.ors,. In future, all
aircraft, including gliders and hang gliders,
which leave the immediate vicinity of airfields
in Austria will :oe required to carry emergency
localor transmitters which automatically start
transmitting on the distress frequency when
subjected to a high g-Ioading, such as might
be encountered on impact with the, ground. It
is not yet clear whether this regulation applies
,to foreign registered gliders temporarily
imported into Austria. III

14012010080

2·0t---+---+-t--t----t-#l;:j 1--+---+-""""'1

Sailplane News
(Continued from p119)

Centrair 201 "Marianne". The French
gliding Federation (FFVV) has chosen the
Centrair 201 from four designs submitted for
consideration as the French new generation
two-seater. An application has been made to
the national civil aviation directorate (DGAC)
for govemment assistance in the develop
ment, testing and production of the Marianne.

-,- ....J
--0 :::;:J

'=::---------11_-----="....1
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" .. . might try a bit larger field next time."
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Overseas
News

Algeria. An official delegation from Algeria
visited France recently to seek information on
how gliding is Qrgallised. Preparations are
being made to restart gliding activities in
Alger.ia. A national centre will be established,
with instructors trained in Fmnce.

La-Roche-sur·Yon. A club which offers
gliding to families holidaying 011 the French
Atlantic coast ·is "Vol a Voile Yonnais" al Lea
Ajoncs (La Roche-sur-Yon). Only 25 miles
from the popular ~ea~ide resort of Sables
d'Olonne, lI1e club has for ,hire: Twin Astir,
Bergfalke, M200, Superjavelol, K·6
Phoebus, Astir and Mosquito.

La lIagonne. Two years after the closure
of the previous club, gliding has started again
at the highest airfield in 'France, La l..Iagonne
in the Pyrenees (170om)·. Since the re
opening in November 1962, there have been
more than 50 wave flights to over 5000m.

Pyrenean Gliding Centre. A new cen~re

with great attractions for those seeking new
horizons has opened at Puivert in the foothillS
of the Pyrenees, some 40km SW 01 Ca,rcas'
sonne. The Centre has 12 rooms with
accommodation for up to 35 people. There
are facilities close by for skiing, tennis, riding,
fishing and walking'. The area is rich in history
and there are many castles nearby which
were strongholds of the Albigensian heretics.
Add 'fine Corbieres wines arid excellent local
specialities, and all the ingredients of a
memorable holiday are there. For details
write to: Bernadette Dumont, Centre Aerien
de Puivert, Boite Postale 1, 11230 Chalabre,
France. Tel: 66 20 90 06, VHF Frequency.
122.5.

Soviet Union. According, to an article in
Aviaspol1 by Ivan Kovalev, president of the
Soviet Gliding Association, Russian ab-initioo
pilots still learn tne hard way - with ground
hops in a single-seater, the BRO-11. Before
they can start flying, however, they must
attend ground scllooJ and practise on a
simulator. Surprisingly Mr Kovalev states that
there are only about 50 gliding centres in the
Soviet Union. More detailed statistics are not
given.

German Club Class Championships.
Fifty·two pilots, five contest days, 14 glider
types: these were the raw statistics of the 6th
German Club Class Championships, held in
August at Breitscheid. The winner was Eckard
Stoi flying a K-6E. Handicapping was to have
been by wing-loading. This threw up several
curiosities - the K-6cR received the same
handicap as the Phoebus for example. There
were so many protests that the organisers had
to revert to a more conventional form of handi
capping.
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Please selld news and exchange copies
, of Journa'ls to the Overseas Editor: A. E.

Slater, 7 Higl:lworth Avenue. Cambridge,
CB4 2BQ, England.,

New Zealand NationalS. Held at
Matamata airlield from January 29, there
were tasks on12 01 the 14 days. Tony Tim
mermans (OG-400) was the Open CI·ass
Champion, Undsay Stephens (ASW-ZO) the
15 Metre Champion and Peter Lyons (LS-4)
the Standard Class Cllampion. ----

'y
TallY Timmerm{l/ls, Ihe New Zealand Open Class
Champion.

Peter Lyons. the Standard Class Champion. Photos
and detailt: Ross Macinl)'re.

Akaflieg Survey. An historical survey of the
work of the German Akafliegs from 1;953 to
1981 'has been published by Pierre Schmitl
(obtainable from him, price DM30, at Am
Steinkliulchen 6, 5202 HENNEF 1, West
Germany). lhe book gives a detailed descrip
tion of lhe post-war work of each university
g~oup arid features a photograph of each
experimental glider, together with three new
drawings, technical and, pertormance data,
and an account of the aircraft's development
and construction.

100km triangle world record was put up
by Ingo Renner in a Nimbus 3 from Tocumwal
in Australia on December 14. The weather
was exceptional with whirlwinds destroying
property in the neighbourhood. Just short of
his first TP Renner got some 3m thermals to

, 8000lt from which he rounded lboth TPs at
140kt and completed the course in 32min
25sec, giving an average speed of 195km/h.

The Australian record for the 1OOkm triangle
had been 146.47km/h and the wond record,
held in USA, 165.35km/h. Rennet's height
over the finish line was 900ft so he could have
gone faster. - Australian Gliding.

China Calls. The Chinese Aerosports
Association invited French and German
teams to take part in an: international gliding
competition at Anyang which, started on May
24 andl ends on June 14. There are ,three
pilots in each team, all flying In the Racing
Class.

New Alpine Centre. A new centre - the
Centre de Vol a Voile de l'Obaye - has
opened at Barcelonette-St Pons in ihe heart of
the southern French Alps.

F'uenlemilanos. The German Gliding
School~ at Oeninghausen is holding Its fourth
summer camp at Fuentemilanos, the Spanish
site with quasi-Australian conditions. Prob
lems were .enoountered in previous years
with unserviceable 'tugs and some pilots suf·
fered tile frustratiorl 01 not getting airborne
until after 4pm on an obvious 500km day.
This year these difficulties should Ibe avoided
since the Germans are bringing their own
tugs and a twin·drum winch Is available. Visit
ing pilots will be required to pay a fixed
weekly charge of DM200/glider (to cover
charter and ferry costs) and then OM2.50/min
,on tow. A wincfllaunch will cost about DM15.

Germans separate Classes. The next
German Open Class Championships will be
held at a di:fferent place and time from the 15
Metre and Standard Class contests. 'and
future national teams will be selected by
Class. fhe squad of 16 from which the final
team is picked will consist of four Open pilots
and 12 pilots from the 15 Melre Classes. The
next Open Class Nationals will be partiafly
handicapped: a "span factor" of 1% for each
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metra of span will be subtracted for all gliders
wkh spans in excess 01 2Om. There will be no
bonus for smaller spans.

The First World Glider Aerobatic Cham
pionships, organised under the aegis of the
FAI, will be held in Germany this year.

jPOETS'
.CORNER

Was Lewis Carroll
A Glider Pilot?

DAVID STARER

The published works of Lewis Carroll present
nttle, if any, evidence that he was a glider
pilot. However recent research by the emi
nant literary scholar, D. Stradivare, has unco
vered a,hithertounknown work by the author
of the AJice novels. It is now postulated that
Caffo' was in fact a closet glider pilot some
sixty years before such behaviour became
socially acceptable.

We print it here in full for the first time since
the Oxford mathematician penned it on the
baCK of a page of discarded calculations for
his immensely popular Elementary Treatise
on Determinants (1867).

JABBERMOCKERY
Twas brillig and the gliding coves

Old gyre and gimble in the wave;
M whimsey were the barographs,

And the varios oft scale.

Beware the cu-nim cloud my son!
The turbulence"the clutching hand!

Beware the new-ploughed field and shun
The lrumious, cabbage-patch!

He took his vorpal stick in hand:
Longl time the turning point he sought 

So circled he in his Nimbus 3,
And sat a while in thought.

And as in roughish lift he flew,
The Booker mob, with eyes 01 flame,

Came whiNing through the tulgey blue,
And burbled as they came.

One, two! One, two! And round and round
The camera went snicker-snack!

Ha set his ring, and dolphining,
He went galumphing back.

And hast thou won the Nationals?
Come to the bar, my beamish boy!

Oh frabjous dayl 500km!
He chortled in his joy.

Twas brillig and the gliding coves
Old gyre and gimble in the wave;

All whimsey were the barographs,
And lhe varios oN scale.

JunelJuly 1983

CIRCLES
Eager Circles in a summer sky,
Climbing gently - climbing high,
Racing on cloud streets not to exceed
Completing a task at maximum speed.

Careful Circles in a morning sky
Another task is set to try,
High up al cloudbase or a low level serape,
Who knows how the day will eventually

shape.

Sunlit Circles in a ckJudless sky
Like singing with angels or songbirds that

fly
Part of' the summer and distances vasl
Of cornfields and heat haze and long days

thallast.

Ragged CirCi:les, in an angry sky,
No time 'for regrets or doubting why,
Icing in cloud tops at ten thousand feet,
Or high in a wave at heights not yet beal.

Gentle Circles in a wintry sky.
Seeking a wave or a hill to fly,
Hugging a hilltop on an upwind slope
Tethered to base by invisible rope.

Lazy Circles in an evening sky,
Time to ponder - time to sigh,
Drift down for landing and packing away
Sailplane stowed for another day ...

D.CARTER

THE BGAHAVE COMPLETE
SETS OF S&G COVERING
THE LAST TWO YEARS AND
SINGLE COPIES GOI'NG
FURTHER BACK. IF
INTERESTED, PLEASE
CONTACT THE BGA
OFFICE.

DONCASTER SAILPLANES
FOR ALL

AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES
LAUNCH HOOKS & RINGS

RESIN & GLASS
SPRUCE, PLY & GLUE

WHEELS & lYRES
STEEL & ALLOY

INSTRUMENTS & TUBING
NUTS & BOLTS

LARGEST DIY STOCKS
IN EUROPE

DONCASTER AIRFIELD
SOUTH YORKS DN4 5HU

Tel 0302 537695

soarwtth
theeagles

at Narromlnel

Spread your wings
at Australia's largest ~

Soaring Centre ~""'-

Fl:Jlfil your Gold and
Diamond distance ambitions,

Achieve even greater distances
and higher speeds.

Our Ileet includes: Cirrus,
Hornet, lS4, ASW 198, LS3, Mini
Nimbus, Pik, Mosquito and Janus.

Aerotows by Pawnee 235's.

Gall u, 0' write '0' d"{I;J

NARROMINE
SQ\RING
CENTRE

PO. Box 7Z Narromine NSW 2821
Australia. Telephone: (068)891856

Telex No. EAGLES AA 63508

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS

DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON

Tels: Luppitt 318 (9-6 pm)
HonitM 41679 (after 6 pm)

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS

B.G.A., C.AA, P.FA APPROVALS

FLAT B,ATTERY?
- Never Again!

New FULLY AUTOMATIC charger tor Lead
Acid and 'Gel' type Glider Batteries ensures
battery always fullY charged - nelfer over-

charged.

MODEL CV12 now only £2
(S.A.E. full details) 9.95 post free

RADIOS - Full REPAIR SERVICE
for most types. Few only Cambridge, West·
minster fitted 130.11130.4 Ml-fz. All 12 month

guaranteed and r-tATS certificate - P.O.A.

PETER BOWER
13 Kelvlnslde Gardens East

Glasgow G20 6BE
Telephone 041-946-04411 (ane, 6 pm)
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Advertisements. with remittance. should be
senl to Chelron Press Lld!, 7 Amersham HIli,
High Wycombe. Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate
30p a word. MInimum £6.00. Box numbers £2.40
extra. Replies to box numbers should be sent
to the same address. the closing date for
classified advertisements for the
August-September issue is July 6, a.m.

FOR SALE

K-13f7. For sale, a K·7 converted to K·13 type. £4600. Bob
Reece, SChool House, Norton, Nr Worcester. Tat (0905)
821334.

SHK. 1 year C of A, trailer, radio, parachute, barograph,
instruments. No NH. £50000no. Phone (0872) 865170.

JLimitrb JLift ~rrbicr5
..Aeronautical Tailors"

Wing Covers, Canopy Covers, Cushions,
Parachute Bags etc. All tailored to your

individual requirements.
For more details ring:

(01) 686·3090 (evenings)

STD LIBELLE. Full instruments, radio, oxygen, water and
trailer. Never pranged. Same owner since new, £6250. Wat·
son 01'876-4107 or Lasham.

CAPRONI-CALIF. high performance two-seater. 115 share Ior
oale. 1:43 gfide angle. £3000. Based Dunstable. Weston,
Watford 22265 or Kings Langley 64718.

v. SHARE ASTIR CS based Husbands Bosworth including
chute, radio, lull panel, oxygen & trailer. £195Oono.
021·359-1934. Any time.

CANOPIES
To fit most gliders

Direct manufacturers

BOB REECE
Rematlc, School House. Norton

Nr. Worcesler
Tel: Worcester (0905) 821334

PYE CAMBRIDGE dash mount base set 130.1, 130.4. Good
condition. £80. Bob Fox Hull 861134 Evenings.

AIRFIELD MARKING STRIP. In various colours. For marking
safe landing areas (and no-go areas). For permanent or
lemporary use. Tel Weaverham (0606) 852701 Ior full
deta~s.

COTSWOLD LIGHTWEIGHT
15M TRAILER

- Lightest on the Mal1(et
- All Aluminium Body for minimum maintenance
- Proven Brnish Design

MR WAlLIS, D.R.E. Ltd. Bristol
(0272) 715337/697815

K-6E, closed trailer, all good condition. Must be seen. £5400.
As below. OPEN TRAILER SChleicher built. Wil take most
single seaters. £200 to good home. 01·482·2514 evenings.
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SHK. Really good condition. P,us everyfhing. See. Try and
Buy. SALE £5000 or 2 SHARES around £1250. Based Sut·
ton Bank or Camphit. Hurry. 0484·656541. M. Silver, 35
Maplin Ave, Huddersfield.

COCKPIT or WING COVERS
Waterproof Lightweight Nylon,
or more durable Hypalon, also

Dust Covers. Windsocks,
Microlighl repairs.

CAMBRAl COVERINGS, Old Fire Stn.
HAOLEIGH, Suffolk 0473 827087

YS-S5 Consort, 13.5m. Standard panel including TE varlo,
canopyCOV8r, parachute, CofA. Low ine alum'inium lraier. 276
hours. ·£4000000. Chelmsford 467547.

TRAJLE'RS MANUFACTURED to your requirements. Tim·
ber or Aluminium. Very competitive prices. GLIDER
REPAIRS, C or A. Martyn Wells, Long.·Compton (Warwick·
sh~e) 217.

DART HR. £5000. Fully equipped wit/l 3 vario's, ASI. alti
meter, liS, Compass, air and ground 'radios and pera·
chute. Closea lully fitted Irailer. Colour photograph and
fult description sent on request. Contact Don Hanson at
RAFGSA on Bicester 4.3030.

K-6CR. Good ,panel, large hnged canopy. Barograph. Open
trailer. C or A 10 .984. ~3800. Uncoln (0522) 791098.

Wa-29P. 15m. 38:1, semiglass, retractable undercarriage.
Unique In UK. Basic Instrumentation. £395Oono. Parachute
and trailer available. Tel Whaley Bridge 2074 or Disley 3614.

SWALLOW. Good condition, current C of A, has been 10
2700Oft! Oxygen, Barograph. Parachute, Dart Canopy,
Closed Trailer. £120Oono. Tel: 0224 872478.

REDUCED for quick sale. 077 Iris, Glass 33: 1 13.5m £5000
Inc trailer (New Demonstrator arriving). Ideal club AlC or
syndicate.

DART 15 MK 2, immaculate condition, complete kit, full
panel. Many, many extras. Wil consider selling shares,
Based CranwelVHullavington. Offers around £4800. Phone
Bicester 43030 (day) or Steeple Aslon 47349.

COBRA 15 1/4 Share available Long Mynd or oilers for
whole aircraft plus Irailer, parachute and barograph to: 021
5541560.

SHK - DUNSTABLE BASED, oxygen, new 4 channel radio,
AH. Strong parachute, barograph. trailer. £5300. Peter
Milner 0582-602825, David Walsh 046279-610.

PYE CAMBRIDGE CAR RADIO wllh magnetic aerial - just
back from overhaul £100 - Phone 0102 588902.

BEAUTIFUL SKYLARK 4. £3900000. Similar Skylark 3F,
£28000no. Basic panels. In very good wooden trailers.
SChofield, Huddersfield 844687 (evenngs).

BLANIK. Low hrs, instrumented, C of A, Car and glider
radio. Open lrailer. Owner going abroad. Offers Box SG 574.

ARTIFICIAL HORIZON. Ferranti Mk 4A, good condition,
needs Inverter. Offers £50+. Also ZX81 PROGRAM writlen
Ior gliding clubs - quickly compiles all flying stalistics. £20.
Phone 0781-76259.

BEAGLE TERRIER, fully equipped for towing. C 01 A 10
October 1985. Metal prop, 360 COM, ADF, full panel. £3950.
Phone 0268-779543.

IRVIN EB62 PARACHUTE. Good condition with three sea·
son's life left. £99. Telepho,ne 01·393-6861 or 01·398-1222.

DRAGON PROGRAM. Glider !Inalysis. Input 2 points meas·
Ured data. Offers 12 routines, eg polar, speeds to fly, final
gll'de, change weight etc. AcCurate. Cassette £4.45 Inc pap.
0, Webber, 4 Wistaria Lane. Yateley, Camberley, Surrey.

SPORt VEGA - the last sailplane delivered from Slings
bys. 25hrs flown, complete with basic instruments and fitted
lrailer. '£9500. Caterham (0883) 42803.

NIMeUS ;le. GRP version, bult Dec 1978. Trailing edge
brakes, fixed taiplane. Full instrumentation, radio, parachute,
barograph, trailer, rigging and IQwing aids. Based Lashaml
Odiham. ~13 share. £4950. Chris Garton, Herriard 361-

IBARGAIN. 1/4 share (eHective 1/2 share) 1S-29, 15m flap
,ped sailplane. 31.1 VD, raolO. Dolphin, parachute, baro
graph, traier" insured lyr. A de,gllt to fly. Based Husbands
Bosworth or Sallby. £1250. Phone 021·708-0545.

K-2. two-seater. Swiss canopy. New C of A from Spring
1983. £3500. Ring (010-49'6172) 49900.

BOHLI COMPASSES. £209 No VAT, pap £2.60. Winter
Barograph and Winter Varios, Fiotek, 581 Fishponds Rd.
Bristol. Tel (0272) 654800.

MUST BE SOLO-ALL
SERIOUS OFFERS CONSIDERED

INEXCEPTIONALL YGOOD CONDITION
PROBABLY THEBESTAVAILABLE

Fullydual instrumented&complete with
radio, paraChutes, oxygen, excellent trailer

TELEPHONELEEDSD532 7BlJ450
OLDTIMER SLING$BY PREf'ECT W-nt 741, PH-198, buiit
in 1951 with standard Ilstruments 1Il1d open trailer. Wrle to
Secr, GLC "ILLUSTRIOUS" RaWlenhofflaan 212, 3571 HP
Utrecht, The Netherlands.

SKYLARK 3F. O~rt canopy, T&S, 2 varios and audio.
Speedwell metal trailer. 12 months' Col}" Only'£295O. Con·
tact Mark Niman, Work 061·634·2659. Home 061·166-2942.

T-61A SCHEIBE FALKE 1973. New Stammo engine 
under 5Ohrs. Total a~ime , 5OOhrs. Good condition wilh cur·
rent C of A. Trial flights at Templeton. Delivery by ait. Ring
Pembroke 683193 or Tenby 4371,

T-21 B in excellent condition. Sale Iorced by lack of hangar·
age. Haggle around £1000. Phone Blandlord 51139.

SKYLARK 4. First one buit. excellent condilion. wllh trailer.
Must sell- best offer. Box No SG 577.

SKYLARK 3F. Low hrs. Full panel. Parachute, barograph
and relurbished trailer. C 01 A till Feb 84. Urgent sale
required hence offers around £2250. Phone Forrest on
031·333-3096 anytime.

SKYLARK 2B. Basic instruments. Rear hook modification.
Sound wooden Irailer. C 01 A end October. £1600. Morpeth
811039/513869.

DART 15. Good condition. Full panat includes audio. TIS,
Oxygen, Brunswick tube. Good trailer. Call Colin Parker Day
0632814551.

'MITY' stailless weak links, 900 or 1100 lb. Aero towropes.
Winch chutes. Aslleys Ltd, Gosford SI. Coventry, CVl 50J
(0203) 20771.

A WELL MAINTAINED and extremely rare example t959
(vinlage?) SZD Jaskolka 16m. Only 95Ohrs. Lovingly cared
for by present owner 7yrs and John Hulme previous 1Oyrs.
Fully equipped, bluelwMe livery, excellent trailer. Only
£2400 inclusive. Phone Doug Carler (0213) 720265 or
(07917) 62275 (eves).

ASW-20FL Hull only, or hull and Irailer (Komet). Phone
Maidenhead 25869 or 01·435·0786 (day), or 01-445-2691
(eves).

BLANIK. C of A, £3200. Good T·21 with Canopy £1000.
Both with basic Instruments. Aiso winch. Bicester 43030.

TIRED OF RIGGING? No need to rig wfth AV·36 Fauvelle
flying wing. Basic instruments and Irailer. £2100. Bicesler
43030.

ELECTRIC VARIO complete with audio. adjustable volume
and threshold. large dial wilh linear scale. Vacuum f1~sk. Tel
04'94 881166.

L·SP....U 55. ':29 glide angle. Recent reoover, C or A 1yr.
Very good condilion. Radio, parachute and trailer. £25OOono.
R. Walker, Cranwel1 Gliding Club or Tel (day) Stealord
30,3478 or (eves) Lovede~ 30822.

'SPORT IIEGA, li5th shere, very low hrs, lull instruments
and speed directm, audio varia. Filled trailer, chute, baro·
graph. radio. £1900. Based Lasham 01·874-9899.

ASW 20 SCHlEICHER bu~1. outfit available or hull and
instrl¥t1ento, or hull only. Bristol 48838,

DART HR, excellent condition, comprehensively instru
mented, Ibarograph, parachute, oxygen. radio, trailer,
riggihg aids, tail trolley. Year's C of A. £5400. Bristol 563388.

K-6CR 'SUPERB PZL. Dolph"', Cook, Audio. TM61 Radio,
T&S Parachute. open tra~r, canvas covers, Col A May 84.
Seen Lasham £3800. Baker. Fleet (02514) 4958.

YEG/\ SPORT. Only 42hrs. Fully instrumenled including
speed indicator, radio. barograph, parachute. New C of A.
FUlly equipped tra~er. £9,800. Basngstoke 882243,

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



HOBBIES

BOB McLEAN
241 Bawtry Road, Bessacarr

DONCAS1ER DN4 7AL
Tel 0302-5358811 or 0302-649311 (home)

Kestrel 19 and Slingsby Glassfibre trailer,
il1struments including "Behli" oompass, radio.
OFFERS OVER 1:7000 considered.
Skylark 3F .. Ciosed trailer. Refurbished with
plenty of instruments. £3000 ono
Skylark 4. With instruments and closed
wooden trailer. £3750
Skylark 4 salvage - OFFERS?'
Slingsby glassflbre trailer lor Kestrel 19 
OFFERS?
Repairs and C of A inspections on wooden,
metal and glassfibre sailplanes. Factory
trained and approved repair agent for Glassr
Dirks Sailplanes.

Please ask for
details

O/K BAROGRAPHS U.K Agent

£149

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB
ENJOY MOTOR-GLIDING FROM ENSTONE

in our fleet of GROB 109's and SUPERFALKE

Improve your gliding prowess and safety by a session of field landing
practice and cross-counlty navigation training'. Additionally our
MGPPL training syllabus caters for students at all levels 0; experi
ence, from the complete beginner to the proficienl soaring pilot wit/i a
Silver Badge. And having gained your licence, our aircraft are readii't
available for your private use.

PERSONAL TUITION BY CAA-APPROVED INSTRUCTORS GORDON CAMP and rED A'tLlNG
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK OPERATION - BOOK YOUR FLYING BY THE HQUR

*
FOR SAILPlANE AND MOTOR-GLIDER MAINTENANCE
CONTACT OUR ASSOCIATED COMPANY GORDONAIR LTD

WHAT'S NEW? ? ? ? ? ?
CAMERA - super turning point camera. Update your Instamatic now. Weighl3 al. Takes 126 film cassette. F~s our own camera

mount. £6.00 incl. pip.
I<ODAK I'ILMS-126 x 12 expos. BfW. I' = £1.25 10 ~ £11.00 (Inol pip).
GlIDERDECA.L - Recognize your lellow pAol on the road. Suilable for car. Iraiter etc. Red. 8 inch span. £1.00 each lincl pip).
Porteble SOLDERING KIT - no respectabie pilot (or crewl should be w~hout one. save panic on the griC line! Works from 12V

battery. Price £7.00 (incl pip).
framed GLIDING I'ItTURES - Non ,ef1ective glass. Ready to hang. Ideal for PRIZES. Presents or self induigence. Detaiis on

request.
PILUS - Maps (are yours up 10 date?): Graphic - plotting-lape: Scales: Protractors: Caiculators: Knee pads: Batteries: Chargers:

Canopy covers: Mal)netic base aerials: Plastic piping and connectors: Oxygen equipment: Parachutes: Books: Postcards: N.B. lew
Segeiflug Bildkalender '83 leh (£7.50): SOARING MAGAZINE IDistrib.

SPECiAl OFfER (whie stocks last) - fREE T shill w.h every order over £25.00.
Full PRICE LIST available - send S.A.E. to:

HOl;lBIES, 1'44 Lylhwood Road, BayslOf\ Mill, Shropshire SY3 OLW. Tel. 0743 723885 or 246456
We hope to vis~ all Competitions during' the season. please place orders before sta~ date to ensure you are not disappointed.

CESSNA 180

225 HP TAILWHEEL TUG

Telephone:

Alresford (096 273) 4269
(Daytime)

Bramdean (096279) 378
(Evenings and weekends)

FOR HIRE

TUG AIRCRAFT Slol Rallye Commodore 160 with pilot
available as emergency occasional standby tug. 0676
33182 any Imo.

Available for comps
and/or temp replacement

tugging.

SITUATIONS VACANT

FUIol CAT MGPPl Instructor requ~ed. August 6th to Sep
tember 2nd. Applications w~h deta~s and referenoes to the
Course Direclor. Yorkshire Gliding Club, Sutlon Bank,
ThIs!<, Vorl<s. Tel 0645-597237.

PIK-2Q9. 12 months C of A. lira~er, full panel. 'I, share
£5500 or sell whole. Also '15th sharll K6-CR and lraier
£1000. Basad Marchinglon, Staffs. Tel 0332-672643 (eves).

TRI'ILER, suitable gilder up IQ HIm. Running gea' good:
woodwori< needs attention but serviceable. £2950no. Tel
045-387·3410 (eves).

SHK, good trailer, instruments, barograph. parachutEl,
oxygen. All very good condition. Offers considered. Conlact
S. Cervantes on Dundee 646391 or P. Coward Aberdeen
79294.

COURSES ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP Tel 060872-208

SILVER AND BRONZE CONVERSIONS to
PP\. t:Iy John Harris. Ex BGA full Cat, your
course will be cost effective in minimum time to
a safe standard. Currently £32.40 including
instruction and VAT. Our prices are unbeatable
value. low oost aocommodation at Aerodrome,
Sherburn Aero Club, Sherburn-in-Elmet, leeds

0977 682674

KENT MOTOR GLIDING AND SOARING CENTRE
MansIon, Ramsgale, Kenl

Olle, 101 begfnners
.. 2-' day holidays lor glidin~ and motor gliding
.. Individual lessons Ior gliding and motor gliding
Otltrlhe more experienced Glider Pllols-
.. Molor Glider PPL conversions
.. Navigation and Field LaMing Pracllce

Tel. for fu~her detaits - MANSTQN 222

WELSH HANG GLIDING CENTRE
FLYING CLUB

Details of our hang gliding courses are
ava~able by writing or telephoning to:

Depf S, 22 New Road, Crickhowell,
Powys, S. Wales

Tel: (0873) 810019 (24hrs)

WANTED

GLASS GLIDER, Ism, preferably flapped, new syndicate,
cash available. Phone (0273) 686725.

LASHAM PILOT living abroad wishes to hire glider, any
class for Lasham Regionals 23-31 July. Jutian West
01 C>-49-8944-861 07 eveni1gs.

EXPERIENCED DESIGNER requires practical help w~h

interesting prototypes, one 60% complete. Part ownership a
possibility. 69 No~hgate. Hunmanby, F'ey. Vorks.

ACCOMMODATION NEAR GLIDING SITES

CONVENIENT Dunkeswell and North Hiil. Les and Eileen
Billings invite you to stay at their 15th Century Inn. Bed
and Breakfast £7.50 inc VAT. Lunchtime aM Evening
Meals ava'able. Drewe Arms. Broadhembury. Honilon,
Devon EX10 ONF. Tel 040484267.

SERVICES

SPECIALIST GLIDING TRANSLATIONS. Handbooks,
technical documentation etc. Quality work, swift service,
competitive rates. Peak Translations, Ketlleshulme.
Whaley Bridge, Stockport. Tel. Whaley Bridge 2074.

EXHIBITIONS

AEROJUMBLE - the first ever. Saturday October 1st. Fieet
Air Arm Museum, RNAS Veovillon, Somerset. Book your
stand now. Sell anything to do with aviation. Up to 10000
visitors expected. Booking form: Write to 'Aerojumble' or Tei
(0935) 840565.

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING SITES

SOAR MINDEN, MINDEN, NEVADA, USA. Cross-Country
Wave-Fibreglass Rentals-LS-3. Open Cirrus. DG400M Motor
mder. PO Box 1764. Minden, Nevada 89423 USA.

PUBLICATIONS
NEW ZE'.LANO: "Gliding Kiwi" olficial Gliding Magazine
of the NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alter
nate months. Writ. Nz C;;lidmg K·iwi. Private Bag,
Tauranga. New Zealand. £6.00 Steriing for year's sub
'l(Oription (inclusive of postage).

SLOPE SOARING with a radio. control model seaplane is
a lascinatmg pastime and a typical phase of aeromodel
IIn9. Rea(! aboUlthis aM other aeromodelling subjects in
Aeromodeller and AMio Control Mode/~ and Electronics,
the world's ,leading magaZines published monthly. Model
& Allied Publicaltons Ltd., 1:>-35 Bridge Street, Hemel'
Hempstead. Herts.

"SOARING" -official monthly journalof the Soaring Society of
America. lihe. onl.y US periodicai devoted entirelv to the sport.
For subscription sene S25.00 US by international money order
er "ternalional cashiers check payable to the SSA at PO Box
66071', Los Angeles, CA 90066.

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monthly publication of the Gliding
Federation 01 Australia. Editor Allan Ash. A complete cover
age of Australian Soaring aM exclusive feature~ pI' interna
tionai inlerest. Subscription. SA16.00 by cheque on an
Australian bank or by money order. Airman extra SA21.25.
Box 1650. GPO. Adelaide. South Australia 5001.
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BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB

welcomes private owners. beginners and
holiday members to their unique site in the

Cotswolds

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - April to OCtober
(Normally weekends only in winter)

~
~'I

rDGE UNIV.. ERSITY
.;. ::." GLIDING CLUB
k-&---4 CAMBRICoe (M....ahalls)
~ CUXFCRO

SHOBDON
Your easily accessible wave site in
superb unspoilt country on the
Welsh borders,

Vega, Blanik. Twin Astir. Easy
to-get-away cross country
possibilities, Good wave set up by
the Welsh mountains. Private
owners and club expeditions
welcome, but be sure to book.
Courses tailored to your require
ments. Power and parachuting
available. An excellent area for small
hotels, amiable landladies, self
catering, historic towns, stately
homes, beautiful walks and choice
pubs.

Please write to the Secretary.

Herefordshire Gliding Club.
Shobdon Airfield, Leomlnster.
Herefordshire
Telephone Klngsland (056881) 369

CLUB LOG FOR 1982/83

APR 21,000 fI NOV 22,000 ft
MAY 17,000 fI DEC 14,000 fI
JUN} mostly JAN 31 000 fI

thermals ~.
JUL and Ridge FEB SkIIng
AUG 17,000 fI MAR 31,000 ft
SEP 29,500 fI APR 27,000 ft
OCT 21,000 ft

3 out of 4 flying days in 1982
were soarable

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
THE SOARING SITE

BOOK YOUR SOARING NOW!
AB-INITIO COURSES TOO
GET IT ALL AT DEESIDE

Phone or write to:

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Tel: 0339 85-339 or 0339 2551

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston

Cornwall
Tel: Helston 62294

The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
TreveJlas Airfield, Perranporth

Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124

Gliding courses from April to October
- fleet includes motor glider - B.G.A.
fully-rated instructors - fine soaring 
lovely coastal airfield - ideal for a dif
ferent family holiday - No increase on

last season's prices.

For Course
details wrile 10

Course Secretary
31 longstanton Rd
Oakington, Cambs

Tel Histon 3957

For general
information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Rd

Duxford
Cambs

The Name may sound a trifle exc'lusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.

We winc,h and! aerotow from Ouxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from Apr,il to Sep
tember for beginners and solo pilots.

HOUDAY COURSES - April to OCtober
- accommodation on site,

For details wrne or telephone:

The Course Secretary
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club

Nympsfleld. Stonehouse
Glos. GL10 3TX

,Tel. 0453·860342

11 you're an experienced glider pilot and
looking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday, Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you.
Situated just outside Husbands Bosworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs,
Aero-tow launching ensures maximum
soaring opportunity for both long distance
and local gliding.
Club facilities include Licensed Bar, first
class accommodation, good company and
easy access from motorways,
We also extend a very warm welcome to
the not so experienced and the beginner.
ou r holiday courses are amongst the very best.
For details ring:
Market Harborough 880429 or 880521
For holiday courses ring
Market Harborough 880484
or write to: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB

Husbands Bosworth Airfield,
Husbands Bosworth, Leics,
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

AMF Enterprises
Aero Marketing Associates
Anglo Polish Sailplanes Lld
Austin Aviation
Avon Soaring Centre
Booker Gliding Club
Beaurnont Aviation Literature
Peter Bower
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
British Aerospace
6r~ish Gliding Association
R. Bull
Cambrai Coverings
Cambridge Aero Instruments Inc
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Chmem Sailplanes Lld
Classifieds
Commercial Credit Finance Lld
Conder International
Cook Variometers
Comish Gliding & Flying Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Doncaster Sailplane Services
ORE Lld
Deeside Gliding Club
Dunkeswell Gliding Club
Fieldtech Healhrow Lld
Glider Instruments
Gliderwork
Gliding Accessories (F.B.J.)
Gordonair
J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Lld
Herefordshire Gliding Club Lld
Hobbies
Holmes/Hulbert & Co Lld
H.T. Communications
JSW Soaring
Kent Gliding Club
Kent Motor Glider & Soaring Centre
Lasham Gliding Society Lld
Lim~ed Lift Services
'London Gliding Club
'London Sailplanes Lld
'London SChool of Flying
R. L. MeLean
'Micro Biplane Aviation
Midland (jliding Club
Mowbray Vale Insurance
Nine Four Aviation Lld
Norfolk Gliding Club
Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
Piggott Bros & Co Lld
T. & A. D. Poyser
RD Aviation Lld
Rematic
Sailplane & Engineering Services Lld
Sailplane & Gliding
Schleicher Aircraft
Scottish Gliding Union
She'lina Jewellers
Sherbum Aero Club Lld
Soaring Equipment Lld
Southdown Aero Services Lld
Southem sailplanes
Speedsoaring
Speedwell Sailplanes
Sportavia Soaring centre
Thermal Equipment Lld
Three Counties Aero Club Lld
Brian Weare
Welsh Hang Gliding Centre
Westley Aircraft
C, P. Witter ttd
Wyatt International Insurance
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Ply) Lld
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DUNKESWELL
In the heart of beautiful Devon

Courses for ab-initio's to
advanced pilots

5 days £85 Weekends £40
(including all flying charges)

• • •
Modern Gliders

F,riendly Atmosphere
Excellent instruction

• • •
Good accommodation available

Write for brochure or telephone
Barbara Fairclough, Meadowcroft

Christow, Exeter
Tel 0647 52249

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUS
Bronz(l or Silver 'C' b PPl (SlMGI. Courses
throughout the year. Small groups, C.A.A.
instructors. May IQ October holiday courses ta
cater lor the begimer lO Silver 'C'.
VISiting aircraft welcome. Ideallor cross coun
try - 15,471 K flown last year. Big fields, sale
site, cheap aerotows and temporary member
ship.
Friendly club - full accommodation 
licensed bar,

Write to the C.F.I.
Roy Woodhouse
Oak Cottage, The Hili, Long Stratton
Norwich NR15 2AH .
Tel: Long StratlOn 31406

of or 5-day glidIng holidays
RIdge Site wlfh wInch and aerolow
I/lunches.
From £132·£198.
(All inclusive of flying, professional
instruction, accommodation, meals and
VAT.)
VIsitIng gliders welcome

Kenl GLIDinG CLUB
Please ring Challock (023374) 274 or 307
Or write to The Secretary. Kent Gliding Club
Challock. tVr. Ashford. Kent.

,

LASHAM
Super soaring al Britain's largest gliding
centre.

Weekday and weekend Beg inners' Courses 
learn lOr 2. 5, 7 or 9 days.
Temporary members are always welcome to
bring their own gliders and compete with
pundits, or 10 receive specialised training. or
simpry to take advantage of our 7-day
operation for local soaring.
Expeditions from other clubs welcome.
Cross-country facilities include a
comprehensive briefing room with facsimile
weather machine for the latest weather charts,
instructional video-tapes and lectures for bad
weather days.
Excenenl aerotow and car launching facilities.
Comprehensive clubhouse facilities and
accommodation .

Lasham Gliding Society

Nr. Alton, Hants

Tel Herrtard (025 683) 322 or 270

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

All-inclusive
5-day holiday courses.

Professional instructors with long
experience of training beginners
and early solo pilots.

Unique winch launching system
for rapid turn round and maximum
flying lime.

Visitors always welcome, prior
arrangement advised.

Contact:

Tony Spicer
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel: Linley (058861) 206

or 0588 638544

SOAR YORKSHIRE
SUTTON
BANK

For your COURSE!
For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!
We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities.

RIDGE SOARING THERMAL SOARING WAVE SOARING
12 miles in suitable Club record is 582 km. Club absolute record is
conditions from aerotow, 524 km. 30,200 ft. Club record

from the winch gain is 29.500 ft. Both
from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £6.50 for aerotows to 2000 ft. Visit
us and stay in our fully licensed residential clubhouse. Full catering

available in season. Self catering at other times.

COURSES - April to October Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON SANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

--v-
lONOON GLIDING CWB
Dunstabl'e Downs, Bedfordshire

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, aM within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(jusl ofl the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter). licensed bar. accommo
dation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 058263419
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